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I N T E N T I O N  A N DI N T E N T I O N  A N D
I N T E R P R E T A T I O NI N T E R P R E T A T I O N

C H A R L E S  P A L E R M OC H A R L E S  P A L E R M O

This issue is loosely the result of a double session on Intention and Interpretation at the

College Art Association meeting of February 2010. (The original call for papers appears

below.) The line-up of speakers was somewhat different from the authors of this special

issue, but these remarks describe the developments to which both sets of papers address

themselves. Thierry de Duve, Michael Garral, Stephen Melville, and Walter Benn Michaels

were all participants in the sessions and contributed arguments substantially like those they

present here. David Summers was scheduled to take part, but was unable to attend the

gathering in 2010. Samuel Wheeler contributes an entirely new piece on the topic.

Also in this issue, Molly Warnock on the pliages of Simon Hantaï.

Intention and Interpretation

Session chairs: Charles Palermo and Todd Cronan

Is the meaning of a work of art just exactly the intention of its maker or makers? Does anyone

(still) believe that? Yes. In fact, it has been argued that everyone does, but no one wants to

admit it. Further, since the question will determine not just how you go about interpreting

works of art, but what you think a work of art is and what you think an interpretation
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is, this question is fundamental to the practice of all art historians. So, if you don’t know

how you’d answer the question, you don’t know what an art historian does. This session

invites strong statements and arguments for and against intentionalism, and will look for

their consequences. Papers should articulate a stance on intentionalism and defend it with a

challenging example or an argument.

Charles Palermo's two current research projects are an account of the importance of authority in the work of Pablo

Picasso and Guillaume Apollinaire before cubism and inheritance as a metaphor for understanding in and around

photography, from Peter Henry Emerson to Douglas Gordon. His Fixed Ecstasy: Joan Miro in the 1920s (2008) appeared in

Penn State University Press' Refiguring Modernism series. He has spoken and published on Cézanne, cubism, Michel Leiris,

Picasso, Apollinaire, Eugène Carrière, P.H. Emerson, Eugene and Aileen Smith, and James Agee’s and Walker Evans’s Let

Us Now Praise Famous Men.

nonsite.org is an online, open access, peer-reviewed quarterly journal of scholarship in the arts and humanities affiliated

with Emory College of Arts and Sciences. 2014 all rights reserved. ISSN 2164-1668.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N :  I N T E N T I O N  A N DI N T R O D U C T I O N :  I N T E N T I O N  A N D
I N T E R P R E T A T I O NI N T E R P R E T A T I O N

C H A R L E S  P A L E R M OC H A R L E S  P A L E R M O

The following is roughly the text of the remarks I read to introduce the double session on Intention and

Interpretation. The line-up of speakers was somewhat different from the authors of this special issue of

nonsite.org, but these remarks describe the developments to which both sets of papers address themselves.

Thierry de Duve, Michael Garral, Stephen Melville, and Walter Benn Michaels were all participants in the

sessions and contributed arguments substantially like those they present here. David Summers was scheduled

to take part, but was unable to attend the gathering in 2010. It is on that account a special pleasure to be

able to present those remarks now.

Anyone who is familiar with them will recognize in the call for participation the echo of a pair

of essays by Walter Benn Michaels and Steven Knapp titled “Against Theory” and “Against

Theory 2,” the first of which was originally published in Critical Inquiry in 1982. 1 Todd Cronan

and I chose to frame the call in these terms both because we are sympathetic to the aims and

the argument of “Against Theory,” but, even more to the point, because putting the problem

in such terms makes clear how unavoidable the debate about intentionalism is. It’s not an

issue one may take a pass on.
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That is not to say, however, that it does not have a history, or that certain moments have

not felt its force more acutely than others. A seminal event in the modern history of debate

over intentionalism was the publication of W.K. Wimsatt’s and Monroe Beardsley’s “The

Intentional Fallacy” in 1946. 2 It is generally taken to articulate a distinguishing belief of the

New Criticism in the irrelevance to criticism of external evidence, such as evidence about an

author’s life, that might support an argument that the work of art meant one thing or another

because the author intended one thing or another. Later, Roland Barthes’s 1967 “Death of

the Author,” Michel Foucault’s “What is an Author?” and works of Jacques Derrida and Paul

de Man in the 1960s and ’70s all questioned intentionalism, generally disputing that a real,

historical author’s internal states can or should determine, whether via the agency of a critic or

not, the meaning of a text. 3 If one adds to these contributions developments in structuralism,

semiotics, reader-response theory and hermeneutics, the effect is of something like a broad

and general effort to minimize or eliminate reference to authorial intention in the practice of

interpretation.

A desire to displace the origin of meaning from the work of the artist to that work of the

spectator also gained currency among and around artists—as in John Cage’s writing on Robert

Rauschenberg’s White Painting. 4 By 1973, Rosalind Krauss could write of Frank Stella’s stripe

paintings, as she did in an essay titled “Sense and Sensibility,” that “The real achievement of

these paintings is to have fully immersed themselves in meaning, but to have made meaning

itself a function of surface—of the external, the public, or a space that is in no way a signifier of the a

priori, or of the privacy of intention.” 5 As Krauss goes on to explain, this is part of a radical effort

to make art’s meaning totally of sign, surface, exteriority, and without intention, because, to

“offer[] a new account of intention” would merely leave these artists, as she put it, “trapped

within the privacy of a mental space which the old one entailed” (Krauss, 52).

So, by the 1970s intentionalism had become an embattled stance in the discourse on art-

historical method; moreover, anti-intentionalism, the “death of the author,” had become a

theme of much advanced art production and art theory. Debates about intention don’t just

affect how we talk and write about art; they affect in a very common and direct way the

practices by which art is made.

In the early 1980s, reconsiderations began to offer themselves, including those of members

of our first session, including Knapp and Michaels’s “Against Theory” and David Summers’s

1986 essay “Intentions in the History of Art,” both of which take issue with earlier critical

reactions against intention and seek out new positions. 6 Summers convened a session at the

College Art Association meeting titled, like this one, “Intention and Interpretation.”
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Since that time, an anti-intentionalist default position has gained a sort of general currency

among art historians. Mieke Bal and Norman Bryson’s “Semiotics and Art History” of 1991

(which I read hot off the presses when Summers assigned it to a seminar on methods of art

history in which I was enrolled) appeared in the Art Bulletin as a report on the state of theory

of a broadly poststructuralist bent as it was practiced in art history at the time. 7 It articulates

a paradigmatically anti-intentionalist account of interpretation that hasn’t had to face much

open opposition or revision over the past twenty years. One now routinely reads rote refusals

of intentional interpretation and insouciant claims for the spectator’s prerogative in making

meaning. Such refusals and claims may be right—that’s a question we may discuss today—,

but their reexamination, which is to say this conversation, is overdue.
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Fig. 1 Hans Namuth, Jackson Pollock Painting, Summer 1950 (1950)

Pollock paints a picture. [Fig. 1] He intended to paint a picture, not to dance around the

studio, tossing paint all over. When Robert Goodnough watched him actually toss paint all

over his canvas, he was assuming that Pollock’s intention had been from the start to paint

a picture. When Hans Namuth took the photograph, he was making the same assumption.

Neither would have made the trip to Northampton otherwise. We art historians and critics

think we know that Pollock intended to paint a picture, because a picture is what he did,

not an oversized doodle. But in fact, Pollock’s picture is a picture not because we know but

because we judge it to be one, and we so judge partly because we, too, like Goodnough and
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Namuth, assume that Pollock intended his work to be seen and appreciated as a picture. We

must assume this, and the reason we do is that we have learned that pictures are intentional

objects—in the sense that they are both the outcome and the bearer, the carrier, the medium

of intentions on the part of their maker. As medium of intentions, pictures declare and make

visible all sorts of intentions: say the intention to represent the world, or to tell a story, or to

produce beauty, and the like. But before they are anything else, all pictures are declarations

of the intention to make a picture. Pollock’s pictures are paradigms of such generalizations

because they go a long way toward being reduced to declarations of the intention to make a

picture, and nothing else. They push the issue to the point where judging that this intention

has been fulfilled perhaps requires nothing but its recognition, as declared intention. Pollock

puts considerable pressure on the viewer’s willingness to assume that his art consists of

intentions made visible. It takes an eye trained in the history of this ever-growing pressure

since Impressionism to make that assumption in confidence. The marks on the canvas are

indices of intentionality, no doubt, but from what distance? The closer we look at the canvas,

the more remote are the chances that this yellow stain, here, or this blob of white, there, were

intended to have exactly the location and particular form that they have. Yet to an even closer

look, total randomness seems excluded. To spot the intentional at the level of such detail is

to marvel at the very slim chances that paint falling haphazardly on a canvas would form such

fine rectilinear skeins as this one, here, not once, not twice, but eight times, in white, black,

red and yellow. The true index of intentionality does not lies in the marks per se but in their

improbability to be the product of mere chance.

To say that Manet intended to paint a picture is at first sight a lot more trivial than to say the

same about Pollock. It is however less trivial when gauged by the number of times his critics

accused him of not finishing his canvases, or of not being able to round up “un tableau” while

nevertheless churning out wonderful “morceaux.” The Salon jury that rejected him so many

times during his career must have recognized Manet’s intention to paint a picture and judged

that he failed in his delivery. He himself must have often been torn by the contradiction

between his intention to paint a picture that the Salon public would understand, and the

Salon jury accept, and his intention to paint a picture according to the new definition of a

picture he was working towards. We of course salute him for not having compromised on

the latter intention, and we tend to forget the former. Yet this is where the analogy with

Pollock clicks. Lee Krasner recalls this about Pollock: “He asked me: ‘Is this a painting?’ Not

is this a good painting, or a bad one, but a painting! The degree of doubt was unbelievable

at times.” 1 Manet had more confidence in his own talent than Pollock and perhaps had only

contempt for the jury, but even he could not guarantee posterity’s verdict without a leap of

faith. Posterity’s verdict, precisely, became a pressing issue, one that would take the place of

Manet’s expectations regarding his success with the contemporary public, from that moment
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in 1881 when he learned that the degenerative disease that had hit him had dramatically

shortened his life expectancy. This is when he decided to paint Un Bar aux Folies-Bergère, his

pictorial testament, the content of which is the explanation of how to look at all his paintings

in order to recognize in them the new definition of a picture he had invented. [Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 Edouard Manet, A Bar at the Follies-Bergère (Courtauld Institute of Art, London; 1882)

Lest you fear that I’m falling into what Wimsatt and Beardsley have dubbed “The Intentional

Fallacy,” let me reassure you. I am calling Un Bar aux Folies-Bergère Manet’s testament basing

myself on “external evidence”—the biography of the artist, his complaints to Baudelaire

and others that he was misunderstood, the Salon criticism of the times, and so on—the

kind of evidence Wimsatt and Beardsley say is not vulnerable to the intentional fallacy. But

because Manet never explicitly said that Un Bar aux Folies-Bergère was his testament, I am also

confronted with the task of demonstrating that it was, basing myself on “internal evidence.”

The painting must show that it pertains to Manet’s intention to paint a picture, its failure in

contemporary terms, and Manet’s hope that some day his intention would be recognized as

having been successfully realized. And what must I show? Assuming that Un Bar aux Folies-

Bergère is a picture whose intention was to paint a picture about the intention to paint a picture

and how this intention should be recognized so as to be seen as successfully realized, I must
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show that the picture, therefore, uses clues as to how it was made in order to raise the question

of why it was made the way it was. Throughout his life, Manet planted clues in his paintings,

but they were not clues as to how the paintings were made, they were clues as to how the

painting should be read so that his intention to paint a picture according to his own, novel

definition of a picture, be understood. And throughout his life, these clues proved insufficient.

The cat in Olympia was such a clue: it was there to tell the beholder that the painting had

anticipated his presence before it, and that this preemption of the beholder, as Michael Fried

calls it, 2 belonged to the definition of a picture according to Manet. Contemporary criticism

interpreted the cat in various ways, but always as part of the narrative content of the picture,

never as part of the intended new definition of a picture. As I see it, Manet’s task when

he projected to paint a picture-testament, was different: he first had to make sure that the

question of why the picture was painted the way it was, the question of his intention, gets

raised, by planting a clue to an indisputable proof of how the picture was painted the way it

was. The clue in question would have to prove that chance must be ruled out as a plausible

explanation. This is where Manet joins with Pollock.

How Manet painted pictures is of course light years away from Pollock’s drip technique. In

1881 and 1882, when he painted Un Bar aux Folies-Bergère, Manet had embraced Impressionism

since almost a decade, and Impressionism’s reputation is that its technique handles paint

loosely, brings the aesthetic of the finished painting closer to that of the sketch, and

disregards, even dismantles, traditional Renaissance perspective. In the case of Un Bar aux

Folies-Bergère, those features of Impressionism were compounded by an additional, and quite

blatant impression that the construction of the painting was full of deliberate anomalies with

regard to perspectival depiction of space. 3 This was already noted by the Salon reviewers

of 1882, and still approved by the twelve authors Bradford Collins rallied under the banner

of “the new art history” in a book published in 1996 entitled 12 Views on Manet’s “Bar.”

Those authors’ opinions converge with the one Anne Coffin Hanson had already presented

as definitive in 1966, thirty years earlier:

The barmaid’s reflection does not seem to be where it should be, the reflected

images of the bottles on the marble bar do not match their more tangible models.

Historians have attacked the problem like sleuths, expecting to find some key to a

logical and naturalistic explanation. There is none. 4

Things changed with the publication in 1998, in Critical Inquiry, of an article that demonstrated

that the spatial construction of the painting was not at all anomalous but, on the contrary,

done according to the strict rules of one-point perspective. Here I must apologize and beg you
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for your indulgence, because a lot in my talk from now on will appear utterly self-serving: I

am the author of that article. For today’s purpose, I would by far prefer not to be. You will see

why in just a second. For now, please bear in mind that the subject of my talk is not the spatial

construction of Manet’s Bar. The latter serves only to establish the indisputable visual clue, the

“internal evidence,” to use Wimsatt and Beardsley’s terms, that raises the question of Manet’s

intention. Un Bar aux Folies-Bergère offers the art historian a peculiar, possibly even unique case

study, inasmuch as the clue it contains leads him or her to a binary choice as to the artist’s

intention and, from there, to divergent interpretations of the work or indeed, possibly of the

artist’s whole oeuvre. I say binary choice because in 2001 somebody else proposed another

explanation of the painting’s spatial construction, and one that calls with equal rigor on the

strict rules of one-point perspective and is geometrically just as correct as mine, if not more. I

am talking about an Australian scholar, Malcolm Park, who wrote a PhD dissertation entitled

Ambiguity, and the Engagement of Spatial Illusion within the Surface of Manet’s Paintings. 5 I learned of

the existence of Park’s dissertation when I was at the Getty last year from Scott Allan, who, in

2007, curated a show of Manet’s Bar at the Getty Museum. I am indebted to him for having

given me Park’s dissertation to read. On the occasion of the show, the Getty published a

leaflet that contained a version of Park’s reconstruction of the painting’s scenography, in the

form of a bird’s-eye view. Here it is. [Fig. 3]
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Fig. 3 Malcolm Park's diagram reconstructing the arrangement and viewpoint of the bar and the spectator in Manet's Bar at the Follies-Bergère

Malcolm Park 1) postulates that the spectator is placed far to the right of the scene, as in

Manet’s sketch [Fig. 4] for the painting; 2) upholds that the visual pyramid corresponding to

the painting has been cut from a wider frontal view; 3) therefore considers that the picture

plane is an oblique section of the visual pyramid. (He shows it projected in the depth of the

scene, whereas, as you will see, I treat it as a “Leonardo window” intersecting the counter’s

surface, what amounts to the same); 4) arrives at the conclusion that the man in the top hat

and the barmaid are not facing one another and don’t look at each other. [Fig. 5] Though

strictly part of Park’s construction, the last point goes beyond geometry and opens the door

to interpretation. Park’s four points taken together also make a fundamental conclusion: the

painting abides so exactly by the laws of optics and the rules of perspective that it leaves no

doubt that the construction was intentional and could not have been arrived at by chance.
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Fig. 4 Edouard Manet, Sketch for A Bar at the Follies-Bergère, modifed by de Duve to show visual cone from projected viewpoint
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Fig. 5 Malcolm Park's reconstruction of the bar

What was my reconstruction like? Let me juxtapose it to Park’s. [Fig. 6]
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Fig. 6 Malcolm Park's reconstruction of the bar juxtaposed with Thierry de Duve's.

It 1) postulates that the spectator occupies a central position before the scene; 2) upholds that

the painting is a composite image implying two (logical, not chronological) moments, where

the reflection from moment 2 is “pasted” into the mirror from moment 1: at moment 1 [Fig.

7] the mirror is parallel to the picture plane and the man in the top hat is standing by the right

side of the bar, outside the visual pyramid; at moment 2 [Fig. 8] the mirror has pivoted and

the man has come to stand before the barmaid; 3) notices that what “locks” the composite

image into place is the fact that one and the same reflection of the man in the top hat, in a

mirror which in the meantime has pivoted, serves for his two successive locations “in reality”

[Fig. 9]; 4) yields the hypothesis that the construction of Un Bar aux Folies-Bergère, which is

definitely Manet’s testament, is as unusual and precise as it is because the painter intended

the double positioning of the man in the top hat to address some message to his posterity.

Just as with Park, the last point goes beyond geometry and opens the door to interpretation.

It also makes the same fundamental conclusion: that such a precise perspectival construction

was intentional and could not have been arrived at by chance. And to that conclusion it adds

another one, the fruit of reflection: that the locking into place of the man’s two positions by

a single mirror-image was an intentional clue to the meaning of Manet’s testament.
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Fig. 7 Thierry de Duve's diagram reconstructing the arrangement and viewpoint of the bar and the

spectator in Manet's Bar at the Follies-Bergère, first moment
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Fig. 8 Thierry de Duve's diagram reconstructing the arrangement and viewpoint of the bar and the

spectator in Manet's Bar at the Follies-Bergère, second moment
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Fig. 9 Thierry de Duve's diagram reconstructing the arrangement and viewpoint of the bar and the

spectator in Manet's Bar at the Follies-Bergère, first and second moments combined

The interesting thing in the juxtaposition of Malcolm Park’s schema and mine is that although

they are very different, they explain equally well the most blatant anomaly in Un Bar aux Folies-

Bergère, the off-center position of the couple in the mirror. Park’s schema actually explains

more than mine. Above all, it accounts for the non-congruence of the bottles and their mirror

image, an issue my construction bypasses. 6 In the painting, the reflection of the group of

bottles on the left side of the counter seems ill-placed: it should be near the counter’s edge

that is the closest to the spectator, and not the furthest away. Park demonstrates that this

group in fact sees its reflection pushed to the right, hidden by that of the barmaid. The

bottles we see in the left part of the mirror actually form another group, an S-shaped garland

that remains entirely outside the visual pyramid—a perfectly coherent solution, given the
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off-center position of the spectator, except that it forces Park to considerably stretch the

bar on its left, with several unpleasant consequences. One of them seems to have been the

victim of the Getty’s remarkable pedagogical concern for the public. Most of its shows come

accompanied by explanatory wall texts or brochures catering to the widest audience, and the

leaflet published on the occasion of the exhibition of Un Bar aux Folies-Bergère is no exception.

This is probably the reason why the schema reproduced on that leaflet “cheats.” In order

not to raise unwelcome questions with the average visitor, it runs the risk of raising a major

objection from the specialist. Indeed, the schema one finds in Park’s dissertation is not that

on the leaflet [Fig. 3]. I hope Park will allow me to correct the latter in conformity with figure

F 38 of his dissertation [Fig. 10].

Fig. 10 Malcolm Park's diagram reconstructing the arrangement and viewpoint of the bar and the spectator in Manet's Bar at the Follies-

Bergère, as corrected by de Duve

The trapeze-shaped outline of the bar’s tabletop, totally devoid of verisimilitude in the real

world, imposed itself on Park on account of two features of the painting that contradict the

schema published by the Getty. In the latter, the visual pyramid cuts through the left forward

corner of the tabletop’s reflection. If this would be the case in the painting, we would see

the bar’s mirror image being prolonged on about half its depth to the left border of the
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painting. But if we restored the tabletop to its rectangular form while respecting the distance

between its reflection’s left forward corner and the left border of the painting [Fig. 11], two

things would happen that are at odds with the visual evidence: first, the bottles, which we see

sitting firmly on the bar’s tabletop in the mirror, would be floating mid-air in “real” space;

and second, the vanishing line indicated by the left edge of the reflected bar would be much

too flattened, as it is, indeed, in the photo reconstituting the scene, which the Getty’s leaflet

reproduces [Fig. 12].

Fig. 11 Malcolm Park's diagram reconstructing the arrangement and viewpoint of the bar and the spectator in Manet's Bar at the Follies-

Bergère, as modified by de Duve
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Fig. 12 Photograph of a reconstruction of the bar according to Malcom Park's proposal. Photograph by Greg Callan.

The hypothesis of a trapeze-shaped bar “lifts up” the left edge in conformity with the

painting, so don’t get me wrong, Park’s model is correct. And if you disregard the issue

of the bottles, mine is correct, too. So, we now have two competing models, equally valid

in verifiable, scientific terms, from which to choose [Fig. 13]. Please forget that I’m utterly

biased in this affair and bear with me: the question really is not what model is going to win

the competition. Of course it’s mine, but that’s irrelevant, it’s not the subject. The theory

issue, which is the real subject of my talk, is what court is qualified to pick one model

over the other. Whatever model will be proclaimed the best will be by virtue of a certain

choice I or you or anyone will have made regarding that court. For us to judge—to judge

what? To judge which model is best, and thus what Manet’s intention might have been, and

thus what line of interpretation to adopt, and thus how to read Manet’s testament, and thus

what to make of his whole oeuvre and legacy—for us to judge, we must first, or by the

same token, elect the legitimate seat of judgment. To the one that I elect, I give the name:
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aesthetic intuition. I feel genuinely sorry for Malcolm Park that he made my case so easy by

systematically choosing the counterintuitive path, but here again, theory is the issue. We all

have our theoretical inclinations, our sense of professional ethics and politics, our more or

less consciously theorized ideology, what Althusser dubbed the spontaneous philosophy of

scientists. I try to be as upfront with mine as possible: its name is aesthetic intuition. If I were

to risk a name for Park’s, I would entitle it: Against Intuition. By paraphrasing Susan Sontag’s

Against Interpretation or Feyerabend’s Against Method, I want to suggest that it makes a lot of

sense to be against intuition. It is a real option, a serious theoretical choice.

Fig. 13 Malcolm Park's reconstruction of the bar, as modified by de Duve, juxtaposed with Thierry de Duve's.

Yet for both Park and myself, everything started from an intuition, which he must have

had like me, and which, for example, Ann Coffin Hanson did not have, that in spite of its

apparent inconsistencies, the painting makes perspectival sense. From noticing that you are

apparently not seeing the barmaid and her mirror image from the same viewpoint, you ask

yourself: “where is the vanishing point?” And you soon notice that the only clue leading to the

vanishing point is the left edge of the reflected bar. It is the only clearly indicated orthogonal.

In order to determine the vanishing point, either one orthogonal and the horizon, or two

orthogonals are required, but Manet offers us neither horizon nor second orthogonal. What
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he does, though, and very firmly, is have us facing the barmaid—Suzon was her name—and

by the same token, have us stand right in front of the middle of the depicted scene. He has

emphatically underlined the painting’s visual median line: the ridge of the nose, the medallion

hanging from Suzon’s neck, her corsage, the row of mother-of-pearl buttons, and the pleat

in her skirt, bisecting the triangular opening of her vest, compose a felt alignment, broken at

the medallion, that projects a sort of externalized spine for both Suzon and for us, who stand

before her. Thus placed, we are left to intuitively posit the vanishing point at the convergence of

the line drawn from the lateral edge of the reflected bar and the visual median of the painting,

that is, squarely in the middle of Suzon’s face. [Fig. 14]

Fig. 14 Manet's Bar at the Follies-Bergère, with orthogonal and centerline, as identified by de Duve

The very strong impression of facing Suzon is an essential component of the emotional

impact Un Bar aux Folies-Bergère has on us, and thus, of our appreciation of the painting. It is,

typically, an aesthetic intuition. Aesthetic intuitions are first of all intuitions, in the everyday sense

of hunch, in the psychological sense of an act of perception, and in the philosophical sense

of an act of the imagination. What characterizes them not just as intuitions but as aesthetic

is that they share with aesthetic experience their subjective, affective, non-conceptual nature,
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and with aesthetic judgments their reflexivity and their claim to universal validity, most often

expressed as a claim to reflect factual truth. Our very strong impression of facing Suzon is a

part of our aesthetic experience of the painting and is conducive to our aesthetic judgment on

it. And while it is not a criterion—no one will claim that the painting is a masterpiece because

we are facing Suzon—the fact is that we are facing her, and I challenge whoever has seen the

painting in the flesh to dare contradict me.

Malcolm Park doesn’t: he thinks that Manet carefully fabricated our illusion of facing Suzon. It

is not just that he settles for counterintuitive makeshifts such as the trapeze-shaped counter,

it is that he actively fights intuition, his own included. At first he has had the same intuition

as I, otherwise he would have been content with Anne Coffin Hanson’s opinion that it was

useless to seek an explanation to the chaos. When he finds himself forced to have recourse

to the expedient of the trapeze-shaped counter, Park has already judged that the oblique

viewpoint is the only way to account for the painting’s construction. What surprised me most

in his approach is that Park refuses to acknowledge the only clue leading to the vanishing

point, and thus to the viewpoint: the left edge of the reflected bar. His reconstruction does

not so much neglect the intuitive data as it actively denies them all relevance in favor of a

very counterintuitive artifice that is difficult to believe. The result is that the extension of

the bar’s left edge and the visual median of the painting are no longer intuitive indicators

of the beholder’s position and become a lure intended to deceive him of her. Who would

think of a trapeze-shaped table-top to account for a line that looks like an orthogonal but

isn’t? The question arises: why such an artifice? And, more seriously: why, with what goal in

mind, would Manet have wanted to deceive the beholder? The question is particularly acute

regarding the lack of eye contact between the two protagonists, which, so far as I can recall,

runs counter to all exegeses of the painting but is not without plausibility. The vexed question

of the artist’s intention cannot always be avoided, as is demonstrated by the very rare, perhaps

unique case of Manet’s Bar, where the choice between two reconstructions of the work that

are equally plausible, geometrically speaking, rests by necessity on the historian’s speculation

about Manet’s intention. In the absence of “external evidence” (a piece of writing by the artist,

the reviews of the critics, the testimony of contemporaries, etc.), what access do we have to

the artist’s intentionality? None other, I would argue, than what I called aesthetic intuition. Is it

methodologically trustworthy? The question will not be settled here, but it is raised.

© Thierry de Duve

October 2009-February 2010
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I N T E N T I O N  A T  T H E  C O L L E G E  A R TI N T E N T I O N  A T  T H E  C O L L E G E  A R T
A S S O C I A T I O N  ( 2 0 1 0 )A S S O C I A T I O N  ( 2 0 1 0 )

W A L T E R  B E N N  M I C H A E L SW A L T E R  B E N N  M I C H A E L S

What do you do when one of the lights in a Dan Flavin burns out? If you work at David

Zwirner and you’re asked this question, your answer—given unhesitatingly and with complete

confidence—is “When one burns out, we go upstairs and get another one.” 1 But if you’ve

read some of Dan Flavin’s writings or read some of what’s been written about Flavin, you

might not be so confident. The “ephemerality of the fluorescent tube,” “its limited life span,”

was something Flavin “often spoke about,” 2 says Jeffrey Weiss, as, for example, when he

remarked in 1962 that although his work takes “the ordinary lamp out of use,” “it is still

a lamp that burns to death like any other of its kind” and thus in time, “will no longer be

operative.” 3 Quoting this remark back in 1965, Barbara Rose made it clear that she thought

the fluorescent tube functioned for Flavin as a refusal of what she called “sentimental notions

of immortality.” 4 So if you agreed with her, and you remembered that Flavin had also said

that after the lights burn out “it must be remembered that they once gave light,” you might

not be so quick to replace the tube. You might even think that, seeing the work with the

lights off—or, even better, seeing the work (as Alex Potts did in Washington in 2004) with

one of the tubes starting to flicker at the end—you were now seeing it more truly, not just

understanding but also experiencing its ephemerality.
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Dan Flavin, To the Young Women and Men Murdered at Kent State and to Fellow Students Who Are Yet To Be

Killed (1970)
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My interest in this paper is not in the empirical question of which of these two accounts of

the work is more nearly right (or in replacing both of them with some other account), it is

instead in the theoretical question of what the accounts are accounts of. Suppose we know

nothing about Flavin and, seeing a show of his work, we encounter a great many artifacts with

all their lights on and one with one of the lights off. The question we ask is—is that light

supposed to be off? This is a question that is in a certain sense separate from the question

of what the work means; it’s a question about what it is: is it an arrangement of burning

lights or is it an arrangement of lights in which some are burning and one is not? But it’s

also inextricably imbricated in any interpretive question since every account of what the work

means will already assume some account of what it is. If, in other words, I start explaining to

you the meaning of the burnt-out light, I am already assuming that the light is supposed to be

out.

Of course, it’s a crucial fact about my assumption that it might be wrong, as we can see

if we imagine someone who doesn’t make any assumption about whether or not the light

is supposed to be out but just declares that the fact that it is out conveys ephemerality to

him. This person cannot be wrong about what the light means but only because he can’t

be right about what it means either, which is just to say, he isn’t making any claim at all

about what it means; he’s just reporting what it makes him think of. If the burned out light

leads you to think of the brevity not just of human life but of art too, while it leads me to

think just the opposite—look, all we have to do is replace the tube—we are not advancing

competing interpretations of the work’s meaning any more than we would be if we had

the same argument about, say, a sunset: it’s setting; our lives are short; but it will rise again

tomorrow; life itself is long. Reports of what something makes us feel are not beliefs about

what it means.

And if the recourse to the natural extinction of light seems too strong—after all, no one treats

the Flavin as a natural object—then we can just imagine instead a burned out fluorescent

tube in our office. It may well produce the same response in all of us—say, thoughts about

the limitations of technology and the culture of obsolescence—but it does so not because it’s

about obsolescence but because it’s an example of obsolescence.

And this distinction—like the distinction between how we are supposed to respond to a work

and how we do respond to it—only makes sense by reference to Flavin’s intentions.

All fluorescent bulbs will eventually go out; only Flavin’s intentions can make some of them

also be about the fact that they will eventually go out. All of us may think of the ephemeral

when we look at a fluorescent bulb flickering; only the belief that this (or something else) is

what Flavin meant us to think turns our responses into interpretations.
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There are two points here. The first is that to decide what the work of art is—to delineate the

object of interpretation—is always already and only to decide what it is intended to be. Which

we do every time we replace a fluorescent tube in a Flavin, and which we also would do if we

ever decided not to replace it. And this intention is not some psychological state independent

of the work; rather, it is built into the description of the work. Which is why, as Paul de

Man suggested a long time ago, our identification of, say, a chair as an intentional object does

not require us to know what the carpenter was thinking about as he sawed and hammered it

together—it requires only our understanding that, whatever he was thinking about, his actions

were undertaken by him under the description of making a chair.

The second point is that to say what the work of art means is equally and only to give an

account of what it was intended to mean. There are, of course, many important things about

works of art other than their meaning—how beautiful they are or aren’t, how influential, how

politically effective—and presumably no one thinks that these are matters of intention. No

one thinks that a painting is beautiful just because the painter intended it to be beautiful; no

one thinks that any work of art actually produces any effect just because its creator intends it

to produce that effect. If we did think that, we’d also have to think that there were no unfunny

jokes and no bad art. But, of course, you can’t understand a joke without understanding that

it was intended to be funny and you can’t understand even the most banal political art without

understanding the ways in which it wasn’t supposed to be banal. Which is just to say that there

is a logical difference between the effects any work of art actually produces and the effects it

was intended to produce and that the interpretation of a work of art has everything to do with

the effects it was intended to produce and nothing whatsoever to do with the effects it in fact

produces.

In this respect, then, intention is—in the exhilaratingly uncompromising words of the call

for papers for this session—“fundamental to the practice of all art historians.” Furthermore,

it’s fundamental to the practice of just looking at art. Every time you distinguish between

what belongs to the work and what doesn’t; every time you have difficulty distinguishing

between what belongs to the work and what doesn’t, you are making judgments whose

condition of possibility (regardless of whether you are aware of or acknowledge it) is that

they are judgments about the artist’s intentions. At the same time, however, the point of

this point is hardly obvious. If, after all, intentionalism really is fundamental to everybody’s

practice (whether they think it is or not), why bother to assert it? It’s not as if it has much

methodological value. The fact that when you’re trying to figure out whether the flickering

light exemplifies ephemerality or signifies it you’re trying to figure what Flavin meant it to

do doesn’t help you decide what in fact he meant to do. It doesn’t, in other words, help

you get the right interpretation; it just explains what it means for there to be a right—or
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wrong—interpretation. Although (or rather, because) intentionalism is a theory of practice,

its practical value is nil, and so the theorist of intentionalism is, if the theory is right, in

the position of an investment counselor telling her clients something they already take for

granted—buy low and sell high.

Of course, there is one difference—the dominant position in interpretive theory has for

many years been buy high and sell low. That is, the orthodox view is some kind of anti-

intentionalism, usually (in art and literature although not in legal theory, where the opposition

to intentionalism is at least as intense but for different reasons) in the form of an appeal to

the response of the reader or beholder. Sometimes this involves denying that the intention

plays any role in determining the meaning of the work; more often, it involves asserting

that it’s relevant but not authoritative, or that the artist cannot control the way the work

will be understood or experienced. 5 Which is, of course, true but entirely irrelevant, since it

confuses meaning with communication, treating the effects of the work as if they constituted

its meaning. As I’ve already argued, I think this is a mistake and, as I’ve also suggested, I think

it is in most respects an inconsequential mistake. But it’s obviously also proven to be a very

attractive mistake, and I’d like to end today by saying something—albeit, given the limitations

of time, something very schematic—about its attractions.

If, as is sometimes said, postmodernism has been the official ideology of neoliberalism, we

might as a corollary add that anti-intentionalism is its official interpretive theory. Producing

subjects whose differences cannot be understood as disagreements—we cannot disagree

about the effect a work has on us; we can only disagree about the effect it’s supposed to

have—the anti-intentionalist valorization of the effect as such provides the technology for a

politics defined by alterity and identity, that is by the respect for difference as such. It’s in

this world that discrimination (racism, sexism, homophobia) becomes the exemplary injustice

and that the injustice of class difference can only be articulated as the stigma produced

by that most brilliant of neologisms, classism, as if the harm in deprivation were being

condescended to rather than in being deprived. Or to put the point in purely social terms: it’s

in this world that the kind of inequalities that make for inefficient markets (racism, sexism,

etc.—inefficient because, like unions, they add to your labor costs) are disapproved while the

kinds of inequalities produced by efficient markets are allowed to flourish. Thus, where in

1970 the top quintile of American earners made 43.1% of all money earned (and the bottom

three quintiles made 32.1%), today the top quintile makes 50% (and the bottom three make

26.7%).

Naturally, one doesn’t want to overstate our contribution to this state of affairs: I have no

doubt that neoliberalism could have done pretty well even without, say, deconstruction. My

point is rather that deconstruction wouldn’t have done so well without neoliberalism, and
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that the proliferation of anti-intentionalist accounts of meaning has happily coincided with

the world-wide triumph of the ideology of competitive markets (a triumph that is seemingly

being consolidated rather than jeopardized by the Great Recession). Of course, if the anti-

intentionalist arguments are right, the fact that they function also as a kind of auxiliary to anti-

egalitarianism doesn’t really matter. In theory, as in libel, truth is an absolute defense. But if,

as I have argued today, they are mistaken, their political conservativism presents us with one

of those very rare moments where the demands of truth and virtue coincide, and we ought to

give them up.
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The first mistake here is to think of intention as something you can decide (or decide not) to “use.” The minute you

wonder whether the light is supposed to be off, you’ve used it. Which is to say, you’ve taken the artist’s intentions as the

object of your interpretation. The second mistake is to think of intentionalism as a methodology. Precisely because the

intention is the object of interpretation, intentionalism has no methodological value – it’s what you’re looking for, not a way

of finding what you’re looking for. But it’s the third mistake, the idea that something else can “figure” in the meaning of the

work that—judging by the response of the several hundred people in attendance on the occasion of this session—may be

dearest to the heart of art historians today. During the discussion after the papers, intrigued by the apparent (and, in my

experience, uncharacteristic) willingness of the audience to accept the position I’d outlined, I asked them as a group

whether they were willing to accept not only that the work of art meant what the artist intended it to mean (which they

apparently were) but also that it meant only and always what the artist intended it to mean. “But that’s absurd,” exclaimed one

of my fellow panelists (I didn’t see which one but, judging both by the charm of the accent and the intensity of conviction, I

would guess Thierry de Duve), and the panelist’s incredulity was at least matched by the audience’s. But, absurd or not, it’s

true.

Suppose, for example, that we understand Flavin’s work to be a critique of the technologization of art and of technology

more generally. In a world running out of energy, that critique will seem prophetic; in a world that has discovered infinite

new resources, it will seem naïve. In other words, the effect of the work on its viewers will be different depending on which

world we find ourselves living in. But this difference is produced by changes in the world and in the viewers, not by any

changes in the work itself. As I argue in The Shape of the Signifier (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004) and, more

pointedly, in The Death of a Beautiful Woman: Christopher Nolan’s Idea of Form (http://www.electronicbookreview.com/thread/

electropoetics/detective), the idea that the meaning of a work can change over time rests on a mistaken conflation of

meaning with effect. In a world where electricity had become so expensive no one could afford to turn a Flavin on, the

effects of these sculptures would obviously be very different from what they are today. But it would be one thing for us to

be sad because we could no longer see them; it would be another for us to be pleased because we finally understood them.
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I N T E N T I O N ,  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N ,I N T E N T I O N ,  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N ,
A N D  T H E  B A L A N C E  O F  T H E O R YA N D  T H E  B A L A N C E  O F  T H E O R Y

S T E P H E N  M E L V I L L ES T E P H E N  M E L V I L L E

Then the recent major painting which

Fried describes as objects of presentness

would be painting’s latest effort to

maintain its conviction in its own power

to establish connection with reality—by

permitting us presentness to ourselves,

apart from which there is no hope for a

world.

–Stanley Cavell, The World Viewed:

Reflections on the Ontology of Film (1971), as

cited by Michael Fried in Four Honest

Outlaws: Sala, Ray, Marioni, Gordon (2011)

1982

I want to begin by noting that this is not the first time around for the proposition —that

“meaning just is what the author intended”—that we have been asked to explore. Its

initial outing was in Critical Inquiry in 1982, in an article by Steven Knapp and Walter Benn
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Michaels with the deliberately provocative title “Against Theory.” That article, various critical

responses, and further responses by both the authors and Stanley Fish, whose 1980 book Is

There a Text in This Class? The Authority of Interpretive Communities significantly shaped Knapp

and Michaels’s way of putting their issue, were subsequently collected as a book entitled

Against Theory: Literary Studies and the New Pragmatism. 1 It’s worth noting for future reference

that the next issue of Critical Inquiry included the well-known exchange on modernism

between Michael Fried and T. J. Clark—in 1982 Fish, Fried, and Michaels were all at Johns

Hopkins and in frequent conversation, and Michaels already had a well-established interest in

photography, all of which has some bearing on how these issues emerge for us now.

The argument of the Knapp-Michaels essay is straightforward: that “theory” emerges for

literary study out of the attempt to establish a relation, positive or negative, between two

terms—author’s intention and meaning that do not in fact have any relation because they are

simply identical. Full recognition of this identity necessarily entails an end to any imagination

of a general standpoint that might govern our interpretive practices or to any claim to

knowledge standing over and against our beliefs and capable of, as it were, correcting them.

I have, for reasons that I think will become apparent, no interest in actually engaging this

argument, but there are very good reasons to be broadly sympathetic to it. Some of these

come out in considering what kind of argument it is: it is itself necessarily not advancing a

theory; it has more nearly the form of what we sometimes call a salutary reminder, and so its

primary interest is in showing something of how we have managed to get wrong way round

within our practice, how we find ourselves making claims we can neither mean nor believe. In

this the essay is comparable to Hans-Georg Gadamer’s Truth and Method, which arrives at its

claims about interpretation only from within a history of interpretation and does so precisely

in order to set itself against the coupling of truth and method as we would find it in a theory

of interpretation. That the Knapp-Michaels essay does not engage figures like Gadamer is

arguably a significant feature of it; it is, in a sense, content to work with strawmen—although

strawmen that the profession very obligingly offered up in the persons, most notably, of

E. D. Hirsch and Paul de Man, a figure that continues to loom large in Michaels’s more

recent arguments. 2 Arguments of this kind typically entail not refuting your opponents on

theoretical grounds but demonstrating that the underlying fact palpably confounds their own

efforts to stand against it, and that is indeed the basic shape the exchanges published with the

essay take. More broadly, arguments of this kind invite some further exploration of how we

can indeed come to stand somehow deeply wrongly within our practices and so invite also

some further diagnosis of how or why we might have come to do so. By and large, these

possibilities are left very much in the background in 1982; Michaels’s more recent work does

better by the diagnostic job, but continues, I think, to do less well by the mere fact of our
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being able to get turned around, and more particularly does not take on the thought that this

possibility might itself be constitutive of our practices in ways that need acknowledgment.

I’ve said that there good reasons to be sympathetic to the “Against Theory” argument; the

main one, which I’m not going to dwell on, is that it is pretty much right—right enough

that arguing against it is mostly silly. But there are, I think, also some good reasons not to

sign on to its terms: it exacts some considerable costs—one has to surrender a number of

otherwise useful distinctions—as between language and speech acts and between meaning

and signification–that one may be rightly loath to give up. More generally, I am always happy

to discover ways in which my language can be made larger, and I am willing to accept technical

refinements of my language if they genuinely render the world more articulate, although I am

always happier if I can find ways to recapture such vocabulary as syntax, but I find myself

exceedingly wary of any attempt to make my language smaller.

One has also to accept a hard construal of the word “theory”—one that is perfectly correct

but does not fully meet actual usage and so does not fully meet the practices at issue, and

one may find some of the trading around the term “theory” suspect: if we take theory in its

proper, hard sense, it does not normally have consequences for practice: theory in this hard

sense is above all testable; its consequences are themselves theoretical and likewise testable.

Very few people in 1982 are doing theory in this sense and so very few feel themselves

actually addressed by the argument. When theory does have a relation to practice, the relation

is not one of consequence but of fit or adjustment—we understand the forces in play in

theory but we do not know how this will work out in some more particular concrete or

material situation. Knapp and Michaels’s definition of theory as “the attempt to govern

interpretations of particular texts by appealing to an account of interpretation in general”

(Knapp and Michaels, 723) is an uneasy hybrid that doesn’t sit comfortably with the harder

construal of theory essential elsewhere in the argument. Fish addresses aspects of this well in

his own response, but it still leads me to suspect that “theory” is not in fact the best name for

the actual target of the Knapp-Michaels intervention. I think the real target comes more fully

into view in their response to the essay’s critics, where they order the various aspects of that

response under the headings “epistemology,” “method,” and “the profession.” It’s a certain

unholy alliance of these things they would like to defang, a goal I fully share—but also one

that brings the question of diagnosis into full prominence and which leads me to Michaels’s

more recent renewal of the argument in his book The Shape of the Signifier.

However, before doing that I want to look very quickly at two examples, one taken from

“Against Theory” and one of my own. “Against Theory” centrally offers a thought

experiment involving your coming across a stretch of beach where you discover a set

of “squiggles” in the sand that turn out to spell out a stanza of Wordsworth. Knapp
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and Michaels then work through the differences between dismissing this as a mere and

meaningless accident of the tides and taking it as meaningful and the different ways you might

come to the one position or the other, the point being that in taking it as meaningful one

automatically takes it as, however problematically, authored (Knapp and Michaels, 727-29).

I have no quarrel with this—none I want to pursue anyway—but it does seem to me that

even having dismissed the sand-formation as mere and meaningless accident, I will still find

it legible, and if my monolinguistic French friend asks me what it says or what it means (the

difference here is unimportant), I will unhesitatingly paraphrase or translate (this difference

too seems unimportant) it for her. If the question is put specifically in terms of “meaning,”

rather than “saying,” I may, if I’m careful, say “It would mean . . .” rather than “It means . . .”

and that care is definitely of the Knapp-Michaels kind and is by no means dismissible. But all

I want out of this extension of their example is the subjunctive proper to the bit of nonsense’s

continuing legibility.

Diego Velázquez, Los Borrachos (1628-29)

The second instance is a bit more elaborate and less imaginative. It’s this painting, “The

Drunkards,” as we call it, for no good reason. I’m entirely an amateur, if that, of Velázquez,

so I hope not to have to argue over this stuff seriously. But my understanding is that pretty

much from the moment of its completion we have not known what it meant. Steven Orso

has recently made what seems to me a pretty convincing case that Velázquez intended it as

an allegory of Spanish kingship drawing upon and, in effect, attempting to revitalize several
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existing legends about the emergence of a unified Spain out of its legendary conquest by

Bacchus, thus making it an image of good government. 3 So let’s say we now know what the

author intended and so we also know, in decent detail, what the painting’s elements are and

why they are disposed as they are. The painting itself, it seems to me, remains as opaque

as ever, which is to say that author’s intention and meaning appear sundered in it. I cannot

find my way to its undeniable authority along this path, and following Knapp and Michaels,

I should call the painting “meaningless.” Since I don’t mean to argue with them, I’m OK

with that—even as I feel that being chivvied in this direction somehow threatens to lead me

away from its actual continuing hold on me. Trying to reassert this about it may bring me

to say that the author’s intention was only secondarily to mean and was primarily to make a

painting—something in which Velázquez evidently felt he had succeeded, whatever he may

have or have not made of the outcome of this particular moment in his early struggles with

the business of painterly meaning. Some part of my response here must surely have something

to do with what Manet later made of this painting, which seems integral in ways I may not

be able to pin down, to something I still want to call “the painting’s meaning.” As I try to

make this out I may find myself hesitating among several possibilities: that Manet simply

took advantage of the earlier painting’s meaninglessness; that he was in some way actively

interested in the palpable discontinuity within the painting between artist’s intention and

unrealized meaning; that his own painting stands as a reading of Velázquez’s, where reading

means something distinct from but not without relation to interpretation. The choices among

these options presumably have to get played out more fully in any attempt at real description

of the Manet. One of the things that shows up here is the difference between a field in which

interpretation insists as a or even the central possibility wholly apart from any descriptive

project, and art history as a field in which the claims of description can potentially outrun

those of interpretation. I am among those—not simply reducible to “formalists”—who do

indeed take the central job of art history to be description rather than interpretation. Another

thing I am saying that needs explicit remarking is that the very particular important thing at

stake underneath the often confused and confusing theoretical bluster of literary study in the

1970s is the emergence of something called “a reading” as distinct from, but entirely opposed

to, an interpretation.
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Edouard Manet, The Old Musician (1862)

The larger point of these brief examples is not to prove Knapp and Michaels wrong—the

examples don’t do that and there’s no reason why they should. It is simply to show that we

have perfectly good and highly various uses of words like “intention” and “meaning” and

“legibility,” and so to suggest that we should prefer to keep our usage both unsettled and

careful. Ordinary language serves us well here, although only as well as we use it. If we are

to have an argument about these things, Knapp and Michaels should, I suppose, win; we

shouldn’t want to have the argument.

2004

As I’ve noted, Michaels takes up and extends the argument of “Against Theory” in his

2004 book The Shape of the Signifier: 1967 to the End of History. The extension is twofold:

Argumentatively, Michaels moves to connect the argument about intention with a critique of

identity and more particularly with a critique of the impact of identity politics on our accounts

of our objects. “The argument, in miniature, is that if you think the intention of the author is

what counts, then you don’t think the subject position of the reader matters, but if you don’t

think the intention of the author counts, then the subject position of the reader will be the
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only thing that matters.” 4 In terms of scope, the book moves substantially beyond positions

in literary study and notably takes on a range of recent works of literary and visual art as well

as versions, at least, of the claim to “postmodernism.” As with “Against Theory,” I feel a

good bit of sympathy with this extended argument—while Michaels does rather downplays

the ways in which identity emerged as an issue precisely out of direct political concerns for

equality, I share his belief that identity alone cannot sustain a politics and instead functions

as a substitute for it, and I share also his general sense that the relation between views about

interpretation and views about politics is intimate in roughly the way he claims. But I also

continue to have trouble with his more particular ways of putting the question. Chasing down

these disagreements, like fully working through the question of theory and politics that is

certainly the book’s leading issue, would go well beyond such time as we have, so I want to

focus on one particular issue that I think lies near the heart of what keeps throwing Michaels’s

position off balance.

The choice the argument in miniature gives us is stark and in this is true to the book’s

argument in large: we have before us in any given instance either an interpretation, good, bad,

or indifferent, or we have something that is simply not an interpretation but an account of the

reader and the reader’s situation. There’s no room in between these two for the kind of thing

that I’ve suggested is properly called “a reading” and which should be taken as one of the

primary outcomes or discoveries or acquisitions of what we have come, however unhappily,

to call “theory.”

This term “reading” needs some pausing over: It is the one that will be favored by those

who do in fact produce just the thing Michaels is attacking, and in this usage Michaels will

say, rightly, that it is doing the job of granting an account the dignity we normally give

to interpretation while nonetheless holding it apart from the standards we take to define

that practice. Used this way, it is implicitly, and surprisingly often explicitly, qualified as

“my reading,” where that “my,” adequately theoretically glossed, is also its justification,

spelling out the terms of its exemptions from our standard ways of gauging the success of an

interpretation. I have no interest in defending this usage—I am as opposed to it as Michaels

is; it is a prime instance of what it means to say that we have come to stand frequently wrong

way round within our practice. The thing about “my reading”—one of the things anyway—is

that I don’t have to believe in it the way I presumably must believe in my interpretation (which

is, as it were, only incidentally mine; it rests no claims there) and if I do happen to believe

in it, the terms through which I have arrived at it don’t give me any way of understanding

that belief. It is, I am tempted to say, objectively cynical, and it is a worry to Michaels, as

it is to me, that objective cynicism of this sort has turned out to be an extraordinarily viable
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professional commodity. If the stakes were not of this order, this discussion would not be

worth having at all.

Michaels doesn’t have my worry about wresting the notion of “a reading” away from this

appropriation of it. For him, there is on the one side, interpretation, and, on the other,

something else. Once you’ve given up on what the author intended, meaning has no place to

rest except in your situation; as he puts it,

Everything that is there must also count—the table the pages are on, the room

the table is in, the way the pages, the table, and the room make you feel. Why?

Because all these things are part of your experience of the pages and once we

abjure interest in what the author intended . . . we have no principled reason not to

count everything that’s part of our experience as part of the work. And, of course

. . . where you stand will be a little different from where I stand, what you feel will

feel different from what I feel, who you are is not who I am. (Michaels, 11)

Some of you, I’m sure, are way ahead of me now. This “everything that is there must also

count” is familiar, and you will be not be surprised when I say that the “1967” that figures in

his book’s subtitle is there to explicitly key the argument to the appearance of Michael Fried’s

“Art and Objecthood,” a text with which Michaels takes his argument to be continuous—a

view Fried himself has endorsed. In Minimalism, as in what I’ll simply call bad criticism,

the meaning of the work gives way to the experience of a situation. “Postmodernism” for

Michaels comes down to the mutual agreement of artist or author and viewer or reader that

this is indeed how it should be: the job of art, such as it is, is simply to provide the occasion

for an experience. When artist and critic agree in this, we are, at best, nowhere; that this is

indeed where we too often are in artworld and academy alike needs saying.

Michaels reading of “Art and Objecthood”—and the closely related “Shape as Form”—is

woven into the complex fabric of a central chapter that also engages at various points with

work by Robert Smithson, Cindy Sherman, James Welling, Paul de Man, and Kim Stanley

Robinson, among others. I am in what follows pulling out just one thread to examine,

although I do take it be a key thread.

Michaels locates the central argument of “Art and Objecthood” in the essay’s fifth section,

where Fried takes up Tony Smith’s account of his night drive on the unfinished Jersey

Turnpike. This is where I locate the center of the argument as well, and I am going to take

the passage to be sufficiently well known to most of you that I am not going to review it

in any detail. Michaels in the course of his chapter quotes twice what is arguably the most

important sentence in the essay—one written by Smith, not Fried, which reads, “There is
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no way to frame it, you just have to experience it.” 5 It’s clear that Fried finds this sentence

deeply problematic—finds it, in fact, unacceptable. The time since 1967 is the time of the

sentence’s historical success in spite of Fried’s objection; the question for us is exactly what

that objection is.

Michaels puts it this way: “In Fried’s account of Minimalism, the object exists on its own all

right; what depends on the beholder is only the experience. But of course the experience is

everything—it is the experience instead of the object that Minimalism values” (Michaels, 89).

Or again: “The opposition between what can be framed and what can only be experienced

is foundational” (Michaels, 90). This is, Michaels says, “why Fried will invoke ‘the concept

of ‘meaning’ as against experience on the [Modernist work’s] behalf” (Michaels, 90). “Fried’s

fundamental commitment in these essays is,” he writes, “not to distinguishing kinds of

experience (between, say, interest and conviction) but to distinguishing between those objects

to which our experience is relevant and those to which it isn’t” (Michaels, 88).

All of this seems to me wrong. While it is right enough to say that Fried is not interested

in distinguishing kinds of experience, he is in fact making an argument that is wholly about

experience. That is, Tony Smith evidently believes or imagines that experience is simply what

befalls one, thus essentially lost to articulation and publicness, while Fried clearly thinks that

such an imagination of experience is in fact a betrayal of it that will ensure one’s not having

one’s experience at all. Fried evidently holds that experience is realized—thus had—in and as

its articulation and nowhere else. Smith’s problem is that he both lays claim to an experience

and refuses the having of it, and the problem with his art is that it is the monumentalization

of that bind, demanding of its viewer an experience that it also withholds, thus locking the

beholder into his or her self with no outlet into anything other than the formlessness and

senselessness of a situation. “Art and Objecthood” makes this argument by being itself a

sustained exercise in the description of its objects and Fried’s experience of them; Fried takes

it that description and experience cannot be separated, and so that his job—what he asks

the reader’s assent in, is to give an account of an experience that is not his alone but of

the object. That there is no other argument to the essay than that has then to be weighed

against Michaels’s claim that on Fried’s account “the question of what [works] are cannot be

answered by a description either of them or of our experience of them” (Michaels, 105). My

claim for reading is that it is an essentially descriptive practice bound to our experience of the

work insofar as it is in fact “of the object,” with all the difficulty the ambiguity of that genitive

entails. I’ll just suggest that what such a description brings to light is something that has more

nearly the shape of a thought than of a meaning.
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In saying this, I’m not trying to defeat Michaels’s arguments about intention and

interpretation but to shift the ground closer to the underlying condition they mean to address,

one in which experience is not opposed to meaning but in which the question is about our

capacity for experience and the ways in which we can find ourselves baffled within it—how

it is that we can find ourselves wrong way round in our practices. In philosophy, it is, I

think, Stanley Cavell who has most continuously and compellingly worked through these

kinds of questions—he’s also of course an important figure in the background of “Art and

Objecthood” and, it may now seem, conspicuous by his absence in Michaels’s writing. He’s

also the figure outside the Continental tradition so strongly associated with “theory” who

has been most insistent about the specificity and distinctness of “reading” in relation to

interpretation. This, I think, is the possibility placed before us by “theory,” and which we

have regularly refused. We are evidently all too willing to remain baffled, and the construal of

theory as method is the mechanism by which we maintain ourselves in that state.

2010

I’ll conclude with just two remarks in, so to speak, the present tense, neither of which

amounts to a conclusion.

The first is that it has not escaped my notice that I’ve raised questions about the reading or

interpretation of a particular text and done so in a context in which the author has himself

played an active role. I don’t know how useful that is or isn’t, but it does strike me that one

might well want to say that the argument, such as it is, is not about the author’s intention

but more nearly within that intention, and that this may indeed be the case with most serious

arguments of this kind. It may also be worth saying that with this kind of text one can, and

frequently will, say things like, “Fried—or Kant or whoever—must mean x or y.” I don’t

know that this “must” figures in our ways of talking about works of art—it seems to me

an interesting question, touching on our sense of the relevance of such terms as thought or

argument to our understanding of artistic work.

The second is that I have spoken both of a certain unholy alliance of epistemology, method,

and professionalism and of an interest we evidently now have in being or remaining baffled

in our experience. Meetings like this play an important role in renewing and cementing

that alliance, so it’s hard to think anything said in this session is likely to make much of a

difference. In 1982 Knapp and Michaels suggested that a good first step, for which they held

out no particular hope, would be to stop teaching “theory,” that is (I take it), stop teaching

it as method. In so doing, they were, of course, speaking “against theory.” I am, in my way,
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speaking “for theory,” but that does not mean theirs was not—and is not still—a good idea.

The question before us is, on my understanding, not about theory but about our stake in it.
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B E S T  I N T E N T I O N SB E S T  I N T E N T I O N S
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Cyril: “…surely you would acknowledge

that Art expresses the temper of its age,

the spirit of its time, the moral and

social conditions that surround it, and

under whose influence [the artist’s] it is

produced.”

Vivian: “Certainly not!”

Provocative hyperbole? 1 A considered view? It’s hard to say, but Wilde does repeat the point

at still greater length in “The Critic as Artist,” where Earnest and Gilbert are heard to trade

fours on the tendency of critics to interpret Art and its mystery into submission, its meaning

and value distilled without remainder, its source reduced, managed, rationalized. Not that

Wilde’s intended meaning is in either case any more conclusively clear than is that of his

spokesmen, saturated as the exchanges are with irony and ambiguity. But in keeping with his

penchant for paradox, Wilde is arguably unfazed by the indeterminacy—he certainly seems

to be less so than we are. Determined to interpret our art, to reveal its secrets, indeed to

make it mean in full, we would appear to be keen as can be about identifying not only an

artwork’s meaning but the extent to which its source lies with its author’s intentions or social

conventions.
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Which frankly is fine as far as it goes. After all, who among us doesn’t want in on what a

work of art is about or what it is that makes it tick? And who among us isn’t disposed to

admit that that being so, intention matters, and necessarily? 2 In fact viewed from this height,

the radical ideologically charged anti-intentionalism of, say, Barthes (for whom the author is,

as it were, “less writer than written”) or Foucault (for whom the “authored-text is dead, or

should be”) 3 might seem somewhat beside the point. At issue isn’t whether intention matters

(though of course outside Art there is the dreamer’s dream, the meaning of which is surely

devoid of intention); given that inside Art it is thought to count, at issue is only how much,

where and why (it is, after all, a work of art). And holding the far side of this side of the

field is the other extreme, Steven Knapp and Walter Benn Michaels’ almost infamous anti-

“theory” thesis, the thrust of which is that when it comes to critically interpreting artworks,

the amount intention is to count is entire, such that to interpret a text is to have at what it

means, and what a text means and what its author intends it to mean are “inseparable,” indeed

“identical.” 4 Needless to say, within certain circles (anxious about pluralism, truth, and the like)

the thesis they advance—call it intentionalism—has been something of a lightening rod. And

yet in capable hands their argument for it has barely survived being struck—witness for one

among others G. Wilson’s sustained short-circuiting of it. 5 But if their argument for it hasn’t

delivered, the thesis has nonetheless endured––if not as a default for fixing meaning, then as

a touchstone for doing so. And so by way of both setting our panel’s bearings and inching

our way toward the middle from the margins the thesis calls home, what could perhaps bear

review is the sense in which the thesis itself (generically speaking, as it were, and so before

argument for it even begins) is suspect from the start. Granted that the artist’s intention is

a necessary source of meaning, 6 alone it would hardly seem to suffice, either philosophically

(semantically) or practically (critically). Indeed, intentionalism so construed seems to be as

counter-intuitive as it is contrary to fact; and below, in an effort less to prove the point than

to fix ideas some, I briefly highlight why.

That though is only the half of it. For there is reason to think that even if the thesis

isn’t entirely off, its raison d’être might depend on a further, questionable assumption (often

shared by the intentionalist and anti-intentionalist alike): namely, that the fundamental task

of interpretation is the pursuit of meaning, along with the corollary that the artwork aimed at

has a meaning or set of meanings that’s there to be had, indeed had at. Such an assumption,

however, hardly deserves a bye, and it’s worth reviewing why, as it isn’t inconsequential.

Meaning, no less than intention, matters. But to the extent it isn’t all or above all what

interpretation, indeed appreciation, of an artwork aims at, or is in any event of a different,

less linguistic order than those in search of it tend to suppose, then, their intentions

notwithstanding, in a relevant sense both intentionalism and the do-or-die debate about it

might not be all that any more than where it’s at. Despite the urgency the issue has enjoyed,
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there might be more to meaning, on the one hand, and more to interpretation, on the other.

Indeed there’s a sense in which if broadly enough construed, our critical aim and interest in a

work of art as the work of art it is shades from what goes by the name interpretation into a

practice better billed as appreciation. 7 Or so there’s reason to think.

That said, neither half of my brief pretends to break new ground, let alone to be the last word.

But given the attention the topics of intention and interpretation continue to command,

along with the stream of increasingly sophisticated accounts that ceaselessly pour forth, either

part might provide a welcome tonic. Part One focuses on the alleged source of meaning

(intention). Part Two takes up the ostensible aim of interpretation (meaning). In no case do

I pretend to be comprehensive, exhaustive or definitive.

1.

“Only—only art you can control. Art

and masturbation.”

What then is—or rather, isn’t—the proper characterization of the nature of the relationship

between meaning and intention? In its most radical incarnation, that of Knapp and Michaels,

the intentionalist thesis holds that as a matter of principle “What a text means and what its

author intends it to mean are identical,” such that the source of a text’s meaning lies wholly

in its author’s intention, which is nothing less than necessary and sufficient. Moreover, to

the extent that the distinction between “textual meaning” and “authorial meaning” that the

thesis challenges is assumed to be an instance of the distinction between sentence meaning

and speaker meaning, the thesis would appear to be buoyed by an implied structural parallel

between sentence meaning and speaker meaning in conversation, on the one hand, and what

a “text” means and what an artist meant, on the other. If so, then taken together, the thesis

seems to hold that from the start one should take an author-constructed text as a speaker-

performed speech-act, and that with regard to the artwork’s meaning the amount intention is

to count is entire—that not only the sentence meaning but the utterance meaning too is the

utterer’s without remainder. But then the thesis appears to be off from the first, and on each

of two fronts.

First, authoring and interpreting a text or a work would appear to be activities different in kind

from grasping a speaker’s meaning in (or the meaning of) a conversation (Lamarque, 128-9).

As a matter of course, texts (including works) 8 are not met the way we meet participation

in conversation; they aren’t expected to engender that kind of response or to kindle that

kind of interest, even if we do sometimes speak metaphorically of keeping company with

a text as we do with a friend. Nor on the other side do conversationalists typically jump
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in on a conversation prepared to interpret what they hear or to have deciphered what they

say. When Joan Rivers barks “can we talk?” she isn’t hurting for a hermeneutic. In fact the

conceit behind her bit that gives it bite is our shared assumption that—the “chitless” chat

of an Ionesco play withstanding—in common conversation meaning is as a matter of course

grasped without the toil of interpretation. Common parlance is predicated on the very trust

and transparency a text or its interpretation often lacks.

Second, and more important (as well as complained about): even if the postulated parallel

is granted a pass, the thesis that authorial/speaker intention is the necessary and sufficient

source of the meaning of a work effectively collapses the distinction between speaker meaning

and sentence meaning. Nor could it be otherwise, if, as the intentionalist thesis holds, we’re

never to speak of a case of “intentionless meaning.” For as Lamarck among others reminds

us, as much implies that for something to count or ever have counted as an intelligible,

grammatical phrase in a language, an agent with an intention must have already produced

it. That though strains credulity, as it’s far from plain how speakers/authors/artists could

ever manage to converse, convey or connote without presupposing shared, publicly accepted

linguistic or artistic conventions that frame and inform the aims and interests of private

intention (Lamarque, 119-25). To think otherwise is not only to saddle oneself with the similar

sort of problems that plague a naïve expression theory of art 9; it is as Alice observes, to fall

prey to Humpty-Dumpty’s “way” of making meaning, wherein one can by fiat mean anything

(and so nothing) at all. Of course, merely pointing this out doesn’t yet disprove the thesis any

more than one disproves the possibility of a private language. But then is proof actually called

for? As even those inclined to fly the flag of a kinder, gentler intentionalism will admit, the

objection as it stands is already pretty much “fatal,” 10 given the radical result that follows

from adopting a thesis that effectively undoes the necessary conditions for the possibility of a

public language.

In any case, lethal or not, this much is certain: the burden of proof surely rests on the

shoulders of the intentionalist. Then again, face to face with a reductio of this degree, advocates

of intentionalism might well wish to modify their take and embrace a more moderate thesis,

say, one that acknowledges the role of both intention and convention in the making of

meaning, just as we do I should think with instances of irony. Except of course that they

(i.e., those on the fringe) can’t, for to go in for moderation is as the more moderate admit to

allow that authorial authority isn’t all: that the source of meaning isn’t the author’s or artist’s

alone and that some sort or degree of non-intentional or conventional source of meaning is

a possibility—in short, that the allegedly inseparable is separable. And then the jig is up, for

now the role authorial intention plays is at best only necessary, not sufficient.
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So much, then, for semantics—not because there isn’t more to say (of course there is!), but

because for our purposes enough has been said to draw out how far from center the thesis

is. That though still leaves untouched the practical domain of criticism, to wit: whatever might

be, philosophically, are we on-the-ground interpreters even disposed to take “a text [to] mean

what its author intends it to mean,” no more and no less?

It’s hard to see how. Nor to see why, as Gregory Currie observes, do we need to make the

proposed discrepancy depend on first drawing a contrast “between what an artist means and

what a work means” (as that might be thought to beg the question). Insofar as the artist/

author can mean something other than what he intended to mean, a contrast can be drawn

“between what the author intended the work to mean and what the work does mean” —just

as we often observe to be the case in common-life when one’s intentions veer off track

and one’s words or actions are made to mean other than what one intended: hailing a cab

when waiving goodbye—or more awkwardly still, asking, in Cuenca, “tiene huevos?” with

the intention of ordering brunch, yet challenging your waiter’s manhood. 11 To be sure, to

understand or explain the attempted act (or utterance) as a failure we almost without fail need

to take into account the agent’s (or utterer’s) intentions. After all, the two are causally related.

Moreover, our ordinary understanding of action in intentional terms is so conventionally

entrenched that we’re from the first disposed to describe the actions themselves in terms of

intention—just as we are and so do with artworks. (It is not just a grid of shapes and colors:

it’s “facile” or “forced.”) But then, none of this is in dispute. The point is only that as a

matter of fact what one does can mean other than what one intended.

Nor should the intentionalist contest this. Except of course that again those on the far side

must—not because they’re blind to the fact that intentions sometimes fail, but because by

hypothesis they can’t admit that the act or utterance can legitimately mean other than what

was intended. For to admit that is to admit a discrepancy, and to admit a discrepancy is,

as above, to open up a space their thesis aims to close and indeed depends upon having

closed. Yet as with much else, here too closure proves elusive. Even if it’s allowed that the

interpretive quest for meaning is as they say a quest for what the author/artist means, that

quest is surely more accurately construed as a quest for what the author/artist “did in effect

mean,” and not for what she merely intended to mean (Currie, 299). Which obviously allows

that our agent may have “intended one thing but achieved another.” 12 Or alternatively, both:

she may have achieved more than just what she intended, the result of which may be an act or

work that draws in different directions.

So for one observed Proust, when the likes of Swann or Saniette went into society, leading

Robert Pippin to remind us that, “the public deed cannot be said to be exclusively owned by

the subject, to have meaning that the subject insists on. It is ‘up for grabs’ in a certain sense.
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One’s self-image becomes a social fact through action, and its meaning can then no longer be

tied to the intention or will of the agent alone.” 13 It’s no less so with regard to the making

and meaning of art than in the living of life. An unaccomplished composer intends to score

an ennobling piece yet by “external” standards writes a corny composition, inviting us to ask,

who correctly understands what it means: the performer who, failing to hear the pretense,

performs the piece naively, or he who sends it up? 14

The prospect of dealing with collaborative art forms compounds only further this potential

divergence, between an intended and effected meaning. Raging Bull and Taxi Driver are a

case in point. As the film critic Robin Wood once observed, at the limit these are authored

“works in which the drive toward the ordering of experience has been visibly defeated”

such that “ultimately, they are works that do not know what they want to say”—though

they and their author(s) do still say and arguably mean something, albeit something that,

for example, in the case of Taxi Driver, “fails to establish a consistent… attitude to the

protagonist.” 15 In the case of Taxi Driver this can be traced to “the Scorsese/Schrader

collision,” which Wood provocatively casts as a contest between a “liberal humanist” and a

“quasi-Fascist.” Wood’s dig notwithstanding, it takes little to see that his larger point can

be generalized across any and all forms of collaborative art, from the staging of Graham’s

Night Journey to the erecting of Santiago de Compostela, from assembling the Septuagint bible

to who does what and when in Rembrandt’s studio. In each case, successfully bringing it

off depends on a minimum amount of shared cooperative activity that may go unrealized

when intentions conflict. And then what? “Whose intention,” asks Berys Gaut, “is supposed

to determine the meaning?” (Gaut, 158). Worse, what if none is successfully realized—if all,

as it were, are tied for last place? Are we, standing in the shadow cast by the unhappily

erected “Freedom Tower,” New York’s latest monument to defeated interests and deflected

intentions, going to say that it by default is devoid of meaning? Or consider Wagner,

whose latter, metaphysically pessimistic self wanted the Ring to go in a way that his former,

politically optimistic outlook wouldn’t allow, the libretti having been published before he

had read Schopenhauer and before composing most of the music. The result: an unresolved

divergence between Wagner’s conscious intentions at different times, and between these and

his artistic achievement—which to many aficionados succeeds despite the fact that, indeed

because, his intentions didn’t prevail. Yet are we again to insist that this too is a work that is

therefore lacking in meaning? Surely this is too counter-intuitive a conclusion to sanction in

the name of preserving a critical identity between meaning and intention. Surely it’s truer to

say that in art as in life intentions can be defeated or deflected and unintended yet meaningful

features inflected or instantiated, whether to no good end, as in the infamous pas de deux

performed by Norman Mailer and Rip Torn in Maidstone, or more respectably as in Rashomon,
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which, as Gaut reports, Kurosawa expressly intended to be about moral degradation yet which

is legitimately and almost universally read in terms of the relativity-of-truth theme. 16

Finally, it would be remiss not to note that it isn’t just academics and critics at pains to

entertain such claims. Artists too are in on it—and not just because it’s understood that

intentions can conflict or be deflected or defeated. Also in view are the earlier alluded to

conditions for the possibility of making meaning, of making the artwork mean—including

that of the robust role convention plays in doing so.

To cite just one abbreviated example: the combined point is given dramatic expression in

Woody Allen’s Stardust Memories, which can be read as articulating a general dilemma faced

by the artist concerning the making of meaning, while at the same time representing his

inability to resolve the very issue it raises (in this case, the extent to which he qua artist

depends on the “external” conventions of genre and closure). Intent on making a meaningful

film, the protagonist, Sandy (Woody Allen), is manifestly compromised if not paralyzed by

his express sense that the necessary conventions of genre and closure that undergird the

possibility of comedy and drama in general are outmoded, even bankrupt. Balking at Sandy’s

subsequent attempt to resolve his dilemma by willfully resigning himself to a contrived and

overly sentimental ending, Allen, the director of this film about the making of a film, does

Sandy only barely better by “pulling back” from Sandy’s ending, cinematically revealing it to

be but one of many generic possibilities. Yet in this, Allen, far from resolving the dilemma,

manages only to assert his own artistic will and presence in the face of frustration—which

as it happens is as it should be, given that Memories makes manifest the extent to which

tradition and convention delimit the artist’s ability to do or mean what he will. Indeed Allen

underscores the thematic insight by having an upset Sandy ironically ridicule the illusion of

thinking otherwise: “Only art you can control,” says Sandy, only “art and masturbation,” an

equivalence that in the context of the film ties onanism to the ideal of an autonomous or

controlled site of meaning-making on the part of the artist (a practice, by the bye, that in

Hannah and Her Sisters Allen characterizes as the cause of nothing less than infertility, artistic

no less than biological). Not that we need to go so far as to tie “hardcore intentionalism” to

hardcore onanism. In any case, Sandy has already done so; and given the role of his remark

across the broader bent of Allen’s film, so has Memories. That leaves only us to weigh in.

Yet who among us would deny that the artist is any less at the mercy of the conventions and

traditions in which he works than the masturbator is at the mercy of her fantasy, with all its

attendant tropes, motifs and genres, to say nothing of the overriding sense of an ending fueled

by a narrative desire in which she and it together share? We might even go on to note that

in a sense we wouldn’t in fact want it any other way. For who among us would wish to deny

that at the phenomenological level artworks, or at least those such as films, like dreams and
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the fantasies that serve them, derive a share of the intensity of their meaningfulness from their

impersonality, i.e., from their not being grounded merely in the intentions of those who make

or have them?

I don’t of course suppose that pointing out as much goes anywhere towards determining

what, when that critical issue is joined, the appropriate balance of intention and convention

is. 17 But to prescribe a standard of arbitration isn’t the present point. The point, by way

of Sandy’s and Allen’s example, is simply that if neither one is in complete control of his

life or his art (or his dreams), that’s because neither one is the sole source—in fact or in

principle—of the making or the meaning of either. Which against the above backdrop of the

rest is just to suggest, albeit more provocatively than syllogistically, whether we’re talking sex

or text, wishes or works, intention alone won’t make. 18

2.

Mother: “What does it [A Season in Hell]

mean?”

Rimbaud: “It means what it says,

literally and in every sense.”

I turn now from consideration of the alleged source of meaning (intention) to an equally

rich and open-ended issue, the ostensible aim of interpretation (meaning). Given the debate

above, intentionalists (and perhaps nonintentionalists too) would seem to assume that the

fundamental task of interpretation is the pursuit of meaning—indeed it is presumably upon

this assumption that the high-pitched search to identify its source is predicated. But now,

what if as critics meaning isn’t all or only or even mainly what we’re legitimately after—or in

any case is of a different order than is often assumed by those who make so much of it?

What if as readers and viewers and listeners what it is to meet and appreciate a work of art

as the work of art it is outruns what interpretation so construed can afford? Note that to

ask as much is not to imply that meaning doesn’t matter any more than it is to be “against”

interpretation. 19 It is, however, to invite reconsideration of what is broadly in play when we

take to a work of art as the work of art it is. It is to wonder whether, narrowly construed,

meaning isn’t all or above all what interpretation of an artwork aims at; or, when construed

more broadly, whether our critical interest in a work doesn’t shade from interpretation into

an activity better billed as appreciation, the focus of which is less on getting a meaning out of

the work and more on what about the work we’re into demands and rewards our attention. 20

But lest we rush to judge, let’s look and see.
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Is a search for meaning—what it is, where it’s located and how it’s best obtained—the most

compelling way to characterize the nature and aim of interpretation? Put more pointedly, to

what extent does it even make sense to ask what Jules et Jim or One Train Hides Another, let

alone Where (by Morris Louis) means? To be sure, a particular passage or progression (where

we can appeal to speaker, sentence or utterance meaning) might well be asked about in this

vein. And then of course in many works there is the thematic play of ideas to speak of: no

one thinks Wagner’s Ring is lacking in meaning, still less that its meaning doesn’t matter, least

of all to its music. But the work—let alone a nonliterary or nonrepresentational work—as a

whole? What does the phrase “the meaning of the work” literally even pick out?

The presumption behind such a search has at least to be the idea that an artwork has not

only a meaning but a less than limpid one it stands to communicate and that an interpretation

aims to render. Never mind for now which one of the many possible meanings of “meaning”

might here be being specified—we’ll come back to that below. Insofar as the artwork’s

purported meaning is construed as something analogous to a communiqué the artist (or her

culture) has by way of the work consciously or unconsciously, explicitly or implicitly “sent,”

if not “said,” it follows that the interpreter’s role, indeed goal, must be to “grasp” it. Let’s

say it is. In what might grasping consist? According to a skeptical Susan Sontag, it consists

in “translation,” as in “Look, don’t you see that X is really—or, really means—A” 21; and

the contemporary film-theorist, David Bordwell, more or less agrees: “to interpret a film” (at

least a narrative fiction film) is to move “beyond” mere “comprehension” of the “explicit”

or “literal meaning” of its story “to ascribe implicit or symptomatic meanings to it.” 22 Put

one more way, to interpret is to render two different expressions identical in meaning: the

artwork’s covert or indirect “message” and the critic’s re-articulation or explication of it.

Can this be done? Not of course according to the old-school Oxbridge view of Bradley 23

and Collingwood. 24 And on the current front, Peter Lamarque more or less concurs, arguing

for a version of form/content unity that puts the breaks on the prospects of paraphrase and

the like. 25 The details though need not detain us. Suffice it to say that if they’re at end right

it would mean that the quest to interpret qua grasp the meaning of an artwork, at least as

Sontag and Bordwell construe the endeavor, would be off from the start, thereby obviating

their respective complaints about interpretation. But given its staying power, let’s say it isn’t

yet off. Let’s say it can be done, if only in principle. Ought the interpretive quest, so construed,

be pursued?

It might be thought that to venture forth in this vein is off from the start insofar as it risks

treating an artwork along the lines of a problem it is the “translator’s” task to solve. But what

of it? Don’t artists often take their art as the creative resolution to an aesthetic challenge?

Think for example of the neoclassical hurdles Balanchine’s Apollo aimed to clear and the levels
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of invention involved in his doing so. Nor is dance the only instance. If we’re to believe

the likes of Greenberg (for whom the aim of art is aesthetic autonomy), let alone Danto (for

whom the end of art is nigh), isn’t the entire arc of Modern or modernist art best understood

as a problem in search of a solution or developmental conclusion?

Perhaps. But even if for artists artworks are partly solutions to problems, as a matter

of course—as a categorial matter—when artists present their works as works of art the

expectation is that they’ll be attended to as such, and not in the first or last instance as puzzles

solved. Put another way, how an artist creates is one thing, what her creation might mean

and how we might meet it is another. Or so suggests experience. When admiring Giotto’s

The Massacre of the Innocents, or if lucky, how it hangs next to Bruegel’s and Rubens’s, are you

given to regard it or its companions as a cipher the solving of which is your interpretive aim

or end—say, in the vein in which you take to or on a Will Shortz? 26 Indeed, are you inclined to

read a Conan-Doyle caper in the investigative way Holmes sniffs out the overlooked clues of

a homicide, or the way Le Carré has Smiley decode communiqués from Karla, his communist

nemesis? If you don’t meet these works this way—wherein their (aesthetic) success as the

works they are is partly a function of their ability to get the reader to track if not solve

a mystery—why would one think that this is primarily what the likes of Clark does when

interpreting a painting by Courbet, or Perkins does when interpreting a film by Ophuls, let

alone what we do with what they’ve done? To be sure, we, like they, may rightly try to detect in

an artwork its formal and generic features, historical norms, not to mention whatever trends it

may be trying to buck, and whatever thematic reading it might invite, all of which encourages

and requires on our part an active disposition to investigation. But to let this part speak for

the whole is surely to let our inner detective loose to take the lead, and so to address a work

we intend to interpret not as an achievement to be appreciated in a certain sort of way, given the

kind of thing (qua artwork) it is, 27 nor as occasioning an appropriate experience to be undergone,

again, given the kind of work it is and so in light of the sort of relationship it commands. 28

Instead, it is to treat a work more as if it were first and foremost like a puzzle or problem to

be solved—or in a related metaphor of Bordwell’s, as if the work were “a container into which

the artist has stuffed meanings for the perceiver to pull out”; or to put it one more way, as if it

were a stratified text “with layers or deposits of meaning” for the interpreter-as-archeologist

with his eyes on the prize to extract, grasp, perhaps unmask (Bordwell, 2).

Whichever image we prefer, what’s important here is the extent to which artworks are at risk

of being construed as nuts to be cracked (alas, another metaphor!) and interpretation in turn

as having as its aim the recovery or translation or inferred ascription of the artwork’s implicit

or symptomatic meaning. Jim Elkins once speculated that what occasions what he claims is this

all-too-modern tendency to dig deep is an anxiety pictures in particular if not art (including
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nonrepresentational art) in general have come to provoke, a primary sign of which is our

tendency to see their instantiations “as things that pose questions and require solutions,” what

Elkins in turn diagnoses as our “concerted resistance to [their] non-linguistic nature.” 29

Along with the evidence he cites, one more sign that Elkins is on to something is how

well it dovetails with reasons why the intention issue from above has held such sway.

For that debate’s raison d’être is the headlong identification of an artwork’s meaning—be its

base authorial or cultural, psychoanalytic or Marxist, etc. Nor would just any meaning of

“meaning” appear to be in play. Given that an artwork is thought to come more or less

encoded and so to require “translation” (let alone “excavation”), the meaning of “meaning”

in play would seem to be linguistic, as if the meaning of an interpreted artwork were

being modeled on that of an utterance, the meaning of which is, at least according to

intentionalists, determined by the utterer-artist’s intentions. 30 So it is that Wilson charges

Knapp and Michaels with tying what a text or work may be said to mean “too closely”

with one such variety of meaning (namely, speaker-meaning). And more recently, Berys

Gaut has gone beyond Wilson to apply the charge to intentionalism in general, contending

that the meaning of “meaning” being assumed is “semantic.” 31 For his part, Bordwell goes

further still, attributing the source of the trouble to interpretation as such, insofar as it “is

accomplished by assigning one or more semantic fields to a film” or text, where “a semantic

field” is understood to be “a set of relations of meaning between conceptual or linguistic

units” (Bordwell, 249). It bears noting, in passing, that Wilson regards Bordwell as being as

mistaken as Knapp and Michaels insofar as he too looks “to ‘meanings’ in linguistic contexts

as models” of “what it is that interpretation explicates.” 32 But never mind that for now.

Given the pedigree of the common charge about how meaning is being construed, let’s accept

it (the charge) and ask in turn the more pressing question it invites: why think of meaning in

this (linguistic) way? Indeed, why think of interpretation as aiming at or beholden to this view

of meaning?

If “meaning” is used to cover a range of diverse phenomena wider than the semantic sort

being supposed, then it surely begs the question to assume (a) that what an artwork is about

is what it means, and what it means is what it can be said to express linguistically, and (b)

that linguistically construed meaning is that which interpretation aims to explicate. As has by

now been long acknowledged, there are other possible meanings of “meaning,” from Grice’s

“natural meaning” (i.e., causal relations between, say, clouds and rain, fire and smoke) to

the meaning of an historical event (the repeal of Glass-Steagall) to the meaning of marriage

(including my marriage), to the meaning of her blanch or his blush. To wit: might artworks,

let alone movements (e.g., Cubism: what does Cubism mean?), have meaning or mean if at all

in ways other than linguistic? And if so, what bearing might this have on how we construe
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the nature and aim of their interpretation? Indeed, might what we call interpretation of a

work’s meaning (broadly construed) begin to shade into something more along the lines of

what Lamarque and others label “appreciation” of what the work achieves?

It’s against both a linguistic construal of meaning and an “excavationist” take on

interpretation that V. F. Perkins once pointedly asked: when it comes to interpreting artworks

such as narrative fiction films, “Must we say what they mean?” 33 On the face of it, this may

sound like a second helping of Sontag. But Perkins isn’t running down the “hypertrophy

of the intellect” or espousing an “erotics of art,” hedonic or no; above all, he isn’t against

interpretation: far from it. In fact his question is posed in reply to Bordwell, Sontag’s heir,

who, as noted above, is against it. Perkins’ answer: if “saying” means distilling or unmasking,

then saying what they mean we must only if it is assumed that for a work of art to mean it

necessarily expresses, implies, or somehow comes to signify some such propositional content,

and then that as interpreters getting at it is our goal. But why think that? Why think the aim

and object of interpretation is the cognitive appraisal of propositions? We don’t do so outside

art. If a friend feels her professional life is meaningless, isn’t she off to think it’s so because its

underlying propositional content is dark? Does she even see through to a propositional content

of which to speak?

Near the end of Stardust Memories, a by-now all but out-of-control Sandy throws down a

litany of “unanswerable” queries about the presence of evil and absence of God to a crew of

extraterrestrials in a vein attempt to locate the meaning of life. To which they reply, “These

are the wrong questions,” in fact the wrong outlook: other things being equal, meaning isn’t

an answer, and life isn’t a problem. “Want meaning?” they deride the stricken director of

comedy: “Tell funnier jokes.” The punch line notwithstanding, the apparent point is that in

trying to assess or make sense of his life or the episodes in it, Sandy seems to expect to have

revealed some subterranean, propositional content that it or they are supposed to express or

imply or come to signify. But as the aliens object, these are the wrong expectations. As many

philosophers have long argued in one or another way, it would be truer to say that what he

(Sandy) really wants is to “grasp” an intelligible unity to things, to identify a proper pattern of

understanding, a story if you will, that orders the whole—in this case, his romantic life or the

arc of his artistic endeavors. 34 Put another way: what he really wants revealed, as it were, is not

the implicit meaning his life possesses—it’s not a linguistic nugget he can quarry that he’s after.

What he really wants made manifest is what his life’s interest and value is, in light, say, of

understanding certain rhymes and repetitions, contradictions and configurations, as observed

from a moral or aesthetic or psychoanalytic standpoint.
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Might we say the same of art? If life can be interpreted as having meaning (in the sense

of making sense) without having a meaning (the way a sentence does), might the same

or something similar be said of a work of art? No doubt it’ll depend in part on the

type in question. At the limit, Zappa’s “Don’t Eat the Yellow Snow” might (the snow

notwithstanding) prove as resistant to being-made-sense-of as has the plotless Agon. So say

to hand is a more handsome type of work the experience of which invites being made sense

of, for example, Wagner’s Ring (where the concepts of text and music are woven into one),

or if we’re to stick to cinema, a narrative fiction film, in which a more or less coherent

narrative stretch serves as the site for dynamic human relationships to play out. Then, writes

Perkins, what’s called for is a conception of interpretation the range of which extends not

only beyond a semantic paradigm of meaning but beyond “a view of the interpreting critic as

a propounder of hidden…meanings held to be ‘implicit’ or ‘symptomatic’” (Perkins, “Must

We Say,” 6). What’s needed is a conception in which “a prime task of interpretation is

to articulate in the medium of prose some aspects of what artists have made perfectly and

precisely clear in the medium of film” (Perkins, “Must We Say,” 4). He exemplifies the point

with a scene 35 from Max Ophuls’ Caught (1949): “The camera cannot directly show what

is in Leonora’s mind, but her aims and feelings are as much part of the narrative of Caught

as the fact that she is sitting in a millionaire’s car. The meanings…are neither stated nor in

any special sense implied. They are filmed. Whatever else that means…it means they are

not hidden behind the film” (Perkins, “Must We Say,” 4). Not hidden? Not stated? Not

implied? Then at least in cases such as this, whatever one’s favorite critical stance—from

intentionalist to constructivist—why construe interpretation as aiming to grasp or unmask an

implied or symptomatic, above all propositional, meaning that isn’t already in view?

But then what are we doing—what sort of explanation are we aiming to articulate when we

talk of interpreting what the artist has done in the given medium of the moment? Say we’re

still with Caught, accompanied now by a copy of Film as Film in hand. Watching it we might

recall Perkins’ oft-quoted “‘How’ is ‘What’” chapter: “Our understanding and judgment of

a movie…will depend” not on making film become a “substitute for speech, a translation

of verbal statements”; it will depend “largely on the attempt to comprehend the nature and

assess the quality of its created relationships” as “seen in its organization.” 36 What counts

as “created relationships”? In his own attempt to get at in what interpretation consists,

Wilson (building on Perkins, in opposition to Bordwell) includes everything the work does

or has going on, from dramatized narrative relationships between characters to the epistemic

relationships of narration to the formal and tonal relationships of style, all of which are

internal to if not “implicit” in the film (or if implicit, then merely so in the context of the

given fictional narrative). 37 In other words, on the alternative construal being sketched, an

interpretation that aims broadly at making sense of a unified work as a whole need not be
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about getting at a meaning, let alone a meaning that lies beneath or below (over and above)

the artwork—i.e., any more than making sense of an agent or her actions requires peeling

away the visible layers to get to the “core” of her character. If anything, what we’re aiming

at might best be described as more along the lines of a work’s “global meaning”––and surely

that which is global isn’t to be tapped the way things in it are.

There is, however, room to go further still. For once we’ve graduated to talk of “global

meaning” and all that it amounts to, we may in a “how”-is-“what” vein begin to wonder

whether the interpretive center of gravity hasn’t shifted from a concern with or search

for meaning and toward the cultivation of significantly conventionalized critical modes of

aesthetic appreciation. Inevitably this may sound highfalutin, but from Perkins’ and Wilson’s

standpoint all that’s in view are those modes of understanding that, given the appropriate kind

of artwork, might, for example, focus on the ins-and-outs of narrative and narration, or more

broadly, the ways and means of tone, style, genre, and prosody. Indeed an ability to describe

how these sorts of features hang together, and so how they contribute to making an artwork

such as a film affect us, is a large part of what getting a handle on it involves. If we must, we

can call this kind of understanding of it the interpretation of the meaning of the work. But

given how broad that notion must be in order to accommodate what goes into making sense

of a work such as a film like Caught, it seems almost misleading to speak of analysis of these

features or the patterns of organization to which it gives rise as amounting to what we as a

matter of course have in mind when we speak of “meaning,” including “work-meaning” or

“global-meaning” (and least of all, “utterance meaning”). At best talk of meaning seems to be

functioning here as a placeholder for “how” is “what,” and beyond that, to invoke the idiom

almost seems out of place.

Rohmer’s Contes moraux and Comédies et proverbs are a case and point. Far from their meaning

being anywhere near of the moment, their critical draw has of late been cashed out by

Lamarque and Goldie in terms of—brace yourself—their mode of “whimsicality.” 38 In what

does whimsicality consist? Apparently not in anything propositional or anything implicit (i.e.,

hidden). Then again, why would it be? Replying to his critics in a Perkins-like vein, Rohmer

himself writes of his films: “What I say, I do not say with words, I do not say it with

images either…After all, I do not say, I show.” 39 What does Le Genou de Claire show?

Not some meaning qua message. It arguably shows…whimsicality. It arguably “‘shows’ a

sumptuous, dream-like, whimsical world of summer, holidaying, beautiful scenery, overlaid

with a powerful erotic charge”. Nor should this, its whimsicality, be thought “reducible to

plot or character or setting or dialogue, but providing a unity to these.” For whimsicality is a

kind of “gestalt quality”, which its advocates describe as associated with the world Rohmer’s

protagonists inhabit. It is, they add, a fragile sentiment at the heart of which is an “innocence
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or love of innocence” (one resistant if still vulnerable to sentimentality or cynicism), an

expressive quality arising out of the “cinematic techniques of naturalistic simplicity” on the

one hand and an absence of “post-modernist self-consciousness” on the other.

Whether or not one agrees with this interpretive take is beside the point. What’s important is

the extent to which, in an effort to make comprehensive sense of the film and our experience

of it, talk of meaning has been more or less superceded, foregrounding instead the significance

of style and tone and the complex ways the film’s web of relationships and ordered patterns

operate. And it’s with this in mind that one might begin to wonder to what extent talk about

what the meaning of the movie is, as I say, in any but the broadest sense secondary (I don’t say

marginal), perhaps giving way in turn to a critical concern with what might be characterized

as an “appreciation” of the film’s aesthetic purpose or achievement: with what and how it’s

trying to do or be more than say or mean. 40

But even if one isn’t yet ready to go so far, even if this—its whimsicality—is as it were said

somehow to be the meaning of the movie, that should not be thought to issue in a meaning

that the movie can be said to contain, let alone one in the form of a proposition. The notion

of meaning in play must as we’ve seen be broader—perhaps at the limit better construed as

containing (thus the notion “global”) rather than being contained. Nor should we suppose

that an interpretation in which a narrower notion of meaning isn’t uppermost must in turn

be limited to foregrounding what might be pegged as “merely” gestalt-like properties such

as whimsicality (legitimate though these are). In complex films and the like there are still

other concerns, including structural ones, to fix on. So it is with questions concerning

point of view, as in: How is it that we know what is going on in the world of a film?

How is it that the film structures its subject and controls our access to information about

that world? What assumptions must we implicitly make about the medium to understand a

narrative film of this rather than that sort? And what does its exemplification of its means

and modes of narration—its manipulation of point of view—tell us about the character of

our ordinary perceptual interaction with the world or our habits of involvement in classical

film narration? 41 To focus on such questions is not to be deaf or blind to what a narrative

fiction film might be about, thematically or otherwise; on the contrary, to attend to them can

help on just this front, as for instance doing so does in Wilson’s “reading” of Lang’s You

Only Live Once. Nor, relatedly, does lighting on them imply upgrading form at the expense of

content—as if the two weren’t mutually interdependent and it weren’t wished that every work

could “only connect” form and theme the way the best of Forster’s do. What it is to make

such questions central is as above to shift one’s focus from an interpretive quest for anything

short of “global meaning” (be it linguistic or implied, revealed or symptomatic) to something

more along the lines of an appreciation of the film’s aim and achievement, from its inner
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construction and internal coherence to its particular embodiment of narrative possibilities and

techniques, patterns and unities, an appreciation of which is part and parcel of (and indeed,

corroborated by) the intellectual and experiential rewards such works afford. 42

Needless to say, the above is but the barest outline of an alternative way to characterize the

aim and endeavor of what is commonly called interpretation. But by way of leaving off and

pointing forward, it is worth recalling how typical we in fact take that aim and endeavor to

be. After all, insofar as our sustained interest in artworks as artworks typically derives primarily

from what they are or do, over what they say or mean (in any but the most diffuse or global

sense), to speak of interpretation as aiming at an artwork’s meaning seems, as I say, more a

manner of speaking. It seems truer to say that our overriding critical interest in works of

art is one of appreciation, wherein the aim at meaning(s) gives way to an attempt to deepen

what—to return to the top—Wilde at one point has Gilbert baptize a work’s “mystery.” This

is not to say that interpretations ought to obfuscate but rather, as Gilbert adds, that they

ought to aim to reveal a work’s “mist of wonder,” complexity or achievement. Perhaps in

this an appreciation of Rohmer again comes to mind. If so, it does stand to reason, given that

Gilbert’s point is that what fuels our continued interest and value in art as art isn’t so much a

less than global meaning gleaned—that note inevitably grows old, as do debates that depend

upon it—but rather whether the work we’re into demands and rewards revisiting. Otherwise,

as Wilde elsewhere teases, what’s the point of visiting with it in the first place? The quip has

to be hyperbole—otherwise the one-night stand and the one-hit wonder wouldn’t make the

grade. But given all of the above it isn’t altogether off either, if by it what he too is hinting at

is that there may be more—legitimately more—to meeting a work of art as the work of art it is

than that dreamt by those moved only or mainly by meaning.
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N O T E SN O T E S

1. Originally delivered at the CAA 2010, the essay’s informal, lecture-like format has been left to stand. The substance of

Part Two is also largely as it was (plus or minus some examples and refinements). Much of Part One, which in the interest

of time was relegated to the purgatory of footnotes, has since been reincarnated into the body of the text.

2. Of course this leaves open what it is one is doing when one interprets, along with what the object is one’s doing

addresses, a reply to which depends on how one conceives of both the act of interpreting as well as the nature and identity

of the object of interpretation. But say one takes interpretation to involve the attempt to grasp or discover truths about a

work that is presumed (a) to exist and (b) to possess properties before one’s interpretation starts. If the features of the

context in which the work was created (including the artist’s intentions) are thought essential to it being the work it is, then

one will not be disposed to think that one’s interpretation either significantly imputes properties to the work (effectively

making the work more complete) or somehow constructs its meaning (thereby creating something new). Instead, one

should favor accounts that recognize the role and relevance of an artist’s communicative intention(s), and necessarily so if

one is to recognize among other things the likes of irony, allusion, parallelism, imagery, and symbolism. Robert Stecker,

Aesthetics and the Philosophy of Art, second ed. (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2010), 125-126.

3. Peter Lamarque, The Philosophy of Literature (Oxford: Blackwell, 2009), 104-13.

4. Steven Knapp and Walter Benn Michaels, “Against Theory,” Critical Inquiry 8.4 (Summer 1982): 723-42. Expanding in

their “Reply to George Wilson” (Critical Inquiry 19.1 [Autumn 1992]: 186-193): “We think that all interpretive questions

about a text can only be answered by an account of the author’s intended meaning.” Indeed “an interest in the meaning of

any text…can never be anything other than an interest in what the text’s author or authors intended it to mean”; for “the

relevant object of inquiry is necessarily the author’s intended meaning,” and “it can never make sense to disregard…or to

supplement the [latter]” (187-9). In short, when it comes to interpreting a text, the aim is its meaning and its source lies in

its author’s intention, which is nothing less than necessary and sufficient.

5. It’s a complex one-two punch. Boiled down, the first holds that at best the scope of their thesis is undefined, resulting in

a “dilemma”: if “restricted,” their view is too weak or too narrow to matter; if “unrestricted,” then they proffer too little

defense for what is a counterintuitive thesis. The second hit holds that at worst their argument is simply a “travesty,”

insofar as it depends on the “unargued dismissal of a range of substantial questions…within the philosophy of language.”

George Wilson, “Again, Theory: On Speaker’s Meaning, Linguistic Meaning, and the Meaning of a Text,” Critical Inquiry

19.1 (Autumn 1992): 164-185.

6. And in what follows, nothing much should hang on the subdivision of actual v. hypothetical intentionalism, let alone the

still nicer distinctions they invite.

7. Peter Lamarque, “Appreciation and Literary Interpretation” in Michael Krausz, ed., Is There a Single Right Interpretation?

(University Park, PA: Penn State University Press, 2002), 285-306.

8. In what follows I don’t make much of this otherwise important distinction.

9. Which, on the one hand, assumes that an emotion is an internal, private something (qua sensation?) that exists apart

from the public artwork and that can be understood independent of a publicly communicable interpretation of it; while, on

the other hand, it struggles to explain how a private feeling or experience can ever be got into the public art object.

10. Noel Carroll, On Criticism (New York: Routledge, 2009), 141.

11. Gregory Currie, “Interpretation” in Jerrold Levinson, ed., Oxford Handbook of Aesthetics (New York: Oxford University

Press, 2003), 299; Berys Gaut, A Philosophy of Cinematic Art (New York: Cambridge, 2010), 166. The “tiene huevos?” case is

Murray Smith’s, from his review of Paisely Livingston, Cinema, Philosophy, Bergman: On Film as Philosophy (New York: Oxford

University Press, 2009), in Notre Dame Philosophy Review, http://ndpr.nd.edu/news/24361-cinema-philosophy-bergman-on-

film-as-philosophy/ (Accessed June 22, 2012.)

12. What Carroll calls the “achievement argument” (70). For his attempt to reject it, see Carroll, 77.

13. Robert Pippin, “On ‘Becoming Who One Is’ (and Failing): Proust’s Problematic Selves” in The Persistence of Subjectivity

(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 318-19.

14. Roger Scruton, “Wittgenstein on Music” in Understanding Music: Philosophy and Interpretation (London and New York:

Continuum, 2009), 33-42.

15. Robin Wood, “The Incoherent Text: Narrative in the 70s” in Hollywood from Vietnam to Reagan…and Beyond, revised ed.,

(New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), 41-49.

16. Gaut, 156. For Maidstone, see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AzmhorISf4. (Accessed June 22, 2012.)
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17. Still less do I think it addresses the kind of problems that can plague a “convention-constrained intentionlism,” which can be

“too restrictive” in that, as with irony, the artist’s realized intention “extends or departs from” conventional literal meaning,

or “too broad” in that the artist’s intention may ignore context when fixing meaning, even as the context may supply “a

referent independently of my intention” and the conventions that inform it (Stecker, 150). Nor have I compared and

contrasted, let alone critiqued alternative versions of intentionalism that don’t identify the meaning of a work with what the

artist intends, and that perhaps try to prescribe an appropriate balance between intention and convention.

18. Nor, by the bye, does either Knapp or Michaels manifestly limit their respective and indisputably top-shelf literary

criticism to their intentionalism. It’s not just that it’s of no concern, say, in Michaels’ reading of Venus in Furs. It’s that even

where the role of intention is critically of the moment and anti-intentionalism is the target—as in Michaels’ post-panel

piece, “Neoliberal Aesthetics: Fried, Rancière and the Form of the Photograph,” nonsite.org 1 (February 2011),

intentionalism’s radical claims about meaning play no role. There intention functions as a touchstone for interrogating the

dynamic relation between Friedian absorption and theatricality, enabling Michaels to trace out what the value of an artwork

is at risk of becoming when the latter are “radicalized” and the anti-intentionalist leads the way: on the one hand,

absorption’s aesthetic indifference to the beholder is transformed “into a total appeal to him,” while on the other, as in

John Cage’s 4’33”, recognition of the artist’s intention becomes crucial if mere accidents aren’t all that the work is taken to

afford. That is, as the audience’s actual experience risks becoming “irrelevant,” all that matters vis à vis the artwork is that

they recognize the intention qua point behind it. This is a brilliant critique of the anti-intentionalist’s attitude toward the

value of art, from what about it matters to how it is we meet it. But so far as I can see, it doesn’t depend at all on

intentionalism per se. Then again, why would it? As Knapp and Michaels insist, intentionalism isn’t designed to be a

methodology for critiquing a text so much as a necessary and sufficient presupposition for figuring out its meaning. That

though pretty much leaves only the logic of semantics to recommend it—which is where we came in. In which case their

line would appear to be at risk of being either irrelevant (in practice) or incorrect (in theory). Or both.

19. Nor is it to assume (though one may), say, that interpretation is about cognitive content while appreciation is about

affective response, a proper account of which would explain how the latter arises and what warrants it. See Susan L.

Feagin, Reading with Feeling: The Aesthetics of Appreciation (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1996).

20. Thereby giving substance to what would otherwise be but a verbal distinction. See Lamarque (as above) and Stein

Haugtom Olsen, The End of Literary Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) and Malcolm Budd, Values in

Art: Pictures, Poetry, and Music (London: Penguin, 1995).

21. Susan Sontag, “Against Interpretation” in Against Interpretation and Other Essays, (New York: Farrar, Straus, and

Giroux,1966), 5.

22. David Bordwell, Making Meaning (Cambridge, MA: Harvard, 1989), 1-4, 249.

23. “Hence in true poetry it is, in strictness impossible to express the meaning in any but its own words, or to change the

words without changing the meaning.” “…if we insist on asking for the meaning of such a poem, we can only be

answered, ‘it means itself’” (A. C. Bradley, “Poetry for Poetry’s Sake” in Oxford Lectures on Poetry [London: Macmillan, 1917],

19, 24).

24. If the internal meaning of the poem is unique (expressive), while words for saying what it means are general

(descriptive), how can we say what it means? R. G. Collingwood, The Principles of Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

1938).

25. On his watch, poetic meaning eludes paraphrase not because it’s devoid of abstract thought and the employ of general

terms, nor because poems inform their subjects thematically not argumentatively, but because what the poem is about (its

content, not just its subject, as he puts it) is given “under a particular description” or “mode of presentation,” such that its

content-identity can only be expressed in this one way. In short: a version of form/content unity. Admittedly, up to a

point Lamarque’s line is moot; what it isn’t, however, is the exclusive province of the hidebound. See Peter Lamarque,

“The Elusiveness of Poetic Meaning,” Ratio 22.4 (December 2009): 398-420, and “Poetry and Abstract Thought,” Midwest

Studies in Philosophy 33.1 (September 2009), 37-52.

26. Such that as each “piece” falls into place the whole is made complete.

27. Kendall Walton, “Categories of Art,” The Philosophical Review 79.3 (July 1970): 334-67.

28. As in Lang’s M, the success of which depends in part on how the viewer experiences not seeing the murder: she isn’t

expected to figure out how it was done, but rather to be affected by virtue of how she imagines it in virtue of how she

engages the film. See Gaut, 178.

29. James Elkins, “Why Are Our Pictures Puzzles?” New Literary History 27.2 (Spring 1996), 285, 271.
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30. Which again goes hand in hand with their construal of the meaning of a work along the lines of an utterance—thus the

structural parallel noted above between sentence meaning and speaker meaning, on the one hand, and what a text means

and what an author meant, on the other, from which they read the author-constructed text as a speaker-performed speech-

act.

31. “Since to interpret a work is to discover its meaning, and since meaning is a linguistic property according to the

semantic paradigm, the proper way to interpret all aspects of artworks is via the model of understanding linguistic

meaning.” To intentionalists “linguistic meaning is fixed by speakers’ intentions. Hence to interpret a work is just to

discover the intentions with which it was created. So, according to the paradigm, intentionalism is true” (Gaut, 181).

32. George Wilson, “On Film Narrative and Narrative Meaning.” in Richard Allen and Murray Smith, eds., Film Theory and

Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 226, 232.

33. V. F. Perkins, “Must We Say What They Mean?” Movie 34/35 (Winter 1990): 1-6.

34. George Wilson, “Interpretation” in Paisley Livingston and Carl Plantinga, eds., The Routledge Companion to Philosophy and

Film, (Oxford: Routledge, 2009), 162-72. See also Noel Carroll, The Philosophy of Motion Pictures, (Oxford: Blackwell, 2009),

chapter five.
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36. V. F. Perkins, Film as Film: Understanding and Judging Movies (Harmondsworth, UK: Penguin Books, 1972), 118.

37. Wilson, “On Film Narrative.” See also the “Introduction” to John Gibbs and Douglas Pye, Style and Meaning

(Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 2005), 10.

38. Peter Lamarque and Peter Goldie, “Whimsicality in the Films of Eric Rohmer,” Midwest Studies in Philosophy 34.1

(September 2010): 306-22.

39. Eric Rohmer, The Taste for Beauty, trans. Carol Volk, Cambridge Studies in Film (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University

Press, 1990), 80, quoted in Lamarque, 317, note 42.
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41. George Wilson, Narration in Light (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986).
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I N T E N T I O N A L I S M  A N D  T E X T SI N T E N T I O N A L I S M  A N D  T E X T S
W I T H  T O O  M A N Y  A U T H O R SW I T H  T O O  M A N Y  A U T H O R S

S A M U E L  W H E E L E R  I I IS A M U E L  W H E E L E R  I I I

For Bill Tolhurst (1947-2011)

I Introduction: texts and intentions

A theorist is some kind of intentionalist about texts if she holds one or more of the following

views: First, no sequence of marks is a text unless it has the right sort of connection with

an intention. 1 Second, the identity of a text is determined by the right kind of connection to

an author’s intention. 2 Third, what a text means is what its author intended. The intentions

primarily in questions are linguistic intentions, that is, intentions to produce sentences that

will be understood as having certain truth-conditions. Further intentions, such as the force of

given sentences, whether they are sarcastic, metaphorical, etc., also derive from the author’s

intention, but presuppose the linguistic intention. This third kind of intentionalism is the topic

of the present essay. The core idea of the intentionalist account is that texts are at bottom

speech-act-like. 3
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These kinds of intentionalism are almost independent. 4 The first section of this essay will

argue that the second kind of intentionalism, intentionalism about textual identity, makes the

third kind of intentionalism, intentionalism about textual meaning, possible and plausible. The

second section will raise some difficulties for the third kind of intentionalism that arise from

the differences between texts and acts. The third section will propose a somewhat weakened

version of intentionalism about the meaning of a text.

II Intentionalism About Textual Identity Enables Intentionalism About Meaning

a) Utterance meaning

The linguistic meaning of an utterance is very plausibly given by the linguistic intentions of

the speaker, within limits. Certainly the reference of demonstratives and the selections among

syntactic ambiguities depends on the speaker. Utterances are speech-acts, individual actions

by particular people, to be understood using the “intentional framework.” 5 Utterances are

individual events, non-repeatables.

Davidson and other intentionalists about meaning treat written texts as essentially on a par

with utterances. 6 But texts have features that are not found in acts, whether speech-acts or

writing-acts. 7 Texts are public, repeatable items. Other people can use exactly what you wrote

or said to say things of their own. Because they are repeatable as the very same text, texts can

be incorporated into other texts. Acts, as particular events, cannot be incorporated into other

acts, cannot be repeated, and cannot be misused to say things at odds with an original.

If texts are like speech acts, though, they have an attachment to their original authors in spite

of being public objects in the world, available and usable by anyone. This section defends the

claim that texts are like speech-acts.

b) Skepticism about Appropriating Strings of Characters

When we think of the authority of the author’s intention over the meaning of a text as

attaching to texts construed as strings of words, and therefore appropriating sequences of

sentences that are the linguistic common property of everyone to mean what the first user

of the string meant, 8 the idea that an individual has authority over what that string means is

very implausible. 9 Language is common property. All the sequences of English words already

exist as abstract objects, since our grammars generate them. The first person to say “My

daughter goes to a pretty little girls’ school” which is many ways syntactically ambiguous,

did not resolve those ambiguities in a single way for that sequence for all time. How could

someone “own” a sequence of English words? If texts are word-sequences, a reasonable view

would deny the ownership or authority intuition and leave readers and interpreters to make
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what they choose of the text, with no constraint from the original creator of the text. That

Smith said it first does not make it her property.

c) Textual identity and copying:

This essay offers a defense of intentionalism about the meaning of a text via intentionalism

about the identity of a text. The key idea is a distinction between a copy of a text and a duplicate

of a text.

“Copy” and “duplicate” are here used as technical terms to mark a distinction. An item

A is a duplicate of item O just in case both A and O are exactly alike. So, two electrons

are duplicates. An inscription A is a duplicate of another inscription O if A has the same

characters in the same order as O, i.e. if O and A are instances of the same string.

Copies are one kind of duplicate. A is a copy of O if A is a duplicate of O that came into

existence because of the right kind of connection to O. 10 “The right kind of connection” in

the case of texts, is typically that A is a copy made by an agent in order to duplicate O. Roughly

and typically, copies of texts are purposely made duplicates of the original product of a text-

producing act. 11 So, the two electrons may be duplicates, but neither is a copy of the other.

In general, duplicates of complicated objects will be copies of such objects, given

combinatorial probabilities. A duplicate of a wombat is almost certainly based on copying

wombat genes, since the likelihood of a wombat coming into existence accidentally is

vanishingly small. 12 In the same way, a duplicate of the character-sequence that constitutes

the Critique of Pure Reason almost certainly came about by some chain of copying of Kant’s

original. A copy of a text is a copy of the product of an action as a product of that action.

For complicated objects, the distinction between copies and duplicates thus does not

practically matter. Almost all duplicates are copies. The distinction matters in theory, though,

because there is nothing in the concept of a duplicate to connect an author of one of two

duplicates to the other duplicate. The word-sequences are everyone’s word-sequences. If one

thinks of texts as duplicates, any claim of a real connection tie between the author of an original

and a duplicate will be mystical, just as it would be mysticism to postulate a First Mother of the

universe’s electrons. Duplicates need have no genuine connection with an original producer.

Notice that not all copies are intentional or have anything to do with intentions. Species

of plants and animals evolve by mistakes in copying DNA sequences. Linguistic copies will

generally have intentions behind them, but not always. A cat can accidentally step on the

mouse and click on the “print” icon.
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The thesis Tolhurst and I advanced in “On Textual Individuation” amounts to the claim that

texts are identical if and only if one is a copy of the other. Suppose this is mistaken. If thesis 2)

is mistaken there are two possibilities: Either their criterion for “is the same text as” does

not coincide with the usage of “text” in English, or “is a copy of” is too vague to be a usable

theoretical notion. If “copy” and “duplicate” are in fact near synonyms, and if there are uses

of “text” according to which duplicates of a text are instances of the same text, 13 then the

intentionalist can concede the point, and say that she is interested in the subset of the pairs

in the “is the same text as” relation where one pair is a copy of the other. Call this subset

the relation “schmextual identity.” Then the discussion below completing the move from

intentionalism about identity to intentionalism about meanings will go through for schmexts.

After all, the intentionalist was not claiming that the meaning of any inscription was what the

first producer had in mind—that would appeal to a mystical connection.

It is difficult to see how someone could deny that some inscriptions are copies of others,

in the sense described above. The most one could say is that there seems to be no easily-

defined precise criterion for the “is a copy of” relation in other terms. The demand for a sharp

criterion, however, would not only eliminate “is a copy of” but also “is tall,” “is a chair,” and

almost every other term dealing with organisms and other medium-sized objects. 14

So, intentionalism about text-identity, thesis 2) is correct, if we allow that texts may in fact be

schmexts.

d) The short step to intentionalism about meaning

Intentionalism of the second kind is the thesis that texts are utterance-like, and that textual

interpretation is like interpretation of a person’s utterance. This can be understood as two

distinct theses: 1) Nothing is a text without the right kind 15 of connection to an intention. 16 2)

If individual A is the same text as individual B, then either one is a copy of the other or they are

both copies of a descendent of a chain of copies leading back to a third individual C. Whether

an item is a copy of a text, and so an instance of that text, depends not just on what sequence

of marks it instantiates, but whether it was produced so that it depends on the original “in

the right way.” Being a copy requires some kind of a causal-intentional connection with that

original text. 17 A text can be duplicated without being copied. Two utterances of “take my

wife, please” may be duplicates of one another without one being a copy of the other, and

may well have different meanings. 18

Acceptance of the second kind of intentionalism enables the acceptance of the third kind of

intentionalism, that the meaning of a text is determined by the intention of the author. Here

is the argument:
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Thesis 2) is an extension of thesis 1). Further consequences of thesis 2) that do not follow

from thesis 1) are: a) A text is the text it is not relative to a language, but absolutely. Your copy

of The Critique of Pure Reason is really a copy of it, not a copy relative to a choice of language.

b) There could be two texts that had all the same characters, yet were different texts because

they were copies of or related in the “same text”-preserving way to distinct originals.

Thesis 2) affirms a kind of “trace” of the original author’s act that connects texts which are

copies of the original to that original. Thesis 2) claims that since a copy is a copy of a particular

act, the original intention of the act, which is a feature of that act, attaches to copies, even when

not only the original intention and the act itself, but also the author has ceased to exist.

Thesis 2) is thus the key to understanding how the third degree of intentionalism,

intentionalism about textual meaning, could be true even though linguistic products can have

duplicates and those duplicates need have no connection to any particular author. The idea is

that copies are duplicates generally made with the intention of conveying the original, which is

in this case an intentional speech- or writing- action.

The intentionalist conception of the identity of a text allows the intentionalist conception of

the meaning of a text. Because copying is a relation to a particular act, copies of our speaking

and writing products have appropriate connection to our original intention. To review:

Step 1): A speaker or writer produces a product, an object in the world common to him and

his audience.

Step 2): The linguistic intention with which the author produces the product is part of what

his act is. His production is the result of his intentions—what kind of action it is, what the

various purposes are, what it’s supposed to be rest on the author’s intention. The particular

production-act is informed by the author’s intention. The particular product, the token, is,

among other things, a product of this act.

Step 3): Copying is a relation of one product to another product as the product of an

individual act. The “is a copy of” relation is transitive, but not symmetric; whereas the “is a

duplicate” relation is both transitive and symmetric. Kant’s manuscript is not a copy of my

first edition Critique of Pure Reason, even though it is a duplicate. Copying, the intentionalist

claims, is (generally) intentionally making a duplicate of a particular product, an individual

event that came about by an intention. On the other hand, any two electrons are duplicates of

one another.

Step 4): An object is an instance of an author’s text only if it is a copy of that author’s text.

Authors are connected to duplicates of their texts only if those duplicates are copies of the

words the author spoke or wrote. Copies of copies of copies of copies are connected to the
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author by the transitivity of the “copy of” relation, even if the last copier does not know who

he is copying. Only Zap collectors may know that Crumb is the author of “Keep on Truckin.”

Step 5): Conclusion

Since text-ownership is not word-sequence ownership, skepticism about text-ownership is

misplaced. The meaning of a duplicate of an author’s text need have nothing to do with the

author’s intention, whereas the meaning of a copy of an author’s text, since it is a copy of a

particular act’s product, is connected to the author’s intention in the same way 19 and to the

extent that the speaker’s intention determines the meaning of a speech act. 20

III A Problem with intentionalism

Supposing that the Tolhurst-Wheeler view of textual identity is accepted, the opposing views

on the topic of what a text means are a variety of views that make the meaning of a text

depend in one way or another on the audience. Given that audiences change over time

and place, and even within cultures, these audience-dependent accounts of meaning make

meaning relative. The challenge to intentionalism discussed in this essay comes from the

relativist side.

The major difficulty with the intentionalist account of textual meaning is that some texts

incorporate other texts as components. Given this incorporation, the connection between

the intention of a writer and the meaning of a text breaks down. 21 This essay argues that

intentionalists should adopt a kind of relativism about the meaning of such texts, but not a

relativism about audiences or interpretive communities. We begin by examining three texts

from the Pentateuch, the core of the Bible, 22 the paradigm hermeneutical text.

a) Three Biblical texts

Consider first, Deuteronomy 27:15-26. This is a list of twelve curses. The first eleven curses

have the form “A curse on him who [commits some sin]…and all the people shall say: Amen.”

The twelfth curse is “A curse on him who does not maintain the words of this law [ha-

torah hazzeh] by observing them. And all the people shall say: Amen.” This is a liturgical

passage being incorporated into the text of Deuteronomy. As part of this piece of liturgy,

the twelfth curse is a meta-curse, and “ha-torah hazzeh” refers to the previous eleven curses.

However, the sentence after the twelfth curse, Deuteronomy 28:1 is, “But if you obey the

voice of Yahweh your God keeping and observing all those commandments of his that I

enjoin on you today, Yahweh your God will set you high above all the nations of the earth….”

“The commandments of his that I enjoin on you today” are all the commandments in Moses’
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speech running from Deuteronomy 5-33. So the “but” in Deuteronomy 28:1 treats everything

Moses has said in this speech as the reference of “hatorah hazzeh” in Deuteronomy 27:26. 23

The reference of the complex demonstrative “hatorah hazzeh” in the original liturgical text

has been understood differently when the phrase is incorporated into the larger text. Since

Deuteronomy is originally a separate text, 24 though, the reference in Deuteronomy is not

to the Mosaic Laws found only in Exodus, Leviticus, or Numbers, but just to the laws in

Deuteronomy 5-33 being enjoined. This still wider reference for “ha-torah hazzeh,” though,

is understood in a later text from another scripture. In Galatians 3:10, Paul paraphrases the

same passage, in Greek, as “Accursed is everyone who doesn’t follow the things written in

the scroll of the law.” 25 “The scroll of the law” here refers to the whole Torah, that is, the

Pentateuch, and not just to the commands Moses has transmitted in Deuteronomy, since the

Torah scroll is the entire Pentateuch.

Second, consider a passage from Genesis 3: In Genesis 3:8-9, Adam and Eve hear God

walking in the Garden of Eden in the cool of the day, and hide. God calls to the man “Where

are you?” God discovers that Adam and Eve have violated God’s prohibition against eating

fruit from a particular tree, distributes punishments, and evicts Adam and Eve from the

Garden of Eden. In 3:22, God observes that “the man has become like one of us, knowing

good and evil. He must not be allowed to stretch his hand out next and pick from the tree

of life also, and eat some and live forever.” Prima facie, the god being quoted is a physical

being with feet, is a member of a population of similar beings, and has to find out where his

creatures are. In addition, people can become gods themselves by eating from a magic tree.

But Genesis 3 comes after Genesis 1, where God creates the world and other natural

phenomena by ordering them into existence. Considering Genesis as a single text with a

single author, God’s actions and words in Genesis 3 have to be read as figures of speech and

anthropomorphisms. God is present in the garden “walking,” so to speak. When God asks

questions of humans, they are rhetorical questions. God knows what Adam and Eve have

done and where they are.

According to modern scholarship, the text of Genesis is a compilation of several texts by

different authors with (at least) two different characters “God” with quite distinct natures. 26

In the text, God is called “Elohim” in Genesis 1 and “Yahweh” in Genesis 3. Elohim is (here)

a creator by fiat; Yahweh is more or less like a human with superpowers, forming people out

of dirt and breathing life into them. Many passages in the books of the Bible through 2 Kings

presuppose a “God of Old,” to use James Kugel’s term. 27 The God of Old is not a mind

reader, has more or less human size and form, can (sometimes) be safely looked upon, and is

assumed to be one among several gods. 28
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Genesis is the product of successive compilation and editing over many centuries of multiple

texts of various kinds. By the time this process is being completed, the conception of God

has changed so that early texts such as Genesis 3, which presuppose the God of Old, have

to be understood differently. The compilers put Genesis 1 before Genesis 3 and understand

Genesis 3 metaphorically, because they take “God” in Genesis 3 to be their God, and their

God is transcendent, is all-powerful, knows peoples’ inner thoughts, is not one of many

gods, 29 and so forth.

The third Biblical example examines some of the consequences of conceiving of the

Pentateuch as the Word of God, which has come to be the understanding, certainly by the

time of Ezra, after the Exile, and, given Josiah’s reception of the Book of the Law in 2 Kings

22, arguably much earlier. As God’s word, the Pentateuch must make coherent sense. Genesis

6 and 7 describe the preparations for the great flood. In Genesis 6:19-20, a verse in which God

is called “Elohim,” as in Genesis 1, Noah is instructed to take two of each kind of animal.

In Genesis 7:2-3 God, now called “Yahweh,” orders Noah to bring seven pairs of each kind

of clean animal and one pair of each kind of unclean animal. So is Noah supposed to bring

fourteen sheep or two?

According to modern scholars, these passages are parts of two distinct narratives, understood

as one story by later editors. What this text meant to the last compilers, though, is something

else. By Ezra’s time, the entire Pentateuch is taken to be the word of God and is becoming

part of liturgy. So the apparent inconsistencies in the composite text, of which we have only

given a very few, 30 have come to be understood in ways that eliminate contradictions. The

eleventh century commentator Rashi’s explanation, transmitting the traditional consistency-

yielding understanding, is that Genesis 6:19 means “at least two,” so that Genesis 7:2-3 is a more

specific instruction, but not a contradictory instruction. 31

b) The meaning of the text

The three examples of incorporation of texts into other texts illustrate three ways the

intention of the original author of an incorporated text can differ from the intention of

the author of the incorporating text. The reference of a demonstrative can change from

incorporated text to incorporating text. A sentence intended literally in the incorporated

text can be meant figuratively in the incorporating text. Two texts whose authors make

inconsistent claims can both be incorporated into a story making one claim.

The Bible is the text where the question of tracking authorial intention to determine meaning

is especially complex. But the Bible is only the most famous example of a text which

appropriates other texts. Committee documents, student papers that are pastiches of articles

on Hume from the internet, and many other texts challenge the idea that an authorial
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intention determines meaning. Consider a few pages of an old paper on whose topic I’ve

changed my mind, which get inserted into my current work with the prefatory “It might be

argued that…,” and with a “…but consider the following…” at the end.

Note that these examples are not examples of texts without intentions as their cause. These

examples do not speak against either of the first two aspects of intentionalism mentioned

above, that nothing is meaningful unless there is an intention to communicate causally

responsible for it in the right way, and that what text a text is an inscription of likewise

depends on such intentions. Rather the example of the Pentateuch and its history and origins

challenges the idea that the meaning of a text is determined by the author’s intention.

III Relativizing intentionalism

a) Composites as single texts

There is no question that the parts of Genesis are meaningful. Rather, the question is what

is the meaning of the text as a single object of interpretation. There is a difference between

a mélange of texts and a single text. To view Genesis as a single meaningful whole is to posit a

single intention responsible for the text as a whole. To understand a text as a single work is

to ascribe an intention to the text as a whole—to posit an author, in Foucault’s terms. 32 For a

text to actually be a single work with a meaning as a whole is for there to be an author whose

intention is responsible for the text. 33

What do we say about compilers 34 as authors? If the compiler is under the impression that the

components being stitched together are themselves the products of a single author, or if the

compiler regards himself as constructing a narrative from disparate but consistent sources, at

least the compiler thinks he is writing a single text. But what if the compiler is wrong about the

intentions of his source-authors?

It seems hard to deny that Genesis is a meaningful text, even though its components are a mix

of different authors’ intentions. I argue that the right position is a moderate relativism about

texts and intentions. A given passage in itself means what its author intended. As a part of

another author’s text it means what that other, later author intended. The user’s understanding

of the incorporated text becomes the meaning of the incorporated text as an element of the

user’s text.

This would give us the following picture of the career of the Pentateuch: Suppose we

posit a final compiler of the Pentateuch, call him Ezra. If, as in fact happened with the

Pentateuch, Ezra’s text is itself paraphrased, cited, and in other ways re-used with basic

linguistic intentions substantially the same as Ezra’s, and this continues for twenty-three
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hundred years, it would make sense to say that, for the people understanding the text as Ezra

did, the text means (roughly) what Ezra intended. 35

On the other hand, there is some inclination to say that Genesis as a whole does not mean

anything at all, because there is no linguistic intention informing the text as a whole, given

the compilers’ misapprehension about their sources. From the point of view of modern

scholarship, Ezra and other redactors misunderstood the texts they were incorporating into

their compilations and redactions. So, an argument could be made that Genesis as a whole

does not mean anything, because it is not a whole.

This is what we might say about Philosophical Instigations, a collection of slips of paper in the

nachlass of an important philosopher, Wittstein, that were taken to be paragraphs he wrote

as expressions of a new philosophical theory, but which in fact were his collection of student

in-class responses to the repeated assignment, “Write something short and interesting about

language.” Even though admirers of this philosopher have constructed interpretations of the

collection which make it provocative and interesting, so that now there are specialists in the

subject, one is tempted to say that the text as a whole has no meaning, because it is not really

a text at all. One would continue to say this even though a series of editors had corrected

what they had come to regard as typographical errors or misstatements, so that the “text” as

it existed hundreds of years after the death of the philosopher was rather different from the

original pile of student paragraphs.

d) Compilers’ and transmitters

One problem with saying that such texts are meaningless is that other texts whose intention

is to transmit the meaning of these texts are attempting to transmit the meaning of a

nontext, an aggregate with no actual meaning, because no actual informing intention. In the

case of the Pentateuch, such secondary texts abound. 36 Consider for instance the Targums,

paraphrases of the Hebrew into Aramaic. These texts are paraphrases, rather than strictly

speaking translations, in that they do not, even in Targum Onkelos, the most “literal,” try to

convey the Hebrew word-for-word. What they present is the text as it has come to be understood.

If an actual authorial intention is required in order for the text to have a meaning as a

whole, then, since the texts the paraphrase paraphrase are meaningless, so would be the

paraphrases, there being (actually) no unified authorial intention. If the posited author was

just a mistake, are the paraphrases meaningless also? The same consequences would follow

about the Wikipedia and the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy articles on Wittstein.
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Here is what an intentionalist should say: There is indeed no actual authorial intention behind

the Pentateuch, just as there is no philosophy of the later Wittstein. However, the compiler of

the Pentateuch and the discoverer of the pile of papers either posit such an authorial intention

or purport to do so. They are mistaken, but this does not mean that their texts are in fact

not single texts at all. 37 If they think or intend to lead the reader to think that there is an

authorial intention in the pieces they are compiling, then their texts are single texts. Then of

course the translators and paraphrasers are intending to convey the meaning of the compiled

or discovered text, and so these are also in fact single texts.

The actions of compilers, translators, and paraphrasers have unified authorial intention, albeit

one directed at non-existent entities, the unified author of the sources. Actions can obviously

be directed at non-existent entities. The king of Moab can sacrifice his first-born in order to

placate Chemosh (2 Kings 3:27). I once left cookies and milk for Santa Claus. Texts can have

authorial intentions to transmit authorial intentions that do not exist.

e) Conclusion:

Intentionalists who claim that the meaning of a text is to be derived from the author’s

intention must acknowledge that a kind of relativism is in fact correct. When texts are

incorporated into other texts, and the authorial intention about the incorporated text differs

from that of the incorporating text, the meaning of the incorporated text in itself is different

from the meaning of the text as part of the larger text.

This does not amount to the view that the meaning of a text is relative to a reader or to an

interpretive community. Christians, according to modern scholarship, are just mistaken about

what Isaiah means in Isaiah 7:14-16. The text is a reassurance to Ahaz that in a relatively short

time, namely by the time a baby has grown up enough to be morally responsible, his enemies

will have disappeared.

However, when the author of Matthew 1:22-23 writes “Now all this took place to fulfill the

words spoken by the Lord through the prophet: The virgin will conceive and give birth to a

son and they will call him Immanuel,” what he means is given by his authorial intention to

point out a prophecy about Jesus. When later texts allude to Matthew, using “Immanuel” to

refer to Jesus, and when “Immanuel” comes to be treated as another name for Jesus, that is

who their name “Immanuel” refers to, and who Kant’s parents had in mind when they named

him.
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On our view, which comports with Donald Davidson’s account in “Locating Literary Language” (in Reed Way

Dasenbrock, ed., Literary Theory after Davidson [University Park, Penn.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993], 295-308), a

physical object is a copy of a given text not relative to L, but absolutely. Your copy of The Critique of Pure Reason is really a

copy of it, not a copy relative to a choice of language. On our view also, there could be two distinct texts that had all the

same characters. We were primarily arguing against inscriptionalist accounts of textual identity. It is hard to imagine an

audience-based account of textual identity.

3. Not only Knapp and Michaels (in “Against Theory”), but also Davidson (in “Locating Literary Language”) model texts

on speech acts. Davidson, happily oblivious to what was going on in literary theory, seems to take this approach as too

obvious to need defense.

4. a) Holding 1) without 2) or 3): A theorist could hold that all linguistic objects have some connection to speakers and

intentions without holding either that textual identity is determined by the author’s intention or that the meaning of a text is

so determined. For instance, a syntactician whose theory generates all possible sentences of English, and so all possible

sequences of sentences, may think that what identifies these sequences as English is some connection to human intentions.

She need not be a pure inscriptionalist and think that there is some physically definable sequence of shapes that determines

whether a physical inscription is a sequence of sentences of English, but rather take that to be determined by having been

produced intentionally to be an English sequence. However, that theorist could hold that the text is the sequence of English

words and that the meaning of a sequence is determined by, say, the intention of the first person to produce that sequence.

b) Holding 1) and 2) without 3): An audience-relative account of textual meaning could go along with the account of textual

identity in “On Textual Individuation,” while denying that the author’s intention determined the meaning of the text.

c) Holding 1) and 3) without 2). A theorist could possibly, but not plausibly, hold a “first dibs” account of textual meaning,

that the first person to inscribe a sequence determines its meaning, while identifying the text with the sequence.

5. “The intentional framework” is shorthand for the system of concepts that constitute interpretation of events as actions

by an agent. See Davidson, “Mental Events” in Essays on Actions and Events (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980),

207-25. Daniel Dennett expresses a similar position about intentional explanation in Content and Consciousness (London:

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1969).

6. Davidson does not take intentions to be exactly a guide to interpretation, since intentions are assigned to actions as part of

the interpretation. Interpretation of language for Davidson is a special case of interpreting acts. A person says something

and the interpreter tries to figure out what the speaker is doing. The intentions he is primarily concerned with in speech-

actions are linguistic intentions, intentions to produce something which will have certain truth-conditions. Given that the

vast majority of speech acts are communications, the intention will be to say something that the audience will interpret as

having certain truth-conditions. For a behavior to be an action with an intention, the actor must reasonably hold that the

behavior has something to do with the intended result. For communicative speech acts, then, your words cannot mean just

anything you choose.

7. The act-text distinction is not the same as the speech-writing distinction. Writing can be act and speech can be text.

1) A case of writing that is an act: An early girlfriend used to write with her finger on my arm. This has all the features of

the Davidsonian speech triangle sketched in Davidson’s “Locating Literary Language,” and more thoroughly explained in

Davidson’s “The Second Person,” Midwest Studies in Philosophy 17.1 (September 1992): 255-67. Ostension provides

connection with a common world, but the physical message vanishes as rapidly as sound does.

2) Texts that are speech:

a) One bard can appropriate lines from another bard. This is a speech-type text.

b) Sound-bite insertion, as in 2 Live Crew’s “Me So Horny,” detaches the auditor from the original speech, and detaches

the speaker from control of the references of the speech. Papillon Soo Soo’s speech is used with 2 Live Crew’s intention.

Briefly, her spoken first-person singular pronoun refers in the song to Brother Marquis in some verses and to Fresh Kid Ice

in others. This is a voice-type or sound type which is appropriated as a text.
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8. This would be like Locke’s account in Chapter V of his Second Treatise of Government (Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett, 1980) of

how we remove physical property from the common domain and make it our own—the labor of the first person to utter a

sequence of words makes that person’s intended meaning determine what that sequence means from then on. That person

owns that string.

9. Intentionalists’ ownership intuitions might be considered an expression of capitalist delusion, rather like “ownership” of

naturally-occurring gene-sequences.

10. This definition would need qualification, since some copies are inaccurate copies, and so not strictly duplicates, but still

copies. This is in fact an argument that texts are something other than duplicates.

11. Tolhurst and I discuss various accidental copies that are still copies in “On Textual Individuation.”

12. A duplicate of a term paper likewise is almost certainly a copy. That is why it suffices to show duplication to show

plagiarism.

13. Computer programs for breaking passwords try common sequences of characters. Their authors call such sequences

“texts.”

14. See the now-vast literature on the sorites paradox, to which the author was an early contributor. (Samuel Wheeler,

“Reference and Vagueness,” Synthese 30.3/4 [April-May 1975]: 367-79.)

15. As in the note below about “copy,” “the right kind of connection” between an intention and an event for that event and

its product to qualify as linguistic will be hard to specify.

16. This is a point made by Stephen Knapp and Walter Benn Michaels in “Against Theory” and by Michaels in

“Intentionalism, Again.”

17. As Tolhurst and I discussed in “On Textual Individuation,” the definition of the “is a copy of” relation is hard to

specify, other than as “the right kind of” causal-intentional relation. This is a feature it shares with other intentional

connections, such as “is a name of” and the relation that has to hold between truth and belief in order for that belief to be

knowledge. In the case of copying, some puzzling cases include the accidental copy of a poem that is made in the pine desk

it is written on, on the one hand, and on the other hand, the copy that is made when the pressure of writing on the desk

activates a random word-generator which happens to produce a duplicate of the text of the poem. As we note, similar

definitional difficulties afflict “causal” accounts of perception, knowledge, and reference.

18. One person is citing Henny Youngman’s text. The other is in a hostage situation where a terrorist insists on throwing

either the husband or his wife out the airplane door, and the less-than-gallant husband responds thus.

19. This is not quite accurate. When I say “Take my wife, please” I mean my wife, not Henny Youngman’s. Texts are like

re-application of direct quotations, which express different propositions when used at different times by different people.

Strictly, the author’s intention fixes the meaning of context-independent elements of a text.

20. Whether a person can mean whatever she chooses by her words does not quite follow, at least from the perspective of

Davidson in “A Nice Derangement of Epitaphs” (in Ernie LePore, ed., Truth and Interpretation [Oxford: Blackwell, 1986],

433-46). A behavior is an action with an intention only if, from the actor’s perspective, the behavior has some prospect of

success. That is, I cannot try to part the waters of the Red Sea by a gesture unless I think that this gesture has some chance

of resulting in the parting of the waters. So Fish’s view in “Intention Is All There Is” that a speaker or writer can mean

anything she pleases by uttering or writing a sequence of words is only correct for the relatively rare cases where the speaker

is communicating with herself, and has constructed a code. If a speaker is to ask a question or give a command, it is hard to

see how a sequence of sounds that the speaker has no reason to believe will be interpreted as having the truth-conditions

intended can be an asking of a question or a giving of a command. Likewise, if the intended audience of an assertion cannot

reasonably be held to be in a position to interpret the assertion as having the intended truth-conditions, it is hard to see why

one would claim that an assertion has been made. There are, as usual, tricky cases, where an Englishman without Pashti in

the company of Pashtis without English utters what would be a command in English, knowing the communication

situation. Such a person is only talking to himself, not giving a command, even though his utterance would have been a

command, given the right audience.

21. Jacques Derrida’s “Signature Event Context” (Glyph 1 [Spring 1977]: 172-97) is the deepest examination of the

differences between texts and acts. For purposes of this essay, I will not examine the consequences of that essay for

intentionalism.

22. The translation used in this essay is The Jerusalem Bible (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966). None of the examples

depends on controversial translations.
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23. Another reason to take the reference to be the larger body of commandments is that in verses 3 and 8 of the same

chapter, the very same phrase is used to refer to the recapitulation of Mosaic Law which is Deuteronomy 5-33:

Deuteronomy 27:2-3 “…you are to set up tall stones and coat them with lime/ and write on them all the words of this

law…”; Deuteronomy 27:8 “On these stones you must write all the words of this law; cut them carefully.” “This law” is

“hatorah hazzeh” via the Septuagint translation of “torah” as “nomos.”

24. Widespread opinion is that Deuteronomy is the Book of the Law found by Hilkiah which inspires Josiah in 2 Kings 22:8

and following. Scholars are unanimous that Deuteronomy has an author different from any contributor to the previous four

books.

25. The New Testament follows the Septuagint translation of “torah” as “nomos,” that is, “law.”

26. James Kugel’s How to Read the Bible (New York, N.Y.: The Free Press, 2007) discusses scholarly opinions on this topic.

(See his chapter 19.)

27. James Kugel, The God of Old (New York, N.Y.: The Free Press, 2003).

28. The “God of Old” is presupposed in much of the rest of the Bible, not just in parts of the Pentateuch. For instance, in

Judges 11:12-28, Jephthah regards the Ammonites as having been given other peoples’ lands by their god. In Judges 13,

Samson’s parents only belatedly come to realize that they have seen God, having thought that their informant was a man.

29. Isaiah 44:6: “I am the first and the last; there is no other God besides me.”

30. Another example is Genesis 37:28-36. His brothers have thrown Joseph, their obnoxious younger brother, into a well.

Some Ishmaelites are sighted, and Judah suggests that they sell Joseph to them rather than kill the guy. Before the brothers

can come back to retrieve Joseph, some Midianites pass by, pull Joseph out of the well, and sell him to the Ismaelites.

However, by Genesis 37:36, it is again the Midianites who have possession of Joseph and sell him to Potiphar. In Genesis

39:1 it is again Ishmaelites who sell Joseph to Potiphar. Rashi’s understanding is that there were two caravans, one of

Ishmaelites and one of Midianites, and that Joseph was sold more than once.

31. Rashi (Shlomo Yitzhaki), The Complete Jewish Bible with Rashi Commentary, chapters six and seven.

(http://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/8171/showrashi/true/jewish/Chapter-6.htm and

http://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/8170/showrashi/true/jewish/Chapter-7.htm) (Accessed June 19, 2012.)

32. Michel Foucault, “What Is an Author?” in Josue V. Harari, ed., Textual Strategies (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press,

1979), 141-60.

33. Let us ignore minor changes in a text. Generations of scribes made emendations, inserted comments, and so forth in the

various strands that come to be Genesis. Michael Fishbane (Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel [New York: Oxford

University Press, 1985]) shows how scribal emendations and corrections changed the text of the Bible.

34. We should note that “the compiler” here probably refers to a school of scribes rather than to an individual. So, we can

imagine that the component texts themselves, as well as the compilations and redactions, are the product of several hands

spread over some decades at least.

35. We can ignore other kinds of meaning and intention than linguistic intention. While the Christians understood the

Pentateuch’s real message as prefiguring Jesus, they understood the events of the narrative as Ezra understood them.

Likewise, the Cabalists, while they found further significance in details of the very letters of the text, agreed with Ezra about

what the text said, at the linguistic level. We can also ignore the fact that the author posited by those millennia of readers

for the Pentateuch was God.

There are many passages in the Bible where Christians read the reference of certain terms differently. For instance, where

the Tanakh says “by the word of God the heavens were made” (Psalm 33:6) Christians understood “the word” to be the

Logos referred to in John 1:1, i.e. Jesus. Isaiah 7:14’s reference to the son of Ahaz, discussed below, is another example of a

text which the Christians understood differently from the intention of the prophet.

36. The Septuagint, the canonical translation into Greek, resolves some inconsistencies in the Hebrew text, for instance by

making angels do what God does in the Hebrew. Furthermore, in going from a Semitic language to an Indo-European,

differences show up. The Hebrew text of Deuteronomy 21:23 is “Qillath elohim talui” (“A curse of God (is) a hanged

man”). In the Septuagint, the reading is that the person is cursed: “Kekateramenos upo theou” (“a hanged man is cursed by

God.”) Only from the Septuagint version can Paul use the passage to argue that Jesus was cursed for humanity’s sake in

Galatians 3:13.

The Septuagint qualifies as a translation. Numerous other versions of the Pentateuch or portions thereof are retellings

which convey the traditional understanding, as it has evolved. Retellings include the Book of Jubilees, which retells Genesis

in much more detail, explaining who Cain and Seth married, for instance. Other Pseudepigrapha are similar, purporting to
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be narrations from Enoch, patriarchs, and the like. Josephus and Philo give more or less detailed contents of Genesis in

their historical and philosophical expositions, respectively.

37. In actual fact, the last compilers-redactors are the last elements of a long compilation-redaction sequence. There is no

telling when the first misprision of the compiled texts occurs. James Kugel, has a wonderful analogy for how novel

reinterpretations become the surface meaning of a text for an audience (How to Read the Bible, 515-518). It should be noted

that minor textual variants occur into very late times, as the Dead Sea scrolls show.
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R E - T U R N I N G  T H E  H E R M E N E U T I CR E - T U R N I N G  T H E  H E R M E N E U T I C
C I R C L EC I R C L E

D A V I D  S U M M E R SD A V I D  S U M M E R S

About twenty years ago, I chaired a session at the College Art Association on Intention,

and also published an article in New Literary History entitled “Intentions in the History of

Art.” Then, the question of intention was being heatedly debated, and one of the texts

around which debate turned was called “The Intentional Fallacy” by two literary critics, W.

K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley. This is still a relevant basis for discussion. The essay

was a manifesto for formalism in its literary version, the so-called New Criticism, and their

argument was especially directed against a long book entitled The Road to Xanadu: A Study

in the Ways of the Imagination by John Livingston Lowes, first published in 1924. Lowes had

painstakingly located Coleridge’s Kublai Khan in the language and reading of its day, and

Wimsatt and Beardsley rejected such interpretation as the fallacious confusion of a poem with

its origin.

Wimsatt and Beardsley also published an essay called the “affective fallacy,” rejecting

interpretation by subjective reaction. The middle, formalist way they offered, based on

what they called the “public” dimension of the work—grammar, syntax, figuration—was the

consideration of the poem—and by implication all poems, and by further implication, all
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art—as a significant object in its own terms, to be explicated by the critic skilled in such

examination and explication.

To me, the kind of intellectual historical retrieval done by Lowes is illuminating, suggestive,

and even indispensable, and a glimpse at The Road to Xanadu makes it clear that the exposition

of Coleridge’s poem can hardly have closed possibilities for subsequent interpretation (as anti-

intentionalists have sometimes feared). In any case, Wimsatt and Beardsley staked a lot on the

“public” dimension of the work of art, but it seems to me naïve to think that this dimension is

either ahistorical or undetermined by culture, and it demands historical retrieval and cultural

adjustment in its own right. It is hard to understand, for example, that “the quality of mercy

is not strained” if we don’t acknowledge that these words had other connotations in the

seventeenth century than they have now. This is not to say, however, that retrieval is able to

retrieve intention, although it might give us a better idea of what Shakespeare’s words might

have meant to his audience. Retrieval can only bring us to a point at which we can begin

to think about the alchemy of a poem’s being written just as it was, although of course it is

important to get to that point.

Formalism was only the opening shot to be fired against intention. To telescope a

complicated problem, artistic form itself was and is considered to be autonomous and

unconscious in its workings, and in this respect it pointed to a deep reorientation in

interpretation, first (in the broader history of academic interpretation) to one or another

psychological unconscious, then to one or another political unconscious, and to combinations

of the two. Both structuralism and especially post-structuralism proceed from the assumption

of deeper formative activities over which the activities of conscious intention float and

constantly shift. In what might to be seen as a new version of the affective fallacy, reaction

to a work of art serves the purpose of revealing the unconscious motivations of the critic/

historian. In general and in short, the hermeneutics of suspicion have carried the day, and

suspicion, which has come to make up theory, or “high theory,” in the history of art, of course

may reach, and has reached, all the way down, to question the motives behind the historical

enterprise taken altogether.

It should be becoming clear that I think it is necessary to be able to read the lines before you

can read between them, but again this is not to say that intention can be retrieved. In fact, I

think it is wrong-headed to try to reclaim the concetto that the most excellent artist may realize

in any block of stone, that is, to carve an elephant by removing all of the stone that doesn’t

look like an elephant. Michelangelo himself, the famous first quatrain of whose sonnet I have

just paraphrased and then parodied, ended the same sonnet by admitting that he was not in

fact able to do that. If a governing idea—a preceding mental intention, an intention in the

sense in which we are inclined to understand the word—is not simply evident in the work, and
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is also not reclaimable by historical retrieval, the conclusion should not be drawn that meaning

in the circumstances for which works of art were and are made—may not be substantially

reconstructed.

J. Hester and P. Scowen, Gas Pillars in the Eagle Nebula (M16): Pillars of Creation in a Star-Forming Region (1995)

I thought of calling this short paper “Masaccio and the Eagle Nebula,” but I had already

submitted the title you have in your programs when this occurred to me. In any case,

Masaccio is below, the Eagle Nebula is above, and I will explain what they have to do with

one another as a way of returning to the listed title. The Hubble telescope, the “people’s

telescope,” as it was dubbed after its recent refurbishment, has taken thousands of galactic

and intergalactic photographs, most of which are pretty nondescript, of interest mostly or

only to astronomers. Some of them, however, are very impressive, like this one of the Eagle

Nebula. The selection, presentation and reception of these photographs are of course not

simple matters, and NASA, which, like other bureaucratic entities, must justify and defend its

budgets, uses them in its public relations. But, whatever the uses to which they have been put,
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some of the photographs have struck a deep chord, those of the Eagle Nebula perhaps chief

among them. As NASA itself states, this one has become “iconic,” which I take to mean that

it has become a star, famous, widely reproduced and recognizable. It is also “iconic” in the

sense that it has been framed and righted as a great anthropomorphic icon, and it has acquired

a title, “the pillars of creation,” thus taking its place in the long Western history of religious

images, silently entering contemporary controversies with religion’s cultured despisers.

If the cultural and political meanings of Hubble photographs are of interest in their own

right, they also have a certain broader authority. They are results of a great scientific and

technological enterprise, and if association with science cannot be said to denote objectivity, it

certainly connotes it, and does so at much the same level of popular consciousness at which the

photographs have become “iconic.” That, we are quick to conclude, is what the Eagle Nebula

looks like (or looked like from a point above the earth when the photograph was taken) even

if 6,500 light years are the condition of simultaneity in this case, and it remains to be seen how

the same cosmic region might look if we could somehow erase this mega-sublime distance,

take our place in some Newtonian “now,” thus to see the Eagle Nebula as it will appear in

325 human generations.

I have chosen the example of the Eagle Nebula because it has become a minor topos in

art-historical theoretical discussion. The argument is this: While these photographs have

the aura of scientific objectivity, they are actually very complex artifacts, in the making of

which a certain amount of individual judgment and tweaking were inevitable. To make the

photographs, six cameras were used, each sensitive to different wavelengths of light; the

modulations of a black–and-white image provide the scheme for the disposition of the colors

indicated by this wavelength data, and it is here that a certain amount of subjective judgment

is inevitable. And, as I have said, the image is righted and framed. The photograph, it is

concluded, is therefore not an unmediated image of the Eagle Nebula.

There is something obviously wrong with this argument, because, although it supposedly

demonstrates that the photographs are not absolutely veridical, it does so by accepting and

even insisting upon the truth of the account of their making. This is fundamentally important,

because it raises the issue of facture. According to the principle of facture, the first chapter of

Real Spaces, every artifact is a record of its own having been made. 1 What had to be the case in

order for this image to have been made as it was? In these terms, the account of the making

of this photograph is a description of the more or less necessary historical conditions from

which it (and many others) arose. These conditions did not determine the image, rather they

made the image possible, and they made it possible in terms very different from those that

made other artifacts possible. Every artifact has arisen and arises from such a concrete set of

possibilities, and all of these sets of possibilities have their own histories.
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To an important degree, Hubble photographs, like other images, are the results of anonymous

and collective facture. The names of the specialists who made one or another contribution to the

images are of course known and NASA provides them with the reproductions themselves;

this is only the beginning, however, and the photographs are finally dependent upon a

staggeringly complex system of modern histories of many kinds, scientific and political,

technological and industrial. Each of these uniquely modern histories provides one of the

necessary conditions that made it possible to mount the enterprise of making these images.

Not the least of these was getting the cameras into orbit in the first place.

To return to the question of intention: Does it make any sense to ask if the people who

made the Hubble photographs intended to do just what they did? The question is probably

unanswerable, and certainly cannot be answered simply by looking at what they in fact did

do. It is better to say—and important to say—that they were doing something highly specific,

but also deeply—and more or less immediately—meaningful in the world to which they

belonged. We may begin to understand this meaningfulness when we consider the unique

but necessary historical conditions in which they were made.

Masaccio, San Giovenale Altarpiece (1422)
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The principle of facture I have illustrated with the example of the Eagle Nebula is a general

principle, and so also includes Masaccio. His early San Giovenale altarpiece was painted

when he was about 21 years old. In factural terms, this is also in important respects an

anonymous and collective work, although it is by no means as complex in these terms as the

Hubble photo. Masaccio did not make this altarpiece by himself, even if he supervised it; it

is unlikely that he cut the wood panels on which he painted, and the materials he used must

have had several origins. We may suppose that he designed the frame, but not that he carved

or gilded it. More generally, he did not invent the highly culturally specific format of the

altarpiece, even if he performed a unique variation on the theme. As a format, the altarpiece is

related to patterns of behavior that would have made complete sense to his contemporaries.

He did not invent the iconography (which again would have been very familiar, even if he

once again performed a new—and slight—variation). He might have drawn the centralizing

orthogonals on the optic plane uniting the panels after discussion with his friend Brunelleschi,

but explanation of the possibility of doing so would require still other histories.

When we look at Masaccio’s altarpiece and the Eagle Nebula as glowing rectangles in this

room, they are comparable, as glowing rectangles. If we wish to explain how the projected

works came to appear as they do, what was necessary in order for them to be made just as

they were, they are historical worlds apart. These worlds are not unrelated—we now often

call the Renaissance the early modern period, the period leading to our own—but both the

continuities and the differences between them are of the greatest historical significance. The

point of this argument is not that historical criticism (or art-historical criticism) is scientific or

objective (although it could be much more solidly based than it is), but rather that all human

artifacts make sense within groups in terms of common purposes, even what Wimsatt and

Beardsley might have called public purposes, and, by and large, artists themselves share in the

understanding of this sense and these purposes. All human artifacts, as artifacts, have this

cultural dimension in one form or another. In general, there is much evidence for this shared

understanding (or, for that matter, for differences from it, or changes in it).

Why does intention continue to be a theoretical problem? To begin, there may be a simple

circularity in the idea of intention. Perhaps we think of intentions as unified because the

results of directed activity are unified, and, if they are not, then we say that they are

unsuccessful, or unfinished (and of course there are always unintended consequences). But

in all cases the assumption looms that there was a precedent mental image that either

successfully of unsuccessfully directed the activity to its end, an elephant freed from the

block. Perhaps to the degree to which we think of an intention as a model for a result we are

still under the spell of Plato, whose fabricator of the cosmos worked from a perfect model,

which Plato called a paradigm. For Plato’s pupil Aristotle, however, art was like nature in
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working toward an end in an orderly way, but the end, the final result, was the result not

only of that intention, but of the artisan’s skill and judgment. Exekias might have said “I

am going to make an amphora,” and we would consider that a statement of intention. But

there is a certain amount of play in the process of successfully realizing an initial intention. It

leaves room for the differences between one amphora and another, and also for the individual

development of skill in one way or another.

In fact the distance between the start and the completion of any artifact is of great interest,

and of great art-historical interest. And it once more pointedly raises the issue of facture.

There was no doubt a contract for Masaccio’s painting, a legal agreement specifying what

he would do, and he would have been expected to do it skillfully. We modern Western art

people have become more and more interested in the autographic dimension of such skill, to

the point that, in reaction, minimal and conceptual artists prefer “fabrication” to individual

style and expression. But the quest for both personality and impersonality makes sense—or

forms intentions—only within the tradition of modern Western art making, and in other cases

the activity between beginning and end might, for example, be understood and enacted as a

ritual. As a final example, we might consider the cartoons of Renaissance painters. Cartoons

themselves were the result of a long process of study, and, resolved as they might finally have

been, changes were still possible in the final execution. Michelangelo burned his drawings so

that no one would know how hard he had worked, that is, to make it seem as if intention

and result were one thing. But my point is that there are many possible paths between

beginning and end, and each of these processes is as important, and as culturally specific, as

the beginnings and ends themselves.

If we think only of beginnings and ends, and assume that they are essentially the same, then

we must ignore much concrete historical evidence. Why and how were intentions or purposes

possible in the first place? What do both makers and their audiences already know? Or, to

put this in another way, why ignore such culturally specific expressions and determinants as

formats and spaces of use? Finally, how did it become possible to do what was done? We might

consider again the example of drawing. Drawing became a routine part of art making, and a

major form of art in its own right in Europe during the Renaissance, and, even if there are

medieval drawings, drawing as we understand and practice it requires paper, the production

of which was invented in Han dynasty China, working its way westward on the Silk Road

through Islam to Europe by the late Middle Ages. In Europe paper became as essential to

Leonardo’s drawings as it was to Gutenberg’s printing or Schongauer’s prints. That is an

interesting history, as deeply interesting in its own art-historical way as the introduction of

Arabic numerals and algebra, which happened at about the same time (and it might be said,

also encouraged the use of paper).
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The argument I have made comes close to an outline of the old hermeneutic circle. Interest

initiates historical retrieval, which means that we establish as best we can the historical

conditions in which the work emerged. The circle closes when the work is interpreted in light

of this retrieval. This is not to say that there is not a final imaginary confrontation between

historian and maker, or that the “little patch of yellow wall” in Vermeer’s View of Delft may

not trigger deep memories and associations, even things that stay with us forever, and that

we would wish to whisper with our last breath, but to grant that is not to say that Vermeer’s

painting, little yellow patch and all, did not come to be as it is, even for Vermeer himself, as

the consequence of deep histories, some of which are long, and some of which are pedestrian,

and all of which are of art-historical interest before they are of aesthetic interest.
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E N G E N D E R I N GE N G E N D E R I N G P L I A G EP L I A G E:  S I M O N:  S I M O N
H A N T A Ï ’ SH A N T A Ï ’ S M E U N SM E U N S

M O L L Y  W A R N O C KM O L L Y  W A R N O C K

Fig. 1: Simon Hantaï, invitation for his exhibition “Peintures récentes," Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris, 1968, showing the artist

in the studio at Meun, France, with paintings from the series Les Meuns, prior to unfolding. Photo: The University of

Chicago Visual Resources Center.
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I have taught things that made no claim

to transgress anything, but simply to

define a certain number of knots, points

of impossibility.

–Jacques Lacan, … ou pire

In the catalogue for Simon Hantaï’s 1999 retrospective at the Westfälisches Landesmuseum

für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte in Münster, Germany, there appear reproduced, side-by-

side on a single page, two paintings that also were placed adjacent to one another within

the show itself (figs. 2-3). 1 Both are from 1968 and belong to the series called Les Meuns,

after the tiny hamlet near the Forêt de Fontainebleau where Hantaï recently had established

a studio-residence. The paintings are of similar dimensions, being just slightly taller than the

standing human form, and very nearly square. Comparable, too, is the overall disposition of

painted forms: both reveal quatrefoil, roughly lobed shapes—one lobe in each quadrant of

the painting—and both are similarly marked, in the upper right quadrants, with downward-

slashing diagonals of nonpainted canvas. Clearly, the two paintings form a couple.
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Fig. 2: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 213 x 190.5 cm (private collection). Photo: LWL-LMKuK/Sabine Ahlbrand-Dornseif,

courtesy of the Hantaï family.
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Fig. 3: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 208.5 x 186.5 cm (private collection). Photo: LWL-LMKuK/Sabine Ahlbrand-Dornseif,

courtesy of the Hantaï family.

But as many couples do, the two paintings also reveal striking differences; indeed, they appear

differently sexed. There is, to begin with, that oblong form between the black Meun’s two

lower lobes. Not only is it missing from the brown Meun, the latter painting’s midsection is

traversed instead by long, horizontal slits. Once noticed, the overall impression before both

works is of an exaggerated, almost cartoonish figuring of masculine and feminine anatomies.

Given Hantaï’s highly active participation both in the preparation of the Münster catalogue

and in the installation of the show itself, something of the artist’s own, barely suppressed

laughter seems to echo from this pointed pairing.
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That laughter, might one share it, would also be a challenge. For humor is not a quality

often associated with Hantaï’s art. Born in Bia, Hungary, in 1922, and active in France

from 1948 until his death in 2008, Hantaï is revered as one of the most important figures

in French art of the later twentieth century. A member of André Breton’s Surrealist circle

in the early 1950s, he also became, in the course of that decade, one of the first artists in

Paris to notice and respond to the work of Jackson Pollock and other American Abstract

Expressionists. Beginning in 1960, he developed what has come to be known as his pliage

“method”: essentially the painting of a crumpled, folded, or knotted canvas that is then

unfolded and stretched for exhibition.

The Meuns generally are taken to mark a key crux in the pliage work—at once the onset of

Hantaï’s mature reckoning with a prior French tradition in which Cézanne and Matisse figure

crucially, and, by that same token, the definitive overcoming of Surrealist outrance by modernist

discipline. The dominant narrative of Hantaï’s trajectory, as summed up by Musée national

d’art moderne director Pontus Hulten on the occasion of the artist’s 1976 retrospective at his

institution, is that of “a sublimated vision,” passing from “a sort of visionary humus” to “a

new life of painting, rooted in light.” 2 The later Hantaï is a painter of light, not bodies; his

forms so definitively depsychologized as not to be properly intended at all. And yet…

Black humor, at least, did play a marked role in Hantaï’s earlier art and his framing of it:

this is, after all, the same painter who dedicated his first solo exhibition after the break

with Breton to Jean-Pierre Brisset, a nineteenth-century grammarian best known for claiming

that the discovery of sex was the “first excess,” indelibly recorded in vertiginous and often

stupefying puns lurking just beneath the surface of ordinary language. 3 And as the two

Meuns in the Münster catalogue appear determined to remind us, references to sexuality, and

feminine sexuality in particular, recur in the later pliage work, as they recurred in Hantaï’s own

comments about his art. Later in life, Hantaï often forced the issue, claiming to spend his days

in the studio “spreading vaginas”—a reference to the folds of his unstretched canvases—and

describing his glorious first pliage series, the Mariales, as keyed to what’s “under” the Virgin’s

skirt. 4 Many of these comments doubtless were meant to provoke and discomfit, and

run their own risks of banalizing what was, from first to last, an extraordinarily complex

and searching practice. But they also were consistent with Hantaï’s larger commitment to

“impurity”—a commitment that was, itself, at once ethical and polemical, deeply held and

willfully deflationary. 5 That commitment remains largely unaccounted for in the existing

narratives of Hantaï’s art.

This essay advances a new story—one aimed at rethinking the relation of Hantaï’s later pliage

work to the earlier Surrealist excesses, and at the recovery of deep continuities among the

more evident ruptures. Of special interest to this account is the role of “the feminine” (or
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better, “femellité”) in Hantaï’s work and thought from the 1950s forward. Hantaï is a key

figure for modernity precisely because he brings together two major problematics we tend to

think of as distinct—the Surrealist exploration of sexuality and the modernist investigation

of medium—and makes them mutually driving for his art. In so doing, he also provides a

powerful response to then-emerging narratives of modernism as a drive toward “flatness” or

“the literal,” pointing toward a more difficult and nuanced vision of painting as a medium.

I

Some time in the course of 1953, while Hantaï was an active member of Breton’s group,

he painted two canvases called Peinture (Femelle-Miroir I) and Peinture (Femelle-Miroir II) (figs.

4-5). 6 Despite their sequential titles, the paintings probably were worked on more or less

simultaneously in the studio, and the “I” and “II” might be taken as reflecting something

more like conceptual or mythical than literal succession. Each painting turns upon a central

figure—presumably, the title’s Femelle—painted, for the most part, in sickly, acid green tints;

and each portrays that figure before a real or suggested mirror. Both are fairly large for Hantaï

at that time, with Femelle-Miroir I standing slightly taller, and both were produced through

controlled acts of raclage, a technique that involved applying paint to the canvas and then

removing it selectively with razor blades and other implements. They are also, to put it mildly,

among the unloveliest pictures Hantaï ever made, and even the painter’s most ardent admirers

rarely dwell on this period of his production. Nonetheless, they can help to illuminate both

what Hantaï took from the Surrealist leader’s discourse on desire, and what in it he resisted. 7
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Fig. 4: Simon Hantaï, Femelle-Miroir I, 1953, 165 x 174.5 cm (Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris). Photo: Laurent Lecat, courtesy of

the Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris.
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Fig. 5: Simon Hantaï, Femelle-Miroir II, 1953, 142.5 x 173.7 cm (Musée national d’art moderne, Paris). Photo: Jacqueline

Hyde.

Clear debts are flagged from the first by the paintings’ title’s notion of a “Femelle-Miroir,” a

conjunction borrowed from one of Breton’s best known poems. 8 Entitled “Free Union,”

it appeared first in the 1931 collection Earthlight, and later was included among Maurice

Nadeau’s selection of representative Surrealist documents in his foundational history, the

1944 The History of Surrealism. A central statement in the annals of Surrealist poetry, it is among

the most striking manifestations of Breton’s persistent tendency to associate that practice with

an exalted femininity, the latter serving as the catalyst and support for the former.

Breton’s poem offers a series of striking images of a woman, identified only—and

repeatedly—as “ma femme,” and typically translated into English as “my wife.” Each line

focuses on a specific physical attribute, from the opening “My wife with her wood-fire hair”

to “My wife with breasts of a deepsea molehill” and “My wife with springtime buttocks,”

among other images. 9 In so doing, each line also offers a double context in which to consider

the poem’s title. On the one hand, Breton’s amorous inventory of the feminine anatomy is

consistent with the larger Surrealist celebration of romantic love and sexual freedom. On

the other, each image is itself an example of “free union”—the “fortuitous juxtaposition” of

“two distant realities” invoked from the 1924 “Manifesto” forward as the defining principle of
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Surrealist poetics. 10 Those images, Breton never ceased to stress, are less forged by the Surrealist

poet than received by him as luminous revelations of his own desire: “The mind becomes aware

of the limitless expanses wherein its desires are made manifest […] where its obscurity does

not betray it” (“Manifesto,” 37).

These two kinds of “union” are superimposed ceaselessly throughout the poem, as when

Breton presents his femme as endowed with “fingers of chance” or—the line on which Hantaï

draws—a “mirror sex” (“Free Union,” 283-84). She, like the notionally automatic images that

are all we know of her, offers a heightened reflection to the poet, one that both completes

him and reveals him to himself. Accordingly, despite the seeming dispersion of her body into

a succession of disparate images, Breton’s femme nonetheless appears in the poem’s final line

as the site of a higher unity: in her “eyes of water level air level earth and fire level,” she rises

to the height of the four classical elements—all the material of which the world is made, and

to be made anew (“Free Union,” 284).

Hantaï’s response to Breton’s poem shows him working at once with and against the grain

of the elder man’s practice and theory, in at least two key and closely related respects. First,

he refuses Breton’s idealist elevation of his feminine muse, recasting his title protagonist

as the femelle of a decidedly nonhuman, indeed monstrous, species. Second, he displaces

Breton’s hallucinatory emphasis on the notionally separable metaphoric incident—each line

of verse, like each body part, a distinct jewel in its own right—in favor of the formal and

metonymic rhythms and permutations of a comparatively circumscribed range of biomorphic

shapes. For where Breton’s femme appears the unifying support for a seemingly inexhaustible

production of poetic images, Hantaï’s femelle is a literal composite, an aggregate of interlocking

but seemingly detachable or movable parts—and indeed, it is precisely this that appears

monstrous. 11

The zeppelin-like “breasts,” for example, not only are mismatched shapes, but also appear

utterly distinct from the torso as a whole. But for a curiously human right hand, the figure’s

arms appear constructed of repeating wrench-shapes. The mandibles connecting head to

breasts rhyme uncannily with the figure’s legs. The odd double knee of the figure’s proper

left leg appears a reversed and slightly smaller version of the no less oddly rotated and stacked

buttocks. And so on. Further compounding these repeating formal echoes and rhymes,

virtually all the forms that compose this body have counterparts or near-counterparts in the

more dispersed forms that take up the rest of the field.

It is as if Femelle-Miroir I shows those forms coming together momentarily to make a figure;

or, alternately, that we are to imagine those forms as the dispersed remnants or disjecta of a

broken-down figure, regrouping beyond the limits of the person. (That we read the “figure”
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on the left as having lost a leg seems to support the latter view.) Either way, the femelle’s realm

appears as one that somehow refuses or resists totalization—its emblematic figure having, as

it were, no solid center of its own. That lack finds mythical expression in Hantaï’s displaced

and almost comically hideous version of a “mirror sex”: the striking double image of gaping

maw and opaque, depicted mirror, the darkness of which reads initially as a hole in the support

itself.

Hantaï’s “displacements” of Breton draw upon other veins of Surrealist practice—the earlier

fascination with the praying mantis, for example, as a once widespread emblem of a devouring

and castrating femininity (of femininity as devouring and castrating) 12; or the disarticulated

and combinatory anatomies elaborated by Picasso and Giacometti in the 1930s. Indeed,

perhaps the closest pictorial precedent for Femelle-Miroir I—and one exactly contemporaneous

with Breton’s poem—is a work by Picasso in which those conventions come together, the

1931 Seated Bather, revealing a female nude with vertical bosom and serrated mandibles. 13

There as elsewhere in Picasso’s work, the female figure appears as the privileged terrain for

a larger violence against form. Hantaï reimagines her as that menace embodied, a seemingly

active agent of destruction.

But where Hantaï draws upon such precedents in his own work, it is only to wield them

against Breton’s idealizing tendencies—effectively pitting Surrealism’s stronger impetuses

against its weaker eventualities. Pushing this further, one might then see the central figure in

Femelle-Miroir I as an early, allegorical emblem of what Hantaï, in a key text of 1955, eventually

identifies as the Surrealist imperative par excellence: the need to “exalt as much as possible that

obscure part that, in the human (l’homme), begins to be human no more” 14—as an augur, that

is, of the “post-human.” 15 Such exaltation was, in Hantaï’s view, always at least implicit in the

movement, coursing through virtually all its stronger productions. But it also was an exigency

from which Hantaï believed Breton and his friends inevitably turned away, erecting the myth

of a higher or truer self just where the self appears most precarious. 16

It is that perceived failure—that shrinking from the abyss—that I take to find allegorical

expression in turn in Femelle-Miroir I’s notional successor, Femelle-Mirroir II. For the central

figure in this picture is very different, and not only on account of the real skull and bone

attached to the canvas and standing in for head and neck. Unlike the protagonist of Femelle-

Miroir I, this figure is presented as possessed of something like interiority in at least part

of its body: note the cursive scrapings that mark its proper right hand and forearm, as if

so many cruelly exposed nerves. (Similar scrapings also appear in two cutaway sections in

the torso of the figure to the left, but have been denaturalized by their bluish-purple and

turquoise coloring; while in Femelle-Miroir I, comparable scrapings are associated only with the

main figure’s props or attributes: the sponge-like form in its proper right hand, the giant egg
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on which it perches.) No less crucially, it is depicted with a flat, uninterrupted torso, and

the painted portion of its body is altogether smoother: gone are its predecessor’s hyperbolic

attributes of “femellité,” the wrenched buttocks and pneumatic breasts. One effect of that

difference is that it appears less a “biological” femelle than a mâle in the process of becoming

other—and doing so against anything we might imagine as its will.

Indeed, one has a much stronger sense here of forms impinging upon or actively breaking

up this figure: as where the turquoise vise of the figure to the left clamps the central figure’s

proper right arm, or where another turquoise shape like an inverted pelvis slips up the other

arm. (That both events can read almost as diagrams of the sexual act is not without interest.)

Most telling of all, the figure grips a yellow, suggestively phallic form in its visibly innervated

right hand, even as other forms in the painting latch on to it—as if to carry it away into

the impersonal free-for-all that otherwise reigns, or is at any rate on the verge of reclaiming

its rights. That the form is a kind of phallus is underscored not just by its placement near

the otherwise lacking groin of the faceless “figure” to the far left, nor by the at least equally

testicular cast of what appeared initially as the central figure’s cleft and therefore “feminine”

sex, nor even by the recurrence of a similar yellow form meaningfully appended—still along

the same horizontal axis—to the final “figure” to the painting’s far right. These are all

features that help frame the central figure as an allegory of resistance to the claims of that

“obscure part” that exceeds the human, an obstinate but impotent clinging to a besieged and

menaced unity. The alternately mortifying and comic undercurrents to this scenario fight for

expression in Femelle-Miroir II’s seemingly grinning skull.

One additional, crucial aspect of this picture concerns the “sculptural” qualities of its central

figure and, indeed, the work as a whole. Sculpture-likeness is most apparent in Hantaï’s

use of three-dimensional collage elements, from the real, if decidedly non-reflective mirror

visible through a cutaway square in the canvas, to the projecting, hyperbolically phallic bone.

But it also is a persistent effect of Hantaï’s own raclage technique: insofar as this involves

a kind of direct “carving” into color, it might itself be understood as a quasi-sculptural

process. And indeed, the brightly hued, carefully modeled central figure stands out powerfully

from the painting’s gray-brown ground. Even the forms described earlier as impinging

upon that figure—the turquoise vise and pelvis-shape—in fact bolster the illusion of three-

dimensionality by presenting those arms as, precisely, limbs that exist in the round and so can

be gripped in that way.

These features are of course not absent from Femelle-Miroir I: there too, Hantaï’s raclage has

produced the illusion of any number of pumped-up, pneumatic or as-it-were tumescent

shapes. And yet, the central, “castrating” figure and her support appear in many ways

on the side of painting. The eponymous mirror is painted, as is the figure’s head. The
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curiously gridded ground, seemingly produced through acts of folding and pressing the as-

yet unstretched canvas, remarks the literal superficiality of that support; yet that ground is

nonetheless virtualized, made to recede, by the brightly colored forms hovering before it.

That ambiguity is redoubled in the central figure: identified chromatically with that ground,

she appears in places on the verge of sinking back into it; elsewhere, however, forms are

depicted as if passing “behind” her, and therefore pop her forward again. Some of the

figural distortions read as if specifically responsive to the claims of that ground: I think

in particular of her oddly rotated buttocks, wrenched to one side as if explicitly for two-

dimensional representation. (Here as elsewhere, one suspects Hantaï has Picasso in mind. 17)

As if clinching the association, her proper left hand holds a suggestively palette-like form.

Her deformation is keyed intimately to the flatness of the support; her menace draws impetus

from that flatness, renders it animate.

At stake here, then, are not just different stances in matters of unity and dispersal, but also

different stances with respect to art-making—or more precisely, to art-making conceived as a

means toward unity or dispersal. To move quickly, one might say that Femelle-Miroir I figures

painting “itself” as marked by lack, its two-dimensional surface always already removed from

the world of three-dimensional things, compelling distortion and displacement from the start;

whereas the refusal, if not quite the other, of that voracious flattening—of that voracious

flatness—maintains itself in a fantasy of the literal, of “being,” that finds expression in a certain

aspiration to sculpture. Considered as a pair, Femelle-Miroir I and Femelle-Miroir II suggest

that Hantaï himself oscillated between these two poles, not so much dissolving the opposed

impetuses of Breton’s Surrealism as rotating them toward different mediums. 18 What emerges

in this movement is a deep and driving question about the possibilities and impossibilities

of (embodied) self-recognition before a painting that would not simply, or would no longer,

borrow its effects from sculpture.

II

The question of medium implicitly broached in Femelle-Miroir I and Femelle-Miroir II was not

one especially encouraged within Surrealist environs, given the group’s professed indifference

to formal concerns. 19 Upon first glance, Hantaï’s own work in the years following his 1955

break with Breton appears to opt definitively for dispersal, as he pursues what, largely

under the impetus of his first encounters with Jackson Pollock, he comes to understand

as the necessarily abstract imperatives of Surrealist automatism: abandoning the suggestively

sculptural volumes of his earlier figurative work, he turns increasingly to gestural and allover

modes of marking. And yet, those same paintings also suggest the enduring hold on Hantaï
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of the yearning for plenitude apparent in Femelle-Miroir II, as if a generalized, “palimpsestic”

density—what I have characterized elsewhere as a form of horror vacui 20—were now

superseding the finite, bounded sculpture-likeness of the earlier work. (That Hantaï’s

increasingly writerly gestures also take over and transform the cursive scrapings identified

earlier with innervation- and interiority-effects only strengthens the sense of partial,

problematic continuity.) Their densely woven surfaces are less about flatness than a higher

fullness—beyond male and female now because beyond bodies, beyond the human. 21 Pliage

emerges in part as interrupting or checking that imagination—and does so by bringing the

body of the support itself actively in play. 22
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Fig. 6: Simon Hantaï, Mariale m.a.2, 1960, 278 x 214 cm (CAPC–Musée d’Art contemporain de Bordeaux). Photo: F.

Delpech, courtesy of the Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris.

For the canvas in pliage is not a taut screen awaiting inscription, but obdurately physical stuff.

Crumpled, redoubled, at times knotted, it exists as a variously three-dimensional volume, from

light relief to pneumatic sack. Unfolded, however, that same, previously “sculptural” mass

is revealed to be a painted surface—and more often than not, one traversed by non-painted

reserves or “holes.” That Hantaï experienced that revelation as a new and more extreme

version of the earlier Surrealist paintings’ menace of dispersion is suggested by a range of

strategies that effectively mitigate the potentially disruptive nature of the non-painted: from
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his frequent use of black dripping (fig. 6), to near-monochromy, to repeated acts of folding

and repainting that pulverize the borders between painted and non-painted, re-investing the

whole with a new version of the earlier, palimpsestic density. That he also—and again as in

the Surrealist work—found himself drawn to that menace is suggested by his repeated, though

visibly hesitant, attempts to bring the non-painted back into play.

It is at this point that Hantaï takes what might appear a rather anachronistic turn, to the

work of Paul Cézanne. Hantaï had looked at Cézanne’s work before, and in fact admired it

deeply during his student years in Hungary. 23 But that interest had gone largely underground

during his Surrealist tenure and its immediate aftermath. 24 In turning back to Cézanne now,

he appears to have been seeking someone who might guide him deeper into the situation to

which his work had led him: one in which painting appeared menaced by a certain thought

or specter of flatness, and in which its hold on “the sculptural” had, in some sense, to be

rethought. 25

For Hantaï, this is a threat redoubled by the recent achievement of Jackson Pollock; while for

Cézanne, it is of course Impressionism that raises that specter, and the story of his art—as

has long been recognized—is largely a story about various attempts to hold on to or indeed

recover some sense of the volume and solidity of things after their seeming dissolution in the

work of Monet and other painters Cézanne admired. But precisely because he did admire

them, Cézanne found himself compelled to paint within a situation—and within ways of

seeing—transformed by Impressionism, and in which certain traditional means of conveying

form now appeared closed to him. That sense of closure comes through clearly in a letter

sent by the painter to Camille Pissarro in July 1876, which Hantaï cited frequently in his later

years. In that letter, Cézanne, then working at L’Estaque, describes the intensity of the sun as

producing contrasts so strong as to reduce all objects to depthless shapes:

It is like a playing card. (…) The sun is so terrible there that it seems the objects

detach themselves from the background in silhouette, and not only in black and

white, but in blue, red, brown and violet. I might be wrong, but to me it seems the

opposite of modeling. 26

That Cézanne could not, however, be content with depthless shapes is apparent in his

famous rejection of Gauguin, as reported by Emile Bernard: “‘He didn’t understand me,’

he responded furiously. ‘I never wanted and never will accept the lack of modeling or

of gradation; it’s nonsense. Gauguin wasn’t a painter, he only made Chinese images.’” 27

Cézanne’s “solution,” as has been amply documented and discussed in the literature on his

art, involves a rejection of modeling in a traditional sense—that is, as an effect of light-
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dark contrasts—and its effective reinvention as a matter of chromatic contrasts, as built

up patiently through the repeated application of discontinuous, notionally “constructive”

touches.

Fig. 7: Simon Hantaï, cover for the brochure for his exhibition “Peintures 1960-1967,” Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris, 1967,

showing multiple paintings from the series then called Maman! Maman! dits: La Saucisse, and later retitled Panses. Photo: The

University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.

One early pliage series of 1963-65, called Panses, shows Hantaï experimenting with Cézanne’s

method of construction by “petites touches” (fig. 7). Throughout this series, Hantaï refolds

and repaints his canvas repeatedly within a relatively circumscribed and usually roughly central

area. The results often appear as deflated or collapsed versions of the pneumatic-seeming and

similarly biomorphic forms in Hantaï’s earlier peintures raclées. Yet these paintings no longer

mobilize the light-dark contrasts that model the otherwise monochromatic forms in the two
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Femelle-Miroir pictures; rather, each act of folding and painting appears to have involved the

use of multiple, often closely related tones: here a range of dusky plums, pinks, and violets;

there a family of teal, turquoise, and cerulean blues. Sometimes he places these touches side

by side, as if so many individual chromatic “cellules” 28; more often, however, he layers them

densely, or blends them with paintbrush or finger to create alternately subtle and striking local

effects of relative recession and projection (fig. 8). Canvases of the former sort often let at

least some nonpainted canvas peek through (a feature also apparent in Cézanne’s later work,

but of which he despaired 29), while those of the latter make of the painted areas surprisingly

sculptural masses—forms as if cut out against the nonpainted far more than internally cut or

interrupted by the nonpainted. Tellingly, Hantaï recorded a number of these works in his

notes simply by drawing the contour around the painted area, the interior operations of the

nonpainted being comparatively negligible (fig. 9).
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Fig. 8: Simon Hantaï, Panse M.M.3, 1964, 223 x 176 cm (Musée Fabre, Montpellier). Photo: Jacqueline Hyde, courtesy

of the Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris.
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Fig. 9: Simon Hantaï, studio notes, date unknown. Photo: The University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.
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Fig. 10: Simon Hantaï, Panse, 1965, 71 x 55 cm (Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris). Photo: Alberto Ricci, courtesy of the

Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris.

Not incidentally, a number of these painted forms also appear profoundly anthropomorphic

(fig. 10)—even, in a handful of smaller Panses, portrait-like. Read against such forms, the

encroachment of the nonpainted can appear as a threat not simply to the painted but, indeed,

to personhood; it is a new avatar of the simultaneously wished-for and resisted release from

human bounds of the two Femelle-Mirroirs. And as in those earlier paintings, the proliferation

of “La Saucisse”—Hantaï’s original title for the series—reads as, in part, at once the symptom

and the vehicle of a continued evasion or disavowal. That the early association of femelle
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body and painterly support remains vivid, if problematic, also is signaled by Hantaï’s titles:

from the Mariales to the Panses, these repeatedly conjure feminine bodies and wombs in

particular—perhaps not always sacred, but almost always “full.” 30 Further evidence of his

uncertainty: for the first and last time since his adoption of pliage procedures, Hantaï returns

momentarily to working on stretched canvases—and covers them entirely with layer upon

layer of painted touches.

III

Hantaï’s dealings with these issues might have remained there, had they not been interrupted

and transformed by another, closely related movement of redoubling and new recognition.

In 1967, Hantaï was named the first-ever laureate of the Fondation Maeght, in Saint Paul, in

the South of France. While in residence there to prepare his subsequent exhibition, Hantaï

also took time for two key trips: to Aix-en-Provence, where he saw both Mont Sainte-Victoire

and Cézanne’s studio at Les Lauves; and to nearby Vence, where he visited Matisse’s Chapel

of the Rosary. As he was with Cézanne’s, Hantaï was of course familiar with Matisse’s work

already: indeed, the Musée national d’art moderne’s 1949 exhibition of the master’s late papiers

découpés had been among the first shows he had seen upon arrival in France, prompting

him to make several small-scale works of his own employing cut-out and stenciled forms.

Nonetheless, that early approach had remained without consequence during and in the wake

of Hantaï’s Surrealist tenure. It is only in 1967 that Hantaï appears to have been ready to

consider Matisse’s work anew; but this second encounter transforms his practice altogether.

What Matisse shows Hantaï, in short, is a new means of “carving into color” oriented less

to the presumed density of things-in-themselves than to the lateral rapports that at once link

and divide them. And it is in light of that fundamental shift that Hantaï is able, in turn,

to embrace pliage as a medium in which the reserve of painting—the “lack” associated since

Femelle-Miroir I with the title protagonist’s displaced “mirror sex”—ceases to register simply as

form destroying, and becomes fully implicated instead in a larger play of spacing.

That the passage in question was experienced as difficult, indeed menacing, by Matisse

himself is among the central claims in a defining essay by Georges Duthuit. In 1958, the art

historian—who also was Matisse’s one-time son-in-law—published “The Carver of Light” in

the last of several special issues of Verve devoted to the recently departed master. 31 There

Duthuit begins by situating the papiers découpés more or less as Matisse himself did—which is

to say, as the culmination of a lifelong quest to construct through color contrasts alone, such

that “the work is born of the pure confrontation of colors.” 32 He then describes a crucial shift

in the overall development of Matisse’s approach to color, having to do with what one might
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call the “delivery time” of the chromatic contrasts in question. Earlier works by the master,

Duthuit claims, inevitably conjured a durée; and that durée was on the side of density:

At the time that Matisse painted The Dance and Music, these large surfaces delivered

of local tones certainly existed, but the course of the paintbrush insinuated its

highs and its lows, its moments of assurance and of hesitation, of quickening and

of turning back. It wove from them, touch upon touch, a fabric of acquiescences,

of conciliations, of joys, that loosened the inertia of the canvas, and allowed it

to palpitate, to respire. It had, in all its frankness, an unfolding: the labor of the

painter in time, going against routine, modulating space by his effort, rediscovering

by virtue of that effort volume and depth. 33

All of this, however, Duthuit takes to have changed with the papiers découpés Matisse began

making in the 1940s. There Matisse cut directly into the already present color of his gouache-

covered papers, “modulating” that color through contour alone—or more precisely, through

the “measuring” of differently proportioned and shaped areas of color. In a further, central

passage, Duthuit picks up on, and glosses at length, Matisse’s own likening of the cutting of

the papier découpés to the “direct carving of the sculptors” 34:

Is it not the first time, in fact, that the technique of statuary is applied to the

substance of painting? The artist carves in a block that is no longer sandstone or

marble, but chroma. He therefore assigns himself an onerous task, for color does

not lend itself easily to sculptural treatment.

[…] He must imagine a language in which to continue to say weights and

measures. Similarly, the former means of marking distances, and therefore of

aerating the work, no longer offer him the least help; and yet, the work must

continue to breathe. Matisse finds himself in the situation of an organism

suddenly required to modify radically its breathing apparatus, to substitute for

lungs a system of gills. The work now respires thanks to a subtle play of

expansions and contractions, entirely due to the configuration of forms, since the

flatness of the plane and the integrity of the color are without recourse. 35

Duthuit frames this passage as, above all, an experience of exposure; indeed, of lucidity almost

to the point of excess: “if there is strangeness here, it is not the strangeness that proliferates in

the reserves of obscurity, but the strangeness of light…[that] invades our innermost being.” 36

That light—“exterior, physical, or rather natural”—appears less as a complement to what
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Duthuit calls its “age-old guarantor, the light within,” than as a threatening element in which

the latter risks dissolution 37: “If the most intimate aspect of being receives access to liberty, it

is only to feel itself just as soon dissipated by that liberty, just as pockets of humidity evaporate

when exposed to the burning heat of summer.” 38 Matisse moves toward that light as toward

his peril.

A blue and green Meun of 1968 shows Hantaï retracing and renewing this passage on his own

terms (fig. 11). The painting is one of several “transitional” or “uncertain” Meuns that show

the painter beginning once again to divide tone, as he limits himself increasingly to one color

per area of the canvas or even per act of folding, painting, and unfolding. Like the great

decorative panels by Matisse cited by Duthuit, the work begins to suggest an expansive quality

that will be one of the hallmarks of Hantaï’s later pliage work. But also like those panels,

it reveals internally variegated fields of highly legible brushwork—a luscious painterliness

facilitated by Hantaï’s use of extremely liquid oil paint, and which introduces a sense of

palpable volume into many of the painted areas. That effect is further enhanced by the

addition of blue paint around the edges of green areas to the lower left and upper right:

as in so many works by Cézanne and the earlier Matisse alike, that addition appears meant

to suggest a turning of forms in space. Such effects show Hantaï, like those predecessors,

straining against the potential collapse of painting into the “playing card.”

Yet this same work reveals other, deeper transformations nonetheless taking place in Hantaï’s

art: in particular, the interruption of the painted forms by variously shaped and proportioned

areas of nonpainted canvas. Breaking the continuity of the painted, those areas draw our

attention from what one might call the “internal” modulations proper to any one painted area,

toward the “overall” modulation of the surface as a whole by all the forms, working at once

in concert and against the total, nonpainted field in which they appear.
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Fig. 11: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 229 x 209.5 cm (private collection). Photo: Jacqueline Hyde, courtesy of the Galerie Jean

Fournier, Paris.
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Fig. 12: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 210 x 186 cm (private collection). Photo: Laurent Lecat.

What the work shows, in other words, is Hantaï’s learning a fundamentally Matissean lesson:

that the work of art is constituted entirely by rapports. 39 This recognition is what allows him

eventually to move toward comparatively unmodulated aplats, as also toward higher-keyed

color—a shift soon confirmed and carried forward by the immediately subsequent Etudes (the

availability of acrylic paints also plays a role in this story). A lemon-yellow Meun of 1968 is

especially daring in this respect: no hue could be less adapted to picturing density, yet the

forms do indeed breathe and turn, aerated by the variously proportioned slivers and expanses

of nonpainted canvas (fig. 12). The work is made fully of those ever-changing contrasts

between painted and painted, as between painted and nonpainted.
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Fig. 13: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 228.5 x 204 cm (private collection). Photo: Laurent Lecat, courtesy of the Galerie Jean

Fournier, Paris.

That recognition also proves enabling for Hantaï in another, larger sense: it proves the

liquidation of his longstanding resistance to the femelle body as that which lacks a solid

“center” or “core.” Indeed, one of the most striking developments in the overall elaboration

of the Meuns concerns Hantaï’s gradual shift from choked or crowded to increasingly aerated

centers (fig. 13). Read against the backdrop of Hantaï’s earlier negotiations with Surrealism,

his acknowledgment of the nonpainted suggests an active submission to precisely that menace

of dispersion at once staged and denied in Femelle-Miroir I and II. That the painted forms

in so many Meuns appear as later avatars of the earlier femelle’s exaggerated buttocks, breasts,

and cleft sex appears to me to support this view (figs. 14-15) —as does a no less striking

structural rhyming of so many nonpainted “stars” with Femelle-Miroir’s jagged maw. 40 These
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references can at times be a bit too close to the surface (fig. 16). But the better Meuns are

those that appear held together in a kind of precarious and contingent syntax, their forms no

longer subordinate to the dictates of recognizable figuration but as if keyed to the dispersed,

diffuse, and notionally impersonal bodiliness of the canvas “itself.”

Fig. 14: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 246 x 221 cm (Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris). Photo: Laurent Lecat, courtesy of

the Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris.
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Fig. 15: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 226 x 202 cm (current location unknown). Photo: Jacqueline Hyde, courtesy of the Galerie

Jean Fournier, Paris.

The acceptance of that dispersion is perhaps the central event of the Meuns as a whole,

what divides this series crucially from Hantaï’s earlier pliage work. Palpable in the increasing

dynamism of Hantaï’s painted configurations over time, it also is dramatized on the level

of each individual work: in the unfolding of the painting from the pouch-like volume

it had been, which also is the shattering of the continuity of the painted. The Meuns

assume fully that passage toward surface—a passage that in some respect literalizes Duthuit’s

description of Matisse as moving from “the reserves of obscurity” toward a “light…[that]
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invades our innermost being,” even as it also gives that passage over to a play of repetition

and transformation. That this passage was perpetually at stake is suggested by Hantaï’s

summation of the choice with which he took himself to be faced before each folded canvas:

“Whether to unfold it, or to leave it in mountain-form.” 41 (I take the “mountain” here as an

allusion to what this practice continues to owe to Cézanne.)

Fig. 16: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 215 x 205 cm (Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris). Photo: Jacqueline Hyde, courtesy of the

Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris.

A number of Meuns bear visible reminders of that “sculptural” moment, of the pouch-like

forms from which they emerged. Indeed, many virtually invite the beholder to reconstitute

their folded forms, the rounded “mountains” they once were. In so doing, they take over

some of the force of effects previously made possible in the papiers découpés by the continued

role of mimetic reference—the ways in which the 1952 gouache Venus, to take just one

example, is able to imply foreshortening through cut contour alone.
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Fig. 17: Simon Hantaï, Meun, 1968, 233 x 214 cm (private collection). Photo: Jacqueline Hyde, courtesy of the

Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris.

But this also brings us to a key difference between Hantaï and Matisse. Where the latter draws

his impetus from external models, Hantaï draws his from the materiality—the “body”—of the

canvas itself. This can seem like, and often is viewed as, a kind of “literalism”; but Hantaï’s

own remarks lead in a different direction, attributing that support an unprecedented degree

of agency and selfhood—even, indeed, something like desire. Hantaï does not cut into his

canvas; rather, that canvas “cuts in itself … invaginates and hides itself.” 42 That “self-cutting”

action is further dramatized by an overall passage from the rounded paint areas of earlier

Meuns to the increasingly slashing and shard-like forms of later iterations within that series

and, indeed, all subsequent series (fig. 17). That the results of that action were never entirely

foreseeable for their author is but one mark that painting remains, for Hantaï, crucially bound

up with obscurity.
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IV

Hantaï’s experience of the nonpainted frees up an impetus at least implicit, if not fully

available to him, in his practice since his Surrealist tenure: from now on, he approaches the

canvas not only as a “body” in its own right, but further, as a desiring body; indeed, one whose

desires often are opaque. If Hantaï experiences that new situation as, in part, liberating, it

nonetheless raises more questions than it answers. In particular, it means that he now finds

himself asking not simply what he wants from painting, but also: “What does painting want

from me?” 43

This is, to say the least, a rather peculiar and phantasmatic position in which to find oneself;

and Hantaï’s question, as he well knew, seems to exceed the limits of art history. But

nor is it simply idiosyncratic. Rather, it might be understood as the translation, within a

practice that is now understood as deeply libidinally charged, of among the most important

questions in contemporary psychoanalysis. In particular, Hantaï’s question finds an especially

significant and illuminating analogue in the writing and teaching of Jacques Lacan, with its

concerted rethinking, with and beyond Freud, of the topic of feminine sexuality (Freud’s

infamously puzzled “Was will das Weib?”—“What does woman want?” 44). Significantly,

Lacan has traversed much the same Surrealist culture as Hantaï; and he too is critical of the

movement, on not unrelated grounds. 45 He can provide suggestive lenses onto—even, at

times, unintentional glosses on—defining aspects of the problematic sketched so far.

The key issue concerns Lacan’s insistence on rethinking sexual difference within the context

of a “return to Freud” in which castration figures centrally. This insistence is integral to

Lacan’s critique of American psychoanalysis and what he sees as its tendency to naturalize

differences between the sexes, rooting them in brute biological fact. Against this tendency,

Lacan points to what appears, in Freud, as the essentially psychic construction of these

differences, recasting the castration complex as a drama about the ways in which human

subjects discover themselves through language—and discover themselves, crucially, as

exposed, mediated by otherness.

The charting of these negotiations is central to Lacan’s later work on feminine sexuality, and

particularly his 1972-73 seminar, Encore. There the psychoanalyst introduces a now well-

known diagram, ascribing each of the two sexes one of two sides, each of those sides mapped

in turn by two different propositional formulas. 46 The detail of Lacan’s scanning of those

propositions reveals all the difficulty and density characteristic of his later writings, but the

basic point is simple enough: Lacan sees “masculine” and “feminine” as, critically, something

like two different stances or positions one might take up. “Every speaking being,” he stresses,

“situates itself on one side or the other” (Lacan, 79); yet nothing prevents a woman from
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taking up a place on the masculine side, nor a man from finding himself on the feminine side.

And this is possible precisely because one’s sex is not a question of biology, but rather, of a

particular way of negotiating questions of unity and selfhood.

Nor do the sexes divide as plenitude to mere lack, the masculine finding itself in a fullness

of presence denied the feminine: both are subjected to what Lacan calls the “phallus,”

marked by and mediated through it. Both sexes dream of a position outside the play of

contraries that compose them (the dream, then, of a subjectivity without reserve 47); but they

dream it differently. In Stephen Melville’s useful gloss: “the masculine position is one that

thinks—poses—itself punctually and directly: ‘I am’ (for example) ‘not a slave’; whereas the

reserve of feminine subjectivity asserts itself only mediately, through a unity which it is not:

‘Not all women are slaves (and I am not all).’ It is this ‘not-all,’ pas-tout, that Lacan takes to

define woman” (Melville, 95). The differences between the sexes are, as it were, grammatical

differences.

Lacan’s insistence on castration offers a new context in which to consider Hantaï’s passage

beyond Surrealism. Breton, we might say, never ceases to dream of a unified self, free and

undivided: that is the self he was seeking in the “mirror sex” with which Hantaï’s negotiations

with the movement in some sense began. But what opposes that fantasy in Hantaï’s earliest

Surrealist work—and what eventually supersedes it altogether with the move to pliage—is a

deep, if initially inchoate, sense of the fact and claims of medium: that there is no language

that does not originate with others, and whose “laws” one can do no more than inhabit

and appropriate. (Against Breton’s defining early conception of Surrealist automatism, then, a

medium would be a “language” emphatically with reserve. 48) Pushing this further, one might

then say that “sculpture” and “painting” line up for Hantaï roughly as do “masculine” and

“feminine” on Lacan’s chart, sculpture being that which “thinks—poses—itself punctually

and directly,” while painting is marked from the first by a fundamental reserve, and therefore

“asserts itself only mediately, through a unity which it is not.” Like Lacan’s woman, painting

for Hantaï comes to be defined by its condition of pas-tout, “not-all.” 49

Hantaï’s early pliage work often appears to stage something like the discovery of difference

and the castration complex in a way that can feel not simply knowing but self-deprecating.

So for example he multiplies phallic forms throughout the Panses, and puts himself explicitly

in the position of the child in that series’ plaintive original title, Maman! Maman! dits: La

Saucisse. (Asked about that title, Hantaï responded drily: “You can see this guy is lost.” 50 Not

for nothing does he use the third person here, as if further depersonalizing this drama.) By

contrast, Hantaï in his later years privileged an unmistakably Oedipal trope for his reversal of

fortune in pliage: through folding, he claimed, he “put out” his eyes. 51 The nonpainted reserves
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that come to the fore from the Meuns forward are at once the mark of and the figure for that

blindness—the constitutive nonmastery—in the act of painting.

It is as if psychoanalysis provides Hantaï an allegorical context in which to think through the

problems of painting. By the same token, the daily practice of painting might be understood

as functioning for Hantaï as itself a “therapeutic” practice of sorts. This idea too has roots in

Surrealist associations of the practice of automatism with “spiritual exercise,” but the practice

that interests Hantaï leads away from integration of the self, toward a more difficult figuration

of the fundamentally split and knotted nature of subjectivity. 52 Roughly put, painting is

imagined by Hantaï as performing something like the task of the Lacanian analyst: it brings

him (the “analysand”) to recognition of his finitude and contingency.

V

The catalogue for Hantaï’s 1976 retrospective at the Musée national d’art moderne offers a

further taking-up and transformation of these issues. Indeed, its striking layout—which was

designed by Hantaï himself, with help from his longtime dealer, Jean Fournier—begins by

presenting an implicit “origin story” of sorts for Hantaï’s pliage practice; and like all good

origin stories, it is no less powerful for being mythical. That its very staging appears to have

gone largely unremarked is perhaps but a further testament to that power. 53
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Fig. 18: Simon Hantaï, cover of the catalogue for his exhibition “Hantaï,” Musée national d’art moderne, 1976, showing

silkscreened detail of a Tabula. Photo: The University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.
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Fig. 19: Simon Hantaï, inside page of the catalogue for his exhibition “Hantaï,” Musée national d’art moderne, 1976, showing

a photographic detail of a Tabula prior to unfolding. Photo: The University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.

On the cover of the catalogue appears a silkscreen detail of a large painting of the sort Hantaï

had begun making in 1972, which he called Tabulas (fig. 18). Like the Meuns, it too is a late

descendant of Femelle-Miroir I; but unlike the Meuns, it shows Hantaï turning his attention from

the biomorphic shapes variously gathered and dispersed throughout that peinture-mère to its

gridded ground and dark painted square (the depicted “mirror”). That earlier ground is even

more powerfully conjured by the second image in the catalogue, showing a detail of a Tabula

prior to unfolding (fig. 19). But that is not the comparison encouraged by the catalogue.

Femelle-Mirroir I was in private hands in 1976, and neither it nor its pendant was included in the

MNAM show. Instead, what Hantaï offers—in the place of the third image—is yet another

Femme-Miroir: a grainy, black and white photograph of his own mother, circa 1920 (fig. 20). 54
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She gazes directly at the camera, the lower half of her body covered by a dark, gridded, and

apparently reflective cloth (note the multiple gleams of light): her impeccably pressed tablier.

Fig. 20: Simon Hantaï, inside page of the catalogue for his exhibition “Hantaï,” Musée national d’art moderne, 1976, showing a

photograph of his mother, Anna Hantaï, ca. 1920. Photo: The University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.

Much ink has since been spilled about that tablier, which has become a highly auratic object in

its own right. 55 My interest, however, is less in the thing itself than in the function it serves

in the story Hantaï is telling; and that story is a Freudian fable of the discovery of difference.

Regressing through time—from open Tabula to closed Tabula—we find the powerful figure

of the mother, her tablier as if commanded by Freud, the better to stoke the child’s curiosity

about what lies behind. 56 That we are indeed on a path of this kind appears confirmed by the

following image, a detail of a 1949 painting by Hantaï of nine female bathers in and alongside
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a river, unclothed but holding various cloths—and among them, yet another gridded cloth

(fig. 21).

Fig. 21: Simon Hantaï, inside page of the catalogue for his exhibition “Hantaï,” Musée national d’art moderne, 1976,

showing a photographic detail of Peinture, 1949. Photo: The University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.

The scene is set; these various moments have only to be charged retroactively. And indeed,

the next few images suggest the irruption of a sudden threat, the shattering of that quiet world

by the river: from an allover painting of interlocking forms we pass immediately to a 1952

painting of a monstrous figure with a cruelly amputated arm and blown-open stomach, its

pose presaging elements of both Femelle-Miroir I and Femelle-Miroir II (fig. 22). Then it is a

new and alien world: a world of viscera and entrails, bodies in parts, horror vacui (fig. 23).

Pliage emerges within and against this context, letting the air back in.
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Fig. 22: Simon Hantaï, inside page of the catalogue for his exhibition “Hantaï,” Musée national d’art moderne, 1976, showing a

photographic detail of Peinture, 1952. Photo: The University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.
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Fig. 23: Simon Hantaï, inside page of the catalogue for his exhibition “Hantaï,” Musée national d’art moderne, 1976, showing a

photographic detail of Peinture, 1952. Photo: The University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.

One could pursue this reading indefinitely, each new image conjuring further constellations

of associations, new sites from which to gather up Hantaï’s work. That interminability is the

very point. For what Hantaï is conjuring, in showing this story, is the birth of a self riven

by difference, conditioned by limits not of his making, one that will always have an “obscure

part”—a monster to himself. This is, for Hantaï, the kind of being who makes paintings.

Pliage is born of that monstrosity, engendered by it.
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Fig. 24: Cover of Peintures cahiers théoriques 8/9, February 1974, with first French translation of Clement Greenberg’s

“Modernist Painting.” Photo: The University of Chicago Visual Resources Center.

Hantaï had, of course, been saying something like this all along. But by 1976, there were

new reasons for saying it. The writings of Clement Greenberg were increasingly available,

American minimalism increasingly visible (fig. 24). 57 Presented in France as an “Art of the

Real” (as in the 1968 exhibition by that name at the Grand Palais), this work defined a new

context in which the pressure of “the literal” was making itself felt with renewed force.

Indeed, the Tabulas themselves take over structures and strategies broadly associated with

minimalist art, from serial repetition to Hantaï’s version of “deductive structure” (to take up
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a well-known term from Michael Fried’s writing on Frank Stella). Yet they take them over

only to show their deformation from within, the rupturing of their structures by the always-

unforeseeable workings of desire. Call this the mutual entanglement of symbolic, imaginary,

and real; or just call it pliage as method. It will not be named once and for all.
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1. See Erich Franz et al., Simon Hantaï: Werke von 1960 bis 1995 (exh. cat., Westfälisches Landesmuseum für Kunst und

Kulturgeschichte, Münster, May 8–August 8 1999), 42.

2. “Les tableaux anciens d’Hantaï recréent une sorte d’humus visionnaire où les signes s’entremêlent dans l’espace séculaire

des grands labours de l’Europe. Ses œuvres récentes entraînent le regard dans une vie nouvelle de la peinture qui a ses

racines dans la lumière. L’œuvre entier d’Hantaï est un grand parcours, celui d’une vision sublimée.” Pontus Hulten et al.,

Hantaï (exh. cat., Musée national d’art moderne, Paris, May 26–September 13, 1976), 3. Throughout the following, I have

cited English translations from French sources, where available. Where no translation exists, I have provided my

translation in the text, followed by the original French in a footnote.

3. Simon Hantaï, Sexe-Prime: Hommage à Jean-Pierre Brisset (exh. cat., Galerie Kléber, Paris, May 11–June 9, 1956). Brisset was

revered by the Paris Surrealists as an early, unwitting practitioner of l’humour noir, or “black humor.” See in particular

André Breton, “Jean-Pierre Brisset,” Anthologie de l’humour noir (Paris: Jean-Jacques Pauvert, 1966), 233-45.

4. Simon Hantaï, as cited by the critic Karim Ghaddab in his “Simon Hantaï, The Painted Slit as Vanishing Point,” trans.

L.-S. Torgoff, art press no. 233 (March 1998), 29 and 30. Hantaï repeated these claims in numerous conversations with this

author.

5. Hantaï’s favorite way of expressing this was with one oft-repeated phrase: “L’impureté est la vraie situation” (Hantaï,

conversation with the author).

6. The French term “femelle” typically is used in zoology to designate the female of a species; when used in place of “femme”

to refer to a woman, it carries a distinctly pejorative connotation. I leave it untranslated throughout the following.

7. My emphasis on Hantaï’s dialogue with Breton in particular reflects my sense that the Surrealist leader was, in fact, the

key figure with whom Hantaï felt he must reckon: his initial approach to the Surrealist group passed by way of Breton

himself, as it also was with Breton personally that he broke eventually; and all throughout Hantaï’s official Surrealist tenure

and its volatile aftermath, Breton was the single figure most often cited and invoked in Hantaï’s own texts.

8. Hantaï, conversation with the author.

9. André Breton, “Free Union,” in Maurice Nadeau, The History of Surrealism, trans. Richard Howard, intro. Roger Shattuck

(Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1989), 283-84.

10. André Breton, Manifestoes of Surrealism, trans. Richard Seaver and Helen R. Lane (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan

Press, 1972), 36-37.

11. This might sound like a description of the cadavre exquis or “exquisite corpse,” as practiced by Breton and other

Surrealists from the later 1920s. (One might refer in this connection to the three examples from ca. 1927-28 published in

Gérard Durozoi, History of the Surrealist Movement, trans. Alison Anderson (Chicago and London: University of Chicago

Press, 2002), 144-45.) However, there is an important difference between that model of “composite” imagery and Hantaï’s

aggregate figure. Precisely because the exquisite corpse requires that each participant work “blindly” relative to the bulk of

the figure-in-process, picking up only where the preceding participant has left off (supports typically are folded over to

prevent all but the most partial view), the procedure virtually precludes the systematic repetition and transformation of the

“same” forms from start to finish. Instead, individual contributions tend to be decidedly heterogeneous in style, each

“part” marked by specific rhetorical flourishes (for example: realistic shading and muted color in one zone, calligraphic

traits and bright spots of color in another) that, in their frequently striking specificity, often are readily assignable to

particular authors (Joan Miró versus Yves Tanguy, say)—even as the images as a whole typically cohere in the production of

one master-figure. The effect has more in common with what I have cast as Breton’s multiplication of highly individuated

poetic images than with the uncanny echoes and formal rhymes of Femelle-Miroir I, as I am about to describe them.

12. For more on the popularity of the praying mantis in Surrealist art and discourse, see William Pressly, “The Praying

Mantis in Surrealist Art,” The Art Bulletin 55.4 (December 1973): 600-15; and Ruth Markus, “Surrealism’s Praying Mantis

and Castrating Woman,” Woman’s Art Journal 21.1 (Spring-Summer 2000): 33-39. Rosalind Krauss also has discussed the

role of the mantis in the writing of Roger Caillois in particular in her “Corpus Delicti,” October 33 (Summer 1985): 31-72.
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13. Hantaï’s simultaneous invocation of two very different Surrealizing works from 1931 may reflect his sense of a

perceived bifurcation since 1929 between Breton’s group on the one hand and the so-called dissident Surrealists grouped

around Georges Bataille on the other, with Picasso counting as a figure of particular interest to Bataille and therefore as

representative of a legacy the young Hungarian is perhaps best understood as seeking actively to revive in the very different

(and in his view, comparatively moribund) historical moment of 1953. For more on Picasso’s relation to Surrealism, and as

read by André Breton and by his rival Georges Bataille, see C.F.B. Miller, “Pablo Picasso,” in Dawn Ades and Simon Baker,

Undercover Surrealism: Georges Bataille and Documents (exh. cat., Hayward Centre, London, and MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.,

May 11-July 30, 2006), 214-221.

14. “[Il] s’agit pour nous […] d’exalter au possible cette part obscure qui dans l’homme commence à ne plus être homme.”

Simon Hantaï and Jean Schuster, “Une démolition au platane.” Médium: communication surréaliste 4 (January 1955), 61.

15. Hantaï and Schuster refer to “une condition méta-humaine,” and make clear that the notion is, for them, temporally

charged: “faute d’un terme déjà forgé, désignant ce qui succèdera à l’humain, nous avons recouru, plutôt qu’à la périphrase,

à l’adjonction du préfixe méta qui, en grec, signifie après” (61). I have opted for “post” to make this dimension more

immediately apparent.

16. This point, too, becomes fully explicit in “Une démolition au platane.” That essay is Hantaï’s central early statement

regarding the Surrealist notion of psychic automatism, and what he took as its “betrayal” within Surrealist practice past and

present. Briefly, Hantaï and Schuster allege that Surrealist painters and poets have largely misunderstood the movement’s

signal concept, seeing in automatism an instrument of self-revelation as opposed to a means of “overcoming” or

“exceeding” the self. I take that argument as a whole to inherit the criticism of Breton I am suggesting is implicit already in

the two Femelle-Miroir paintings two years prior. For an extended reading of “Une démolition au platane” along the lines

sketched here, see my Penser la peinture: Simon Hantaï, trans. Patrick Hersant (Paris: Gallimard, 2012), especially 36-62.

17. I am thinking especially of Picasso’s 1909 series of drawings and paintings of Fernande Olivier, but the feature is

recurrent in his work from Cubism forward.

18. Indeed, the central figures in both paintings might even be read as displaced self-portraits. Supporting this view is the

fact that Hantaï himself often used sponges of the sort conjured by the small purple form in Femelle-Miroir I to spread or

remove pigment from his canvases (as he may have here, in preparing both paintings’ grounds), while the yellow phallus-

form in Femelle-Miroir II might itself be understood as a metaphorical stand-in for the various scraping implements he used

to “sculpt” the painted forms. Like both figures, Hantaï too was right-handed. My thinking about this aspect of both

pictures is indebted to Michael Fried’s brilliant reading of Courbet’s art in his Courbet’s Realism (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1990). Let this also be the occasion to acknowledge more general debts to Fried’s study, especially his

account of “Courbet’s ‘Femininity’” (189-222).

19. Or more to the point, Breton’s professed incapacity to see any painting as “being other than a window.” See André

Breton, Surrealism and Painting, trans. Simon Watson Taylor, intro. Mark Polizzotti (Boston: MFA Publications, 2002), 2.

20. Molly Warnock, Simon Hantaï (exh. cat. Paul Kasmin Gallery, New York, March 19–April 24, 2010 and Galerie Jean

Fournier, Paris, April 8–May 22, 2010), non paginated, and Penser la peinture, 225-32.

21. This, then, would be the definitive tipping of the femelle into the méta-humain, a translation I have suggested is implicit at

least as early as “Démolition.”

22. I gloss over here the role of the major picture of 1958-59 known as Peinture (Écriture rose), which in many ways prepares

Hantaï’s decisive move to pliage procedures.

23. Hantaï, conversation with the author. Zsuzsa Hantaï, the artist’s wife, also was present during that conversation and

recalled with him their early encounters with Cézanne’s work and its visibility within the curriculum at the Budapest

Academy of Fine Arts.

24. See in this connection Hantaï’s reported response to a feature entitled “Ouvrez-vous?” and included in the “Numéro Simon

Hantaï” of the new Surrealist journal Médium, celebrating the young artist’s recent adhesion to the group. Asked whether he

would receive a hypothetical visit from Cézanne, Hantaï replies: “Non, envie de rire” (Médium: communication surréaliste 1

[November 1953], 11). Queried about this response in the spring of 2005, Hantaï noted simply: “Dire autre chose, ça aurait

été claquer la porte” (Hantaï, conversation with the author).

25. A fuller discussion of this turn would have to take into account the frequency and the persistence with which Hantaï’s

first series of pliage paintings, the Mariales (1960-62), conjure Cubist problems and effects. That is a complicated story

beyond the scope of this essay; I note simply that Jean-François Revel, in a 1967 preface, recalls Hantaï’s enthusiasm, “il y a

quelques années,” for John Golding’s 1959 study Cubism: A History and Analysis 1907-1914; Cézanne’s work and its

importance for Cubism are discussed at some length in that study. See Jean-François Revel, “Pour Hantaï,” in Simon
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Hantaï, Peintures 1960-1967 (exh. cat., Galerie Jean Fournier, Paris, June 22-July 31, 1967), not paginated; and Golding,

Cubism, A History and an Analysis (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1988), especially 64-77.

26. This is my translation of an oft-cited passage: “C’est comme une carte à jouer. [...] Le soleil y est si effrayant qu’il me

semble que les objets s’enlèvent en silhouette non pas seulement en blanc ou noir, mais en bleu, en rouge, en brun, en

violet. Je puis me tromper, mais il me semble que c’est l’antipode du modelé.” John Rewald, ed., Paul Cézanne Correspondance

(Paris: Grasset, 1978), 194. Alternate English translations exist; Marguerite Kay, for example, renders the central line in the

same passage thus: “The sun here is so tremendous that it seems to me as if the objects were silhouetted not only in black

and white, but in blue, red, brown, and violet” (John Rewald, ed., Paul Cézanne: Letters, trans. Marguerite Kay [New York,

N.Y.: Hacker Art Books, 1976], 146); while Seymour Hacker suggests “outlined” in place of “silhouetted” (John Rewald, ed.

Paul Cézanne: Letters, trans. Seymour Hacker [New York: Hacker Art Books, 1984], p. 154). However, neither of these

previous versions seems to me adequately to capture the sense in which Cézanne appears to be suggesting not simply that

the objects are silhouetted (i.e., outlined), but indeed, that they appear as silhouettes, as detaching themselves from the

background or jumping forward as silhouettes.

27. “‘Il ne m’a pas compris, répondait-il furieusement; jamais je n’ai voulu et je n’accepterai jamais le manque de modelé ou

de graduation; c’est un non-sens. Gauguin n’était pas peintre, il n’a fait que des images chinoises.’” P. Michael Doran, ed.,

Conversations avec Cézanne (Paris: Collection Macula, 1978), 63.

28. I am referring here to Hantaï’s oft-cited reference at the moment of the Panses to some lines by the poet Henri Michaux:

”Tout, véritablement tout est à recommencer par la base: par les cellules…” (Henri Michaux, Œuvres complètes, vol. 3 [Paris:

Editions de la Pléiade, 2004], 204). Interestingly, Golding quotes Roger de La Fresnaye on the “cellular” aspect of

Cézanne’s work: “Each object, in one of the late canvases, has ceased to exist only in itself, and becomes little by little a cell

within the whole organism of the painting. That is the really fruitful aspect of Cézanne’s painting and the reason for which

it is at the root of all the modern tendencies” (Golding, 76-77).

29. This aspect of Cézanne’s art was striking and discomfitting even to his admirers, such as the young Emile Bernard,

writing in 1904 to his mother: “Il voit par petits tons. Ses toiles sont faites de morceaux. Il y laisse partout des blancs”

(Doran, 24).

30. Both “saucisse” and “panse” were attempts to translate the Hungarian word Bendös, which can mean a stuffed sausage

or, alternately, the belly of a pregnant woman (Hantaï, conversation with the author). The association is reinforced in

Hantaï’s extended original title: Maman ! Maman ! dits: La Saucisse.

31. Georges Duthuit, “Le tailleur de lumière,” Verve 9.35/36 (1958): 77 and 119. An abridged version has been reprinted in

Dominique Fourcade, ed., Henri Matisse: Ecrits et propos sur l’art (Paris: Hermann, 1972), 23-27. All references here are to the

later source.

32. “[…] que l’oeuvre naisse de la pure confrontation des couleurs” (23).

33. “Du temps où Matisse peignait La Danse ou La Musique, ces grandes surfaces délivrées des tons locaux existaient certes,

mais le parcours du pinceau y insinuait ses hauts et ses bas, ses assurances et ses hésitations, ses vitesses et ses retours. Il

s’en tramait, touche après touche, un tissu d’acquiescements, de conciliations, de bonheurs, qui déjouait l’inertie de la toile,

et lui permettait de palpiter, de respirer. Elle avait, en sa toute franchise, un déroulement : le labeur du peintre dans le

temps, allant à contrecourant de la routine, modulant l’espace par son effort, retrouvant par lui volume et profondeur” (24).

34. The phrase occurs in Matisse’s 1947 notes on his book Jazz. See Jack Flam ed. and trans., Matisse on Art (Berkeley and

Los Angeles, CA: University of California Press, 1995), 172.

35. “N’est-ce pas la première fois, en effet, que la technique de la statuaire est appliquée à la substance de la peinture ?

L’artiste taille dans un bloc qui n’est plus grès ou marbre, mais chromatisme. Il s’impose ainsi une exigence très onéreuse

car la couleur ne se prête pas du premier coup au traitement sculptural. […] Il lui faut imaginer un langage pour en dire

encore les poids et les mesures. De même, les anciens moyens de marquer les distances, et donc d’aérer l’œuvre, ne lui sont

plus d’aucun secours: pourtant elle doit continuer à respirer. Matisse se trouve dans la situation de l’organisme soudain mis

en demeure de modifier radicalement son appareil respiratoire, de substituer aux poumons un système d’ouïes. L’œuvre

respire à présent grâce à un jeu subtil d’expansions et de contractions, entièrement dû à la configuration des formes, puisque

l’unidimensionnalité du plan et de l’intégrité de la couleur sont sans recours” (24-25; my emphasis).

36. Ellipsis mine. I provide Duthuit’s formulation in its entirety: “De même, s’il est ici question d’insolite, ce n’est point à

coup sûr de celui qui prolifère dans les replis de l’obscurité, mais au contraire de la lumière, de la lumière si éclatante, si

volontaire, si décisive, qu’elle occupe entièrement l’œil, et, crue soudain, nous envahit en notre tréfonds” (26).

37. “L’étrange est là: cette lumière extérieure, physique, ou plutôt naturelle, brille si impérieusement qu’en elle se noie et se

dissout son répondant de toujours, la lumière intérieure” (26).
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38. “Si l’intime de l’être reçoit accès à la liberté, c’est pour se sentir aussitôt dissipé par elle, de même que s’évaporent les

poches d’humidité lorsqu’elles sont exposées à l’été brûlant” (26).

39. See for example Henri Matisse, “Témoignage” (1943): “On a trop souvent tendance à oublier que les anciens ne

travaillaient que par les rapports. La question capitale est là” (in Fourcade, 195).

40. Georges Didi-Huberman has written eloquently about the étoilement or “starring effects” in Hantaï’s later pliage work, and

that are produced by the gathering and subsequent dispersion of canvases painted in variously knotted states. See Georges

Didi-Huberman, L’Étoilement: Conversation avec Hantaï (Paris: Minuit, 1998). Of course I am not suggesting that Hantaï

produced these later effects in conscious, continuous reference back to Femelle-Miroir I; rather, I take the earlier, explicitly

threatening maw as allegorical of an entire paradigm of painterly practice in which those stars initially were experienced as

similarly menacing.

41. “Ou l’aplatir, ou la laisser en montagne.” Hantaï, conversation with the author. A similar formulation occurs in a late

letter to Georges Didi-Huberman, in which Hantaï describes the unfolded canvas as “l’invaginée l’involuée la montagne

aplatie [sic]” (Franz et al., 70).

42. My ellipses; emphasis in original. The extended passage reads: “La toile cesse d’être un écran de projection et coupe en

elle-même. […] Le support s’envagine et se cache, partiellement invisible, modifications du regard, les yeux comme crevés,

autrement occupés, regard périphérique, flottant, délocalisé, et même plus de regard du tout.” Suzanne Pagé et al., Donation

Simon Hantaï (Paris:,Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris, 1997), 26. I return to this figure of “les yeux comme crevés”

below.

43. “Qu’est-ce que la peinture veut de moi?” Hantaï, conversation with the author.

44. And here we might note that, like femelle in French, the German Weib also carries a distinctly pejorative connotation. My

thanks to Charles Palermo for pointing this out.

45. See in particular his dismissal of the movement’s “phénoménologie amoureuse,” “dont le moralisme coupe les bras”

(Jacques Lacan, …ou pire: Séminaire XIX, 1971-72 (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 2011), 174).

46. Jacques Lacan, Encore: On Feminine Sexuality, The Limits of Love and Knowledge, 1973-73, ed. Jacques-Alain Miller, trans.

Bruce Fink (New York, N.Y.: W.W. Norton, 1999), 78. My reading of this chart, and its broader implications within

Lacan’s psychoanalysis, is indebted to Stephen Melville’s discussion of these matters in his 1986 essay, “Psychoanalysis and

the Place of Jouissance.” In Stephen Melville, Seams: Art as a Philosophical Context (Amsterdam: Gordon and Breach, 1996),

89-110.

47. Or one might call it, as Lacan sometimes does, Aristophanes’ dream of the primordial androgynes. The Surrealists also

were fascinated by this story.

48. In the “Manifesto of Surrealism,” Breton refers to the properly Surrealist use of language made possible by automatism

as a “langage sans réserve” (André Breton, Manifestes du surréalisme [Paris: Gallimard, 2005], p. 45). Seaver and Lane translate

the phrase as “unrestricted language” (Seaver and Lane, 33); a more literal translation would be “language without reserve.”

49. Somewhere in the background is G.W.F. Hegel in his Aesthetics on the difference between sculpture and painting/

Classical and Romantic as a difference between “being” and “seeming.”

50. “Tu vois bien que ce type est perdu.” Hantaï, conversation with the author.

51. Anne Baldassari appears to have been the first to have quoted and glossed Hantaï to this effect, writing: “Et l’oeil? L’oeil

du pliage est ouvert comme une coupe, translucide au monde bien que fermé, non voyant. ‘Se crever les yeux.’ La main qui

plie doit être aveugle” (Anne Baldassari, Simon Hantaï, Jalons [Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou, Musée national d’art

moderne, 1992], 39).

52. Michel Carrouges likens automatism to spiritual exercise in a landmark text approved by Breton himself. See Michel

Carrouges, André Breton et les données fondamentales du surréalisme (Paris: Gallimard, 1950), 178.

53. My emphasis on the “allegorical” dimension of Hantaï’s layout for the MNAM draws upon my experience of the

painter’s invitation brochures/catalogues of the 1950s, the two most important examples of which are analyzed at length in

Penser la peinture.

54. The same photograph also was reproduced in the catalogue for Hantaï’s 1981 exhibition at the Centre d’Arts Plastiques

Contemporains de Bordeaux, Entrepôt Lainé, where it is dated “vers 1918.” See Jean-Louis Froment et al., Simon Hantaï:

1960-1976 (exh. cat., Centre d’Arts Plastiques Contemporains de Bordeaux, Entrepôt Lainé, Bordeaux, 15 mai-29 août,

1981), 6.

55. See, for example, Hélène Cixous, Le Tablier de Simon Hantaï. Annagrammes, suivi de H.C. S.H. lettres (Paris: Editions Galilée,

2005).
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56. Freud’s “case study” of Leonardo da Vinci is the classical source for this story in the context of art, but the basic

structure of at least the initial stages in that story are consistent across Freud’s later psychoanalytic writings. For the child’s

“longing” to see the mother’s genitals, “which he believed to be a penis,” see Sigmund Freud, Leonardo da Vinci: A Study in

Psychosexuality (New York: Random House, 1944), 55.

57. Greenberg’s “Modernist Painting” appeared in French translation in 1974; this was followed in 1977 by a selection of

the critic’s writings on Jackson Pollock. See Clement Greenberg, “Sur le modernisme,” Peintures cahiers théoriques 8/9 (1974):

33-39; and “Dossier Pollock II: Les textes sur Pollock” and “Dossier Pollock III: Peinture à l’américaine,” Macula 2 (1977):

36-66.
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W E  A R E  A L L  P R O L E T A R I A N SW E  A R E  A L L  P R O L E T A R I A N S

T O D D  C R O N A NT O D D  C R O N A N

Review of TowardsTowards aa NewNew ManifestoManifesto by Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer. Translated

by Rodney Livingstone. Verso 2011.

Special thanks to the editors of RadicalRadical PhilosophyPhilosophy for allowing me to reprint my review

from issue 174 (July/August 2012): 31-33.

According to J. M. Bernstein, “the point of [Horkheimer and Adorno’s] Dialectic of

Enlightenment was to explain why the dialectic of class had come to a standstill.” The

“conflictual dialectic of proletariat and bourgeoisie,” Bernstein writes, “is unavailable for

interpretive purposes” (31). It bears noting that this is the only appearance of the term

“class conflict” in the 428 pages of The Cambridge Companion to Adorno (2004). Bernstein’s

point is made again by Simon Jarvis in the same volume when he writes that the “concept

of class…designates not a real entity but a real illusion” (94). “There is,” he insists, “no

such thing as a ‘class.’” Because to “classify a diverse group of people under a single concept

inevitably misleadingly identifies them” (94). What real or potential use could emerge from

this rereading of Marx? It’s a matter of understanding the sea change in Marxist analysis

that Adorno initiated when he criticized the basic Marxist tenet that “economics has priority

over domination; domination may not be deduced otherwise than economically” (Negative

Dialectics). That domination exists without private property was presumed to point to a more

basic fact about civilization than any economic analysis could explain. For Adorno the fact
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that “human beings…are always being humiliated” has absolute priority over any economic

analysis (48). At stake is nothing less than a vision of Marxism as an analysis of humiliation,

of shame, not exploitation.

The stakes of Adorno and Horkheimer’s influential revision of Marxism emerges in the new

translation of their dialogue Towards a New Manifesto. The title is an inspired misnomer; it

is hard to see how “Discussion on Theory and Praxis”—the original title in Horkheimer’s

Nachlass—would attract any but the most dedicated readers. But what makes the brief

volume—113 generously spaced pages—so engaging and what partially legitimates the

English title, is the space devoted to a reassessment of key Marxist concepts. We should

“write a manifesto that will do justice to the current situation,” Adorno says (92) and he adds

a surprising addendum: it should be “a strictly Leninist manifesto” (94). Despite Adorno’s

thoroughgoing use of Marxist terminology, his explicit engagement with Marx is slim (roughly

four essays in an extensive body of writing are devoted to class analysis). In the twelve

discussions that make up Towards a New Manifesto nearly half revolve around the problem of

work and “political concreteness.” But as Adorno and Horkheimer make clear, their theory

“no longer has anything in common with Marx, with the most advanced class consciousness;

our thoughts are no longer a function of the proletariat” (99).

Horkheimer formulates the basic problem for any contemporary Marxism: “in whose interest

do we write, now that there is no longer a party and the revolution has become such an

unlikely prospect?” (49) Horkheimer’s answer is striking and central to all Frankfurt School

analyses, class struggle has shifted to the superstructure: “It is in language that the idea that

all should be well can be articulated” (50). More tersely still: “All hope lies in thought”

(39-40). To which Adorno replies: “In Marx language plays no role, he is a positivist.” Kant,

rather than Marx, saw how “the concept of freedom…can be grasped only in relation to the

constitution of mankind as a whole” (50). That language retains in itself the universal claims

denied by the particular interests of individuals stands at the foundation of Adorno’s lifelong

commitment to the work of art as a form of dialectical overcoming, through a mode of

mimetic exacerbation, of capitalist contradictions. Works of art can perform a kind of “second

reflection” of capitalist modes of production (93). Put another way, the political power of

the work of art is fully predicated on the unreflective modes of work embodied in wage labor.

Horkheimer clarifies the problem: “Thesis: nowadays we have enough by way of productive

forces; it is obvious that we could supply the entire world with goods and could then attempt

to abolish work as a necessity for human beings” (31). He later puts it in Marxist terms,

“classes must be abolished because the time is ripe for it, the forces of production are strong

enough” (87). For Adorno, this new prospect for freedom is in fact a path to “catastrophe”

(87). Whenever workers are given “free time” they are discovered to be “obsessively repeating
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the rituals of the efforts that have been demanded of them” (32). Adorno describes all the

newly won freedoms, the sense that “everything seems to be improving” (35), as “a kind of

false classless society” (33). The “perfect classless society” is “in reality the very opposite.”

Horkheimer blasts back: “That’s too reactionary” (33). But Adorno is unrelenting: “this entire

question of spare time is so unfortunate” because “people unconsciously mimic the work

process” (33-34). What could it mean to say “people,” not owners or workers, mime the

work process at home? Adorno further broadens the point when he explains how “the appeal

to class won’t work any more, since today [we] are really all proletarians” (34). Owner and

worker mime labor in their “relaxed” moments. The new manifesto is tailored to bourgeois

and proletarian alike.

At their worst, Adorno and Horkheimer’s account of identity thinking is blandly reductive:

“All [that self-determination] means [in German idealism] is that the work my master formerly

ordered me to do is the same as the work I now seek to carry out of my own free will”; Kant’s

“transcendental apperception: labor made absolute” (25-26). And speaking of exchange value:

“People like advertisements. They do what the ads tell them and they know that they are

doing so” (54). Along this sweeping line of thought Horkheimer remarks that “The USA

is the country of argument.” Adorno picks up the (banal) idea: “Argument is consistently

bourgeois” (73). Adorno goes on to confuse the matter when he also insists that the “mistrust

of argument is at bottom what has inspired the Husserls and Heideggers” (72) and their fall

into “pure irrationalism” (67).

Horkheimer, the more pessimistic and less historicist of the two, suggests “we have to

reject both Marxism and ontology” (21). Or rather, it is the ontological and theological roots of

Marxism—a “faith in progress” (19-20), something Adorno suggests when he speaks of “a

new political authority [that] will emerge” at the limits of despair (60; my emphasis)—that

Horkheimer rejects. Horkheimer blanches, for instance, at Adorno’s literalist attempts to

identify theory and practice. “Even the most rarefied form of mental activity contains an

element of the practical,” Adorno contends (75). There’s no difference, he says, between

“thinking” and “eating roast goose” (80). Horkheimer rejects the identification and observes

how thinking “must have a connection to a world set to rights” (80-81) and must be “targeting

true practice” (96).

Although Horkheimer is far more pessimistic than Adorno—“today we have to declare

ourselves defeatists…There is nothing we can do. We…have to declare that basically we

cannot bring about change” (90)—he is also more practical. He places his diminishing

hopes on a “more or less worn-out version of the American system” (21); “planning,” he

suggests, “would offer the best prospect” (21). The view of planning is broadly redistributive:

“Automation. We should take greater care to help others, to export the right goods to the
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right people, to seek cures for the sick” (53). Along these lines Horkheimer announces the

second thesis of the new manifesto: “If there is so much affluence…we must give to those

who have nothing” (106). But this is a fleeting thought within the general tenor of the

manifesto, and it stands in tension with his more determined insistence on “the notion of

difference” (78). He is “in favor of the chaotic” (27); one “should think differently and act

differently” (79). But even here Horkheimer’s scruples are evident. He fears that the use of

vague words like “change” and “otherness” are simply “metaphysical gilding for bourgeois

desires” (83) and prefers instead the “animal qualities” of “a not-too-strenuous life, having

enough to eat, not having to work from morning to night” (86-87).

The conversations conclude on a brief discussion of “Individualism.” It is here, in the most

concise terms, that the larger problems of the manifesto project are revealed. It was Marx’s

mistake, Horkheimer declares, to be “concerned to ensure that all men would be equal”! (111)

Rather than equal, Horkheimer affirms that “human beings should be subtly different” (111;

my emphasis). Adorno picks up the thought insisting that “Marx was too harmless,” “he did

not concern himself with subjectivity” (111). And it is subjectivity or “difference” that lies at

the center of the new manifesto. Adorno’s most surprising assertion, and his most misguided,

appears with his concluding thought. The “idea that people are products of society down to

the innermost fiber of their being” was dismissed by Marx as “milieu theory.” The future of

Marxism lies in the reinstitution of this idea “first articulated by Lenin” (112). The battle that

Marx fought against “milieu theory” was against the idea that culture determined consciousness.

His great achievement was to see that economics was not a matter of culture but of exploitation.

Which is to say Adorno’s emphasis on domination and difference (how bourgeois culture

shapes being), rather than exploitation and the proletariat, is pre-Marxist in orientation. Post-

Marxism is pre-Marxism redux.
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